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Map of the book

Unit number Title Topics Test practice

Unit 1 Growing up Relationships, families and

early learning

Listening Section 1

Unit 2 Mental and physical

development

The body, the mind Speaking Part 2

General Training Writing Task 1

Unit 3 Keeping fit Diet, health and exercise Academic Reading

Unit 4 Lifestyles Life, leisure Listening Section 2

Unit 5 Student life Study, education, research General Training Reading Section 2

Unit 6 Effective communication Language, linguistics Academic Reading

Unit 7 On the move Tourism, travel General Training Reading Section 1

Unit 8 Through the ages Time, history Listening Section 4

Unit 9 The natural world Flora and fauna, agriculture Academic Reading /

General Training Reading Section 3

Unit 10 Reaching for the skies Space, the planets Listening Section 3

Unit 11 Design and innovation Building, engineering Academic Reading

Unit 12 Information technology Telecommunications,

computers and technology

Speaking Parts 1, 2, 3

Unit 13 The modern world Globalisation, changing

attitudes and trends

Academic Writing Task 1 (describing a

chart)

Unit 14 Urbanisation Problems and solutions, big

city life

Academic Reading/

General Training Reading Section 3

Unit 15 The green revolution The environment, climate

change and pollution

Academic Writing Task 1 (describing a

process)
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Map of the book

Unit number Title Topics Test practice

Unit 16 The energy crisis Natural resources,

alternative fuels

Academic Reading

Unit 17 Talking business Employment, management

and marketing

General Training Writing Task 1

Academic Writing Task 2

Unit 18 The law Crime, punishment General Training Writing Task 2

Unit 19 The media The news, fame Academic Writing Task 2

Unit 20 The arts Art appreciation, the

performing arts

Academic Reading

Reference section

Unit 21 Language building 1 Using a dictionary, word families

Unit 22 Language building 2 Learning vocabulary, collocation

Unit 23 Academic Writing Task 1 Data, graphs and tables, diagrams and processes

Unit 24 Academic Writing Task 2 Linking words, opinion words, register

Unit 25 General Training Writing Vocabulary for Writing Tasks 1 and 2
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Introduction

What does the book aim to do?

It aims to extend and improve the accuracy of your

vocabulary and help you prepare for the IELT5 test. It

introduces vocabulary through listening and reading texts

that reflect the materials used in the IELTS test. Learning

new words in context can help you to remember them and

also helps you to understand their meaning. This book also

gives you opportunities to practise new words so that they

can become part of your active vocabulary.

Who is it aimed at?

The book is designed for students working alone who

want to revise and extend their vocabulary. But it can

also be used as part of an IELTS preparation course in

the classroom, or set as homework by a teacher. It is also

suitable for advanced students, or those studying English

for academic purposes.

What order should I do the units in?

You can work through the teaching units (1-20) in any

order, but you should study all the units if you want to

prepare thoroughly for the test. You may want to start

with a particular unit because it relates to a topic in your

course book or because you have a particular interest in

that area. Units 21 and 22 give helpful tips on learning

new vocabulary and how to use a dictionary. These units

provide a very useful introduction to learning vocabulary,

so it may be a good idea to look at these first.

How do I use the book?

It is best to work through a unit from beginning to end as

one exercise may revise the vocabulary from a previous

exercise. The test practice sections provide further

opportunities to extend your vocabulary, as well as giving

you practice in the different sections of the IELTS test.

How are the units organised?

There are 25 units. The first 20 units present and practise

vocabulary based on general and academic topics. Each

topic is divided into smaller sections. Each unit has three

pages of vocabulary exercises based on listening, reading,

writing and speaking materials similar to those found in

the IELTS test. There is also a focus on pronunciation. In

addition, each unit has one page for a test practice activity,

or three pages when it is academic reading test practice.

The test practice includes examples of all the different

tasks in the following papers: Academic Reading, General

Training Reading, Academic Writing, General Training

Writing, Listening and Speaking (see the summary of the

Academic and General Training tests on pp6-7). These tasks

provide useful practice and revision even if you are not

taking the test.

At the front of the book is a summary of what is in each part

of the IELTS test. The last five units of the book provide a

general guide to learning and using new vocabulary. Units

21 and 22 give useful tips on developing vocabulary and

using a dictionary. Units 23 - 25 focus on useful vocabulary

for the different writing sections of the IELTS test. Units

23 and 24 are designed for students planning on taking

the Academic Training Module and Unit 25 is designed for

students planning on taking the General Training Module.

At the end of the book you will also find:

• an answer key for each unit including model answers for

each writing task

• recording scripts

• wordlists for each unit

What is on the audio CD?

You need to listen to the audio CD to do the listening and

pronunciation exercises in each unit. The test practice

listening tasks are also on the audio CD. In the IELTS

listening test you hear everything once only so try not to

replay the track.

How do I use the wordlists?

There is a wordlist for each unit at the back of the book.

Some of these words may be specific to one topic area, but

many of them can be found and used in a wide variety of

contexts. You may want to divide these wordlists up into

groups of ten words to learn at a time. It may be a good

idea to study the wordlist before you begin each unit.

Alternatively your teacher might use the wordlist as a test

or review at the end of each unit (or you could ask a friend

to do this). You should be able to understand these words

4



Introduction

when you read or hear them, but you should also try to

extend your active vocabulary by using them in your writing

and speaking tasks. You should learn the correct spellings

of words as well as any words that collocate, or can be used

together with them. Use Units 21 and 22 to help you develop

good vocabulary learning strategies.

How do I do the writing test practice?

The writing test practice questions give an opportunity

to use the vocabulary from the unit. There are sample

answers in the answer key. These model answers could be

used as a guide to organising ideas and using vocabulary

accurately and effectively. You will be penalised if you

produce a learnt essay in the IELTS test.

How do I do the speaking test practice?

The speaking test practice questions give an opportunity to

use the vocabulary from the unit. In part 2 of the speaking

test you will be allowed to make notes, so think of any

useful vocabulary you could use and write this down to

help you as you talk. If possible, you should record your

answers and play them back. Consider your pronunciation

as well as the words you used. How could you improve your

answer? Ask a friend or a teacher for their comments.

When should I do the vocabulary tests?

There are five tests. Each one tests the vocabulary in five

units (Test 1: Units 1-5, Test 2: Units 6-10, Test 3: Units

11-15, Test 4: Units 16-20, Test 5: Units 21-25). When you

have finished five units, do the test and mark it. Highlight

the questions you got wrong and go back to the units you

need to look at again. If you are an advanced student then

you may want to take the test before you begin the units to

see how much you already know. This may help to pinpoint

your weak areas so that you can focus on these in the main

units (1-20).

When should I use a dictionary?

The aim of the listening and reading activities in each

unit is to give you practice in guessing the meaning from

context, so you should try to do each exercise without a

dictionary first, unless you are instructed to do so. When

you have finished, use the Cambridge Advanced Learner’s

Dictionary or another suitable monolingual dictionary to

look up any words you don't know. You can also check your

answers in the answer key, but you may want to use your

dictionary as a further check. Try to be aware of words that

you need to look up more than once. These are obviously

key words for you to learn. Write them down with their

meanings, together with any example sentences used in the

dictionary. A good dictionary will also tell you words that

collocate or can be used together with them. It is a good

idea to make a note of these as well. Remember that some

words have more than one meaning, so check what the

unit or exercise is about to make sure you find the correct

meaning. Look at Unit 21 if you need more help on how to

use a dictionary.

How do I learn and revise vocabulary?

Some of the vocabulary in a unit will be new to you and

some will be words you are familiar with, but cannot yet

use accurately. Even if you feel you know a word, you may

be making collocation mistakes and using the incorrect

preposition or verb, for example. You might like to use

a notebook and organise your vocabulary under the

following categories:

• New words to learn

• Words I need to use more

• Words I often make mistakes with

• Topic words (e.g. The Environment; Fuel; Energy;

Work etc)

Alternatively, you could simply highlight these words

using a different colour highlighter for each category:

for example, a blue highlighter for topic words, a red

highlighter for words you often make mistakes with, and

so on.

Units 21 and 22 will help you to develop good vocabulary

learning techniques.
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Academic Training Module

AcademicJteading (l hour)
including the time needed to transfer your answers, there is no extra time given for this

There are three reading passages and 40 questions. The texts are authentic and academic in nature. Examples can

be found in units 3, 6, 9, 11, 14, 16, 20. Visit the following website for a detailed description of each of the different

question types: www.ielts.org

Academic WritingiUiimr)
There are two writing tasks, writing task 1 and writing task 2. You must answer both tasks. Task 2 carries more marks than

task 1.

Task Timing Length What do I have to do? Assessment Example units

Task 1 20 minutes 150 words Describe visual information, e.g. a

diagram, chart, graph or table.

• Task achievement

• Coherence and cohesion

• Lexical resource

• Grammatical range and

accuracy

7, 13, 15, 23

Task 2 40 minutes 250 words Write a discursive essay. You may
be asked to provide a solution,

evaluate a problem, compare and

contrast different ideas or opinions, or

challenge an argument or idea.

• Task response

• Coherence and cohesion

• Lexical resource

• Grammatical range and

accuracy

17, 19, 24

Listeningiappioximately 30 minutes)
plus 10 minutes to transfer your answers to the answer sheet

There are four sections and 40 questions. In the IELTS listening test you will hear the recording ONCE

ONLY. Each section is a little more difficult than the one before. The test is divided up as follows:

Section What will I hear? Example units

1 A conversation between two people: e.g. finding out information about travel. 1

2 A monologue or prompted monologue on a general topic, e.g. a radio broadcast. 4

3 A dialogue between two or three people in an academic context, e.g. discussing an essay. 10

4 A monologue in an academic context, e.g. a lecture. 8

There are ten questions for each section. Visit the following website for a detailed description of each of

the different question types: www.ielts.org
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IELTS Test Summary

Speaking (11 to 14 minutes)

In the IELTS speaking test you will be interviewed on your own by one examiner. The interview has three

separate parts and is divided up as follows:

Part Timing What do I have to do? Example units Assessment

1 4-5 mins Answer questions on familiar topics , e.g. hobbies , daily

routine.

12 • Fluency and

coherence

• Lexical resource

• Grammatical range

and accuracy

• Pronunciation

2 3-4 mins You are given a card with a topic (e.g. describe a good friend)

and some suggestions on it. You have up to one minute to

make notes. You then talk about the topic for 1-2 minutes.

2,12

3 4-5 mins Answer more abstract questions about the topic, e.g. How
important is friendship?

12

General Training Module

Candidates for the General Training module take the same listening and speaking test as the Academic

module. Only the reading and writing papers are different.

i General Training Reading (1 hour)

The General Training reading paper has three sections each of increasing difficulty. The sections are

organised as follows:

Section Reading texts Example units

1 Two or three short texts or several shorter texts, e.g. advertisements. 7

2 Two texts giving factual information, e.g. information about a course. (NB From May 2009 this

will change to work-related information.)

5

3 One long text. 9,14

Visit the following website for a detailed description of each of the different question types: www.ielts.org

m GeneraLTraining Writing (l hour)

There are two writing tasks. You must answer both of them. Task 2 carries more marks than task 1.

Task Timing Length What do I have to do? Assessment Example units

Task 1 20 minutes 150 words Write a letter in response to a given

situation.

• Task achievement

• Coherence and cohesion

• Lexical resource

• Grammatical range and

accuracy

2, 17, 25

Task 2 40 minutes 250 words Write a discursive essay. You may
be asked to provide a solution,

evaluate a problem, compare and

contrast different ideas or opinions, or

challenge an argument or idea.

• Task response

• Coherence and cohesion

• Lexical resource

• Grammatical range and

accuracy

18,25
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Growing u

Relationships, families and early learning

Relationships

1.1

Look at the following topics and decide whether you

would discuss them with

A your family B your friends C a teacher

1 a study problem 3 buying something expensive

2 your favourite music 4 the last film you saw

1.2 ® la Listen to four people talking about the topics above.

Write the number of the topic (1-4) from the list above and the

person/people the speakers say they would talk to about this.

Write the words that helped you decide.

Speaker Topic (1-4) Words that helped you Person/people they

would talk to

A 4 movies, latest releases classmates

B

C

D

1.3 ® la Listen again and decide which of the speakers (A-D) the

sentences apply to.

l The relationship between my brother and me is very close.

$[}) Vocabulary note

Group together words that are

similar in meaning or form,

e.g. adulthood, brotherhood,

fatherhood . NB hood is

used to form a noun and

shows something belongs

to a particular group or has

reached a particular stage

(adulthood = the stage of

being an adult).

2

I have a lot more in common with my friends than with my family.

3

I have established a close connection with an older member of my family.

4

The relationship between my parents and me has broken down.

1.4

COLLOCATION Use words and phrases from the recording and the statements in 1.3 to complete the sentences.

1 My sister and I have totally different tastes. In fact we don’t have much at all.

2 There is a very close between a mother and a newborn baby.

3 It is important to a good working relationship your work colleagues.

4 A relationship can easily if you don’t work at it.

5 I really admire the relationship my mother and my grandmother.

6 There can be a lot of between teenagers and their parents.

8



Growing up 1

Families and early learning2.1

Scan the text below and underline these words:

rewarding sibling relate accommodating adolescence interaction nurture

Study links early friendships with high-quality sibling relationships

Children who experience a rewarding friendship before the birth of a sibling are likely to have a better relationship

with that brother or sister that endures throughout their childhood, said Laurie Kramer in a University of Illinois study

published in December’s Journal of Family Psychology.

‘When early friendships are successful, young children get the chance to master sophisticated social and emotional

skills, even more than they do with a parent. When parents relate to a child, they do a lot of the work, figuring out

what the child needs and then accommodating those needs,’ says Kramer. However, this is not usually the case when

two children are interacting.

The research showed that the benefits of early friends are long-lasting. Children who had a positive relationship with

a best friend before the birth of a sibling ultimately had a good relationship with their sibling that lasted throughout

adolescence, Kramer said. And children who as preschoolers were able to coordinate play with a friend, manage

conflicts, and keep an interaction positive in tone were most likely as teenagers to avoid the negative sibling interaction

that can sometimes launch children on a path of anti-social behavior, she added. ‘From birth, parents can nurture and

help develop these social competencies (or skills) by making eye contact with their babies, offering toys and playing

with them,’ she said.

2.2 Read the text and match the words you have underlined to the following definitions.

1 help someone/something develop and grow

2 agreeing to a demand

3 brother or sister

4 respond to somebody

5 the stage between childhood and adulthood

6 giving a lot of pleasure

7 communication

2.3 Read the text again and say whether these sentences are true (r) or false (F)- Underline the part of the text

that gave you your answer.

1 If young children have good friends then they will have a good relationship with their brother or sister

2 Parents help their children develop more social and emotional skills than friends do

3 Friends will give you what you want more often than your parents do

4 Teenagers who fight with their brothers or sisters may behave in a way that is socially unacceptable

5 If parents play with their children more then they will learn how to be more sociable

Vocabulary note

Look for familiar words in longer words to work

out their meaning, e.g. correlation (one thing is

linked with another); interrelated (the relationship

between two or more things). NB The prefix co-,

(correlation or cooperate) often means with or

together. The prefix inter- {interact or intercity)

often means between.

9



1

Growing up

2.4 A lot of words connected with families and

relationships can also be used in a different context.

Complete the sentences with a word from the box.

1

The wolf is a member of the dog

2 The company decided to a new

approach to staff recruitment.

3 The study found a strong between a

lack of friends and sibling rivalry.

4 Whether you think the price of goods is high is

to the amount of money you earn.

5 Studies have shown that stress in adulthood can be

to an unhappy childhood.

6 Good teachers identify the talents of their students and

them.

7 This evidence seems to with the

findings from previous studies.

8 I am writing in to the job

advertisement in yesterday’s paper.

3.1

COMPOUND NOUNS Match the words in box A with

the words in box B to make 10 compound nouns.

You will need to use some words more than once.

adopt nurture relationship

conflict related relative

family relation

A active family maternal sibling stable

extended immediate physical striking

B family instinct rivalry upbringing

gatherings resemblance role

3.2 ® lb Think about your answers to these questions. Then

listen to a student’s answers and tick the phrases

you hear in 3.1.

1 Tell me about your family.

2 Who are you most similar to in your family?

3 What do you think it takes to be a good parent?

3.3 ® lb Listen again and find the words that match these definitions

1 caring and supportive

2 the emotional connection between people or places

3 similar

4 your nature or character

5 determined to an unreasonable degree

6 handed down through a family

3.4 Now practise answering the questions fully. Record your answers, if possible.

10



Test practice

Growing up 1

Test Tip

You may not hear exactly the same words as you see on the question paper, so you need

to listen for paraphrases. If you miss an answer, go on to the next one. Remember that the

questions are in the same order as the information in the recording. For notes completion

items make sure you stick to the word limit given and check your spelling at the end.

LISTENING Section 1

® lc

Questions 1-10

Complete the form below using NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer.

Personal details

Family name: .9^!?

Ascot Child Care Centre
Enrolment form

Child’s first name: (1)

Age: (2)

Birthday: (3)

Other children in the family: a brother aged (4)

Address: (5) , Brisbane

Emergency contact number: 3467 8890

Relationship to child: (6)

Development

• Has difficulty (7)

• Is able to (8)

during the day

herself

Child-care arrangements

Days required: (9)

Pick-up time: (10)

and

11



Mental an
A The body, the mind

The body

1.1

How old were you when you first learned to

A crawl D ride a bike

B walk E read

C talk F tie a shoelace?

1.2 ® 2a You will hear a talk about early development in children. Listen and complete the table below.

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer.

Stage Social and emotional milestones Physical milestones Cognitive and communicative

milestones

Infant • likes to mimic

• tries to see how parents react

to their (1)

• can sit and stand without

help

• can use basic words and

(2)

• uses objects for their

intended purpose

(3) • is more (4)

• takes turns

is able to

• run

• (5) things

• ride a tricycle

• greater understanding of

language

• uses (6)

in play

Middle childhood • the (7)

has a greater

impact on development

• some children appear

grown up, others are

(8)

• growth is not as

(9) as in

earlier stages

• (10) and

(11) are the

same size as in adulthood

• good reading and writing

(12)

1.3 ® 2a
Listen to the talk again and find words 1.4 WORD BUILDING Complete the table,

that mean the same as the following.

1 learned (a skill)

2 copying people

3 without help

4 in a natural, unforced way

5 developed a skill to a high level

6 phase (2 words)

Verb Noun Adjective

develop

grow fully-

mature

12



Mental and physical development 2

2.1 Read this text about development in adolescence. Then complete the folowing sentences with words from

the text.

The final stage before adulthood is adolescence. This is a period of transition for teenagers and there are many crucial

milestones. Socially and emotionally, teens worry that they may not be developing at the same rate as their peers. They

become extremely self-conscious and may be overly sensitive about their appearance. Teens may rebel against their

parents but are also more able to accept the consequences of their actions.

This is also a period of enormous physical change and adolescents experience changes in their physical development

at a rate unparalleled since infancy. These changes include significant gains in height and weight. Within a year, boys

and girls can gain an average of 4.1 inches and 3.5 inches in height respectively. This growth spurt typically occurs

two years earlier for girls than for boys and can tend to make both sexes go through a clumsy phase. In terms of their

cognitive development, adolescents have greater reasoning skills and have developed the ability to think logically and

hypothetically. They are also able to discuss more abstract concepts. They should also have developed strategies to help

them study.

1 First-year students often struggle with the from high school to university.

2 The at which a change occurs can cause problems for both the very young and the elderly.

3 It can be less stressful to make a presentation to your rather than to your teachers.

4 The increase in violence among young people may be a of watching too much violence on TV

and in video games.

5 Petrol prices are increasing at a speed that is since the oil crisis of the 70s.

6 Teenagers rebel against their parents between the ages of 14 and 16.

7 In part three of the speaking test you are expected to be able to talk about more topics.

8 Infinity is a very difficult for children to grasp.

2.2 What stage would you associate

the following words and phrases

with? Write the words in the

correct column below.

crawling

irresponsible

overindulgent

patient

throw a tantrum

unsteady

immature

nurturing

overprotective

rebellious

tolerant

Vocabulary note

The prefix im- is often in front of adjectives beginning with b, m or p

to form the opposite or to show that something is lacking: immature

,

impossible. Similarly, ir- often comes in front of words beginning with

r, il- often comes in front of words beginning with / and in- in front

of other words: irresponsible, illegal, insensitive. However, there are

exceptions: unbelievable, displeased, unlikely, unpopular etc. The

prefix over- can also be negative, meaning too much: overdeveloped,

overdue, overcrowded, oversensitive.

Childhood Parenthood

clumsy mature
Error warning

Grow can be used with plants: We could grow flowers and trees here.

Or with things: The business is growing rapidly. But grow up can only

be used with people or cities: The city grew up from a small group of

houses near the river. Grow up is intransitive, which means you can’t

use it with an object. NOT The government grew up the city-

v j

13



2
Mental and physical development

2.3 Many words used to talk about human growth can also be used to talk about data and statistics. Complete the

sentences with a suitable word from the text in 2.1. You may need to change the form of the words.

1 The p of greatest stability occurred between 1985 and 1990.

2 The greatest period of g was in 2004.

3 The figures g from 2,500 to 6,000 in 2007.

4 The company g an extra 2,000 employees in 2002.

5 Sales increased at a significant r between 2001 and 2005.

6 The number of migrants rose s from 1980 to 2000.

The mind

Match the phrases in A with the definitions in B.

A B

1 keep an open mind —

A

2 bear in mind \ b

3 have something in mind \ c

4 have something on your mind \ d

5 my mind went blank \ E

6 it slipped my mind F

7 put your mind at ease G

8 broaden the mind H

increase your knowledge

I forgot

I couldn’t remember a thing

remember

try not to judge before you know the facts

be worried about something

have an idea

stop you from worrying
Error warning

4.1 Think about your answers to these questions.

1 What do you remember about your early childhood?

2 Do you think you have a good memory or a poor memory?

4.2 ® 2b Now listen to a student answering the

questions in 4.1 and make a note of all of the words

and phrases connected with memory.

.
.refwcynrjbeirj.

.
memoriesA

Remember = to have a memory in your mind.

/ remember my first day at school.

Remind = someone or something helps you

to remember something. Remind is not

usually used with the subject I. It reminds

me of when I lived in Egypt. NOT J-remind -

of when . You remind me ofmy sister. NOT i-

remind -mc of.

4.3 Correct the vocabulary mistakes in these sentences.

1 I will always mEm&fy how beautiful the sunset was on that day

2 I have very fond reminders of my school days

3 Could you remember me to buy some bread on the way home?

4 At school we always had to memory long lists of vocabulary

5 I remind how happy our childhood was

14



Mental and physical development 2

Test practice

Speaking Part 2

Describe a memorable period or event from your childhood.

You should say:

• what the event or period was
• what happened during this event or time

• why it was memorable and what you learned from this

experience.

You will have to talk about the topic for 1-2 minutes. You

have one minute to think about what you are going to say.

You can make notes if you wish.

Test Tip

Answer the question as fully as possible.

Time yourself to see if you can talk for

two minutes. Remember that you will be

given up to one minute to prepare for this

part of the test. You can make notes if

you want, but you don’t have to. Use the

prompts on the card to give you ideas and

help you plan your answer.

General Training Writing Task 1

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.

Finding it hard to remember important facts and

figures? Improve your memory in 10 weeks with

our Memory Course. Places are limited and the

course is available for only a short time.

Apply in writing to:

Test Tip

Make sure that you address all the points

in the question. Organise your ideas

before you start to write and when you

have finished, check your spelling and the

number of words you have used.

You see the above advertisement for a course designed to help improve your memory.

Write a letter to the organisers of the course. In the letter

• give some background information about yourself

• explain your own problems and why you would like to do the course

• enquire about the methods used on the course

• enquire about course fees and dates.

You should write at least 150 words. You do not need to write any addresses.

You should begin your letter

De^ar Sir or Madarn
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1.1

Answer these questions.

1 How healthy are you? A very healthy B moderately healthy C unhealthy?

2 Tick the appropriate column below to show how often you eat the different foods.

I eat ... at least once a day a few times a week once a week rarely/ never

cakes or chocolate

fried fast foods

fish

fruit

meat

vegetables

1.2 Complete the gaps in the text below using words from the box.

factors ingredients maintain nutrients overeating overweight servings variety

How to improve your diet

• Make sure that you eat a (1) of foods. It is important to eat from all five food groups.

• Eat plenty of fruit and vegetables. These contain vital (2) and leading dietitians recommend

eating at least two (3) of fruit and three of vegetables every day.

• Try to (4) a healthy weight. Being too thin can cause as many health problems as being

(5) Remember, the correct weight for you depends on many different (6)

including your age, height and sex.

• Eat moderate portions and don’t be tempted to order a larger size when eating out. Skipping meals can lead to

(7) as you will be much hungrier later, so be sure to eat regularly if you want to curb your

appetite.

• You don’t need to eliminate all of your favourite foods but do check the (8) on food labels and

make sure that you reduce your intake of foods that are high in fats, sugar and salt.

• If you have a food allergy, make sure you avoid any of the ingredients that can trigger an attack.

1.3 Match these words and phrases with words from the advice in 1.2.

1 very important 6 limit

2 food scientists 7 desire to eat

3 neither small nor large 8 totally remove

4 servings 9 a condition that causes illness if you eat certain foods

5 missing out on 10 activate
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M Health and exercise

2.1 ® 3a You will hear part of a health

talk. Listen and complete the summary below.

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS.

The heart is a (1) A diet high

in (2) can slow down the

(3) and lead to heart

problems. A heart attack is caused when an

artery that (4) to the heart becomes (5) Patients must be given

(6)

immediately. A stroke is caused when there is a blockage in an artery that leads to the

(7)

A stroke can have a major effect on your body and as yet there is no (8)

A healthy diet will keep your arteries (9) and can lower the (10) of a stroke

or heart attack.

Vocabulary note

The following words are often used with the word health.

Nouns: health benefits , health risks , health problems,

health care , health education
, health system

Adjectives: in good health, in poor health, in excellent

health

We can use healthy to describe things other than your

body: a healthy appetite, a healthy diet, a healthy economy,

a healthy disrespect for authority

2.2 ® 3b Now listen to part 2 of the talk and answer the questions.

l Write down three types of aerobic exercise that are mentioned:

2

Listen again and find words that mean the same as

the following:

A in a fixed pattern

B quickly

C little by little

D a strong suggestion

E speed

F doing something to excess

G get better

H every second one

3

WORD BUILDING Complete the table below. You

do not need to write anything in the shaded areas.

Write the opposites where indicated (opp.).

Error warning

Note that health is a noun and healthy is the

adjective. We write or talk about education and

health or mental health . NOT education and-healthy

or mental-healthy . We say someone is strong and

healthy NOT i

Vocabulary note

-tion at the end of a word usually indicates that the

word is a noun: action ,
repeti tion .

-tious indicates an adjective: repeti f/ous

Noun Verb Adjective

nutrition

obese

prevent

recommended

variety

Noun Verb Adjective

allergy

benefit

harm

opp.=

health

opp. =

infection

opp. =
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4.1 PRONUNCIATION ® 3c Put the words into the

correct box according to their sound, then practise

saying the words. Listen and check your answers.

battf, bathe, birth, breath, breathe, death, growth,

health, mouth (v), mouth (n), teeth, teethe, writhe

4.2 ® 3d Complete the sentences with words from 4.1. Then listen to the recording to check your answers.

Practise saying the sentences.

1 I took a deep before diving into the water.

2 The baby is crying because he’s He got two new only yesterday.

3 Old people should take care of their

4 He’s been so happy since the of his son.

5 The pain was so bad she was in agony.

6 He can’t You need to get him to hospital.

5 Improve this essay by replacing the words in italics with ONE OR TWO words from this unit.

In the future we won't have to worry about what we eat. We'll just take a tablet to give us all that our

body needs and cooking will become a thing of the past.

In our modern world we often look for quick solutions to our problems. We expect to be able to achieve a great

deal with little effort. But I don't believe we can apply this notion to our diet and still remain healthy. Preparing a

healthy meal can take a lot of time. First you need to have fresh ingredients. Pre-packaged foods can contain a lot of

unhealthy additives and so they are not as
1 goodfor your body as fresh food. You also need to make sure to include a

2
lot ofdifferent foods to make sure that you receive all of the vitamins and minerals that are

3
very, very important to a

healthy diet. It is not surprising then that some people want to find a simple solution to this in the form of a pill.

Fast foods are very high in fat, sugar and salt and so we should eat them in small amounts. For some people,

however, these foods have become their staple diet and as a result they are *fat. If we want to
5
stop this from

becoming an even bigger problem in the future then we need to address this situation now. While vitamin tablets

may be of some benefit, they are unlikely to be effective in the fight against 6
people getting toofat.

Health authorities need to increase public awareness of these issues, but we also need to be realistic. Fast food is

popular not only because it is convenient but also because it is tasty. Perhaps we should 7
strongly advise that people

who eat fast food every day should at least
8 swap fast food with fresh food on every second day. Finally, we eat for

pleasure as well as nutrition and for this reason I believe that pills will never replace well-cooked food.

1
mbr'dtw(A5

3 5 7

2 4 6 8

6 Answer the questions. Write one or two sentences.

1 Do you think young people are more or less fit than 50 years ago? (Why? / Why not?)

2 In what way is your diet different from when you were a young child?

3 What changes do you think will occur in our diet in the future?

0

(an unvoiced sound as in

think)

6

(a voiced sound as in this)

bath bathe
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Test practice

Academic Reading

Read the following passage and answer questions 1-14.

The causes, diagnosis and prevention of stress

In prehistoric times, the physical changes in response to stress were an essential adaptation for meeting natural

threats. Even in the modern world, the stress response can be an asset for raising levels of performance during

critical events such as sports activities, important meetings, or in situations of actual danger or crisis. If stress

becomes persistent and low-level, however, all parts of the body’s stress apparatus (the brain, heart, lungs, vessels

and muscles) become chronically over- or under-activated. This may produce physical or psychological damage

over time. Acute stress can also be harmful in certain situations.

Psychological effects of stress

Studies suggest that the inability to deal with stress is associated with the onset of depression or anxiety. In one

study, two-thirds of subjects who experienced a stressful situation had nearly six times the risk of developing

depression within that month. Some evidence suggests that repeated release of stress hormones disrupts normal

levels of serotonin, the nerve chemical that is critical for feelings of well-being. Certainly, on a more obvious level,

stress diminishes the quality of life by reducing feelings of pleasure and accomplishment, and relationships are

often threatened.

Nevertheless, some stress may be beneficial. For example, although some research has suggested that stress may

be a risk factor for suicide (a 2003 study found a higher risk for suicide in women reporting both low and very high

stress), those with moderate stress levels had the lowest risk.

Heart disease

The effects of mental stress on heart disease are controversial. Stress can certainly influence the activity of the

heart when it activates the sympathetic nervous system (the automatic part of the nervous system that affects

many organs, including the heart). Such actions and others could theoretically negatively affect the heart in several

different ways.

Nevertheless, evidence is still needed to confirm any clear-cut relationship between stress and heart disease. For

example, a 2002 study in Scotland found no greater risk for actual heart disease or heart events even in men who

reported higher mental stress. In fact, higher stress was associated with fewer heart events, although men with

high stress levels did tend to complain of chest pain and to go to hospital for it more often than those with lower

stress levels.

Evidence has linked stress to heart disease in men, particularly in work situations where they lack control. The

association between stress and heart problems in women is weaker and there is some evidence that the ways

women cope with stress may be more heart-protective. In one study, for example, men were more apt than women
to use alcohol or eat less healthily in response to stress than women, which might account for their higher heart

risks from stress. Different stress factors may affect genders differently. In one study, work stress was associated

with a higher risk for heart disease in men, but marital stress - not work stress - was associated with more severe

heart disease in women with existing heart problems.

Eating problems

Stress can have varying effects on eating problems and weight. Often stress is related to weight gain and obesity.

Many people develop cravings for salt, fat and sugar to counteract tension and, thus, gain weight. Weight gain can

occur even with a healthy diet in some people exposed to stress. In a 2000 study, lean women who gained weight

in response to stress tended to be less able to adapt to and manage stressful conditions. The release of cortisol, a

major stress hormone, appears to promote abdominal fat and may be the primary connection between stress and

weight gain in such people.
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In contrast, some people suffer a loss of appetite and consequently lose weight. In rare cases, stress may trigger

hyperactivity of the thyroid gland, stimulating appetite but causing the body to burn up calories at a faster than

normal rate. Chronically elevated levels of stress chemicals have been observed in patients with anorexia and

bulimia. Some studies, however, have not found any strong link between stress and eating disorders.

Pain

Chronic pain caused by arthritis and other conditions may be intensified by stress. However, according to a

study on patients with rheumatoid arthritis, stress management techniques do not appear to have much effect on

arthritic pain. Some studies have clearly linked job dissatisfaction and depression to back pain, although it is still

unclear if stress is a direct cause.

Tension-type headaches are frequently associated with stress and stressful events. Some research suggests

that headache sufferers may actually have some biological predisposition for translating stress into muscle

contractions.

Sleep disturbances

The tensions of unresolved stress frequently cause insomnia, generally keeping the stressed person awake or

causing awakening in the middle of the night or early morning. In fact, evidence suggests that stress hormones

can increase during sleep in anticipation of a specific waking time. However, there is some hope for sufferers in this

area as relaxation therapy has been found to reduce stress levels and consequently improve the quality of sleep.

Test Tip

True / False / Not Given questions - False means that the information in the

question is factually wrong. Not Given means that the information in the

statement is impossible to check because it is not mentioned in the text. Use the

questions to help guide you through the reading passage. Look for clues in the

questions to find the correct part of the passage then read this section carefully.

Questions 1-4

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the passage?

Next to questions 1-4 write

True if the statement agrees with the information in the passage

False if the statement contradicts the information in the passage

Not Given if there is no information on this

1 Stress was originally an important way of keeping humans safe

2 If stress continues for a long time, all of the body’s organs are affected

3 The study into the psychological effects of stress involved people with a history of depression.

4 Increased stress causes the body to produce more serotonin

Questions 5-6

Choose the correct answer A, B, C or D.

5 The 2003 study into the link between stress and suicide found that

A fewer women suffer from stress than men.

B stress reduces the risk of suicide in some women.

C a larger number of men commit suicide than women.

D women with low stress levels are less likely to commit suicide.
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In 2002, a Scottish study showed that

A there is a strong link between stress and heart problems.

B there is a link between high stress levels and hospital visits.

C a reduction in stress would reduce the risk of heart attacks.

D men with high levels of stress felt no physical symptoms.

Test Tip

For classification items, locate the part of the text which refers to the three

options you are given. Read this part of the text carefully and look for ideas that

match the ideas in the questions. Remember, the wording will not be the same

as in the question!

Questions 7-9

Classify the following characteristics as being associated with

A only men
B only women
C both men and women

Write the correct letter A, B or C next to questions 7-9.

7 There may be a variety of causes of stress

8 Their way of dealing with stress can protect the heart

9 Increased heart disease is linked to stress at home

Questions 10-13

Classify the following characteristics as being associated with

A pain

B weight

C sleep

Write the correct letter A, B or C next to questions 1 0-1 3.

10 The problem is reduced if stress is lowered

11 An increase in the severity of this problem may be related to work

12 Stress may cause levels to increase or decrease

13 This problem may be the result of the body’s natural reaction to stress.
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Life, leisure

me

1.1 Think about how you would answer the following questions.

1 Do you think people work too much nowadays? 3 What is your idea of a perfect day?

2 What do you like to do to relax? 4 How would you describe your attitude to life?

1.2 ® Now listen to four people answering these questions and decide which of the words in the box best

describes each speaker.

pessimist realist optimist risk-taker

Speaker 1 Speaker 3

Speaker 2 Speaker 4

1.3 ® 4a Listen to the speakers again and complete the following phrases.

Speaker 1 work hard for

life has its

something in life;

Speaker 2 live life on ; feel

Speaker 3 have a

Speaker 4 hove a positive

a happy life

1.4

Make a note of any of these words and phrases that apply to you and then answer the questions in 1.1 again.
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2

COLLOCATION Complete the words or phrases in

the sentences with life or living . Which answers are

written as one word?

1 Going to Egypt and seeing the pyramids was a once in

o time opportunity for me.

2 The standard of in my country is very good;

there are not many poor people there.

3 In my job as a nurse I get to meet people from all walks of

4 For me, being a vegetarian is not just about diet, it has become a way of

5 Many people only think about bills they need to pay and forget to allow for everyday expenses when

they calculate a budget.

6 It was a tong ambition of mine to travel to the Arctic Circle and see the northern lights.

Vocabulary note

Note the difference between life and living. Life

is used to refer to the period between birth and

death, living is used to refer to being alive, make

a living refers to earning money.

7 A rise in petrol prices inevitably leads to a rise in the cost of

8 The happiest people are those who have found a way to make a from their hobby.

Leisure

3.1 Read the text and decide whether the sentences below are

true or false. Match the words in bold in the sentences with

one of the underlined words or phrases in the text.

Leisure activity isn’t just for fun, says a University of Florida

psychologist who has developed a scale that classifies hobbies based on needs they satisfy in people. The scale can help

people find more personal fulfilment by giving them insight into what they really like. ‘The surprising thing is that

activities you might think are very different have similar effects on people,’ said Howard E.A. Tinsley, a UF psychology

professor who developed the measurement. ‘Probably no one would consider acting to have the same characteristics as

roller-skating or playing baseball, but men and women who act as a hobby report feeling an intense sense of belonging

to a group, much the same way others do in playing sports.’

And activities providing the strongest sense of competition are not sports, but card, arcade and computer games, he

found. Participating in soccer satisfies our desire for a sense of ‘belonging’ and coin collecting and baking fulfil their need

for creativity
.’ ‘With so many people in jobs they don’t care for, leisure is a prized aspect of people’s lives,’ Tinsley said.

‘Yet it’s not something psychologists really study. Economists tell us how much money people spend skiing, but nobody

explains why skiing really appeals to people.’ Or how one activity relates to another, perhaps in unexpected ways, Tinsley

said. Fishing, generally considered more of an outdoor recreational activity, for example, is a form of self-expression like

quilting or stamp collecting, because it gives people the opportunity to express some aspect of their personality by doing

something completely different from their daily routine
,
he said.

1

2

3

4

5

Both acting and roller-skating give people a strong feeling of being part of a team.

Taking part in sports gives you the strongest desire to win

Collecting things satisfies people’s desire for making things

Researchers already know why a hobby attracts a person

Fishing allows you to show the type of person you are

True - Intense sense
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3.2 Now look at the remaining words and phrases that have been underlined in the text and match them to these

definitions.

1 a feeling of doing what you have always wanted to do

2 a deep understanding

3 a feature of

4 something that is done for enjoyment in your free time. (x3)

5 things you do every day

4.1 COLLOCATION Match the verbs with nouns from the box. You may use the words more than once.

achieve<

make

<

& bailee

meet

play

put

set

take

a need a goal

a balance a living

a choice a role

a change an opportunity

a chance pressure (on)

a decision

miss <

4.2 Correct the 14 vocabulary mistakes in the text.

Although we have a better standard of living nowadays, in many ways our quality of life is not as good as in the

past because we are always too busy to enjoy what we have.

Everyday life today is much more complicated than in the past. Even in our leisure time we have to take so many
choices about what to do or even what to watch on TV. We are often spoilt for choice and this can leave us feeling

confused and dissatisfied. We all know that it is important to get a balance between work and play, but many of us

do not succeed. Instead, we make extra pressure for ourselves by trying to be as successful in our work life as in

our personal life.

Life in the past was much simpler as many people worked to get their basic needs. Today, for many of us, our job is

not just a way of making a life. For many, work is an important role in our everyday life and gives us a strong sense

of personal fulfilment. What is more, we have become much more materialistic. Many people get themselves goals

such as buying a new house or car and so we measure our success by the material things we own. Desiring these

luxuries is what motivates us to work much harder than in the past, so in many ways we choice this way of life.

We have worked hard to improve our standard of living, but it may have come at a very high price. We need to take

some changes in our priorities so that family occasions are as important as business meetings. We should also

make every possible opportunity to relax and enjoy our leisure time. Once you have given the decision to do this,

you should find that your quality of life also improves. My ultimate aim is to have a happy family life. If I get this

goal then I know I will not regret any chances I have lost to stay longer at the office.

2

3

7 12

8 13

4

5

9

10

14
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Lifestyles 4

Test Tip

You will have time at the start of each listening section to look at the questions.

Read all of the information carefully. For notes completion questions you should

check how many words you need to write. You should also use the information in

the questions to help you predict the type of word you need to listen for (e.g. a

number, a date, or a name).

Listening Section 2

Questions 1-10

Complete the notes using NO MORE THAN ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer.

Things to do in the holidays

• Main problem - children do not have a traditional (1)

Some ideas

• Give children jobs, for example cleaning the (2)

• At home, ask children to help in the (3)

• Get children to make (4) ahead of time.

• Get children involved in community work such as visiting the (5)

• Involve older children in long-term (6) in your community.

• You may get some ideas from the (7)

• The local (8) is often the best place to find ideas.

Things to remember
• Make sure children stay (9)

Children up to the age of (10) need to be supervised by an adult.
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Study

1.1 Before you read the text, answer these questions.

Do you prefer to study

a at school or college B in a library c at home?

Do you study best

A early in the morning B during the day C at night?

Do you prefer to work

A with friends B with background music c in silence?

1.2 Now complete the text with the correct form of the verbs in the box. There may be more than one possible

answer so try to use each verb once only.

concentrate do learn overcome organise study take teach review revise

Even the most studious among you will probably have difficulty studying at some stage in your academic career. If

or when this happens, the only way to (1) this problem is to go back to basics. First, make sure you

have a comfortable environment to (2) in. Some students need to have a quiet space to themselves

and can’t (3) if there are too many distractions. Others need some sort of background noise, such as

music or the company of friends. Whatever your personal preference is, you need to (4) this first of

all. Next, make sure you have all of the equipment or tools that you need. For example, if you are (5)

a geography course and you have to (6) about countries and their capital cities then you will need

to have your atlas to hand. If you’re (7) your maths homework then be sure to find your calculator,

ruler, protractor and compass before you start. Perhaps you’re not preparing a homework assignment or project,

but are trying to (8) for an exam. If so, you need to know exactly what is on your curriculum. You

should also (9) your notes and make sure that you have a clear understanding of what your lecturers

have (10) you. Of course, people with a learning disorder such as dyslexia may need to work harder

than others at their studies as they often struggle to read even relatively simple texts.

1.3 Now read the text again and find a word or phrase to match these definitions.

1 describes someone who studies a lot

2 things that stop you from working

3 a sound you can hear, but do not actively listen to

A two different types of homework or school task and

5 to study for an exam

6 another word for syllabus

7 to check your work

8 to do something with great difficulty
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1.4 Underline the correct words in each sentence.

1 I would really like to learn about / study about the

ancient Egyptians.

2 We need to find out/ know where to buy the tickets for

the concert.

3 I got into trouble at school because I didn’t know /find

out my multiplication tables.

4 I did well in the test because I had known / learned how

to spell all of the words on the list.

5 Excuse me, do you find out/ know where the nearest

post office is?

6 It was difficult for me to learn /study at home, because

we didn’t have a lot of space.

7 I want to learn how / study how to drive a car.

8 I think you can only really learn from / learn with

experience.

Error warning

: getKnow = already have the information; find out

the information.

Study = learn about a subject through books / a

course: I’m studying law; I’m studying for my exams

.

We don’t use any other prepositions after study. NOT

l am studying about law.

Learn = get new knowledge or skills: I’m learning

English; I’m learning to knit. Note that we say you are

taking a course , NOT leaming-a course .

NB Prepositions after learn : learn about ,
learn from,

learn to: I learned a lot from this course. NOT l
-leamed -

a lot with Ibis-course. -

Education

2.1 ®5a Replace the words in italics below with ONE word.

Then listen to the recording and check your answers.

Teacher Can you tell me about your early education?

Student Well, I went to
1
a school for-very-young children from the age of

four and I remember that I didn’t enjoy it very much at all. My
2
from the age of5 to 11 school was a little better, especially

because my mum was a teacher in the school. She taught in the
3 younger part of the school and she was actually my teacher in

first
4
level, but when I went up to the

5
older part of the school

I didn’t see very much of her. After that I was lucky enough to

receive a
6
chance to go to school without paying fees for a very good 7

from age 11 to 18 school. My parents

couldn’t have afforded to send me to a
8
not free school so it was a really great opportunity for me. It was a

9
only for one sex school, so there were no boys. I’m glad I didn’t go to a

10
for boys and girls school because I

think there are fewer distractions so everyone can just concentrate on their studies.

I 6

7

8

9

10

Vocabulary note

Words ending in -ist are usually used to describe a

person who studies a particular subject or who holds

a particular set of beliefs: economist, scientist,

feminist, Marxist.
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2.2 WORD BUILDING Complete the table.

Subject Person Adjective

architecture

archaeological

biology

economics

geology

geographer

journalist

languages

lawyer

mathematical

science

2.3 Complete the sentences with suitable words from

the table.

1 I’ve always wanted to go on an . . . ....

dig to try to find fossils and ancient artefacts.

2 Have you seen a copy of the a plan

for the new building?

3 My daughter is a l
; she speaks six

different languages.

4 The government has a good e

policy. I’m sure the recession will be over soon.

5 I’m studying j ,
I’ve always wanted

to be a political writer.

6 I’m not very familiar with the g of

that part of the world.

Research

3.1 ®5b You will hear part of a talk for students. 3.2 ® 5b Listen to the talk again and write

Listen and complete the notes below. Write NO synonyms for the words in italics in 3.1.

MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. after

=

postgraduate,

Continuing your studies after graduation

Writing your dissertation

Important considerations:

• Many students struggle to find a research

(1)

• Writing a (2) is easier if you make

the right choice.

You need to:

• Study the (3)

• Have a wide (4) of your field of

study.

• Establish what is (5) in your field.

• Have a clear idea of the (6) of your

study.

• Consider whether there are any (7)

in existing research.

• Think about your (8) carefully.

• Ask about (9) from outside sources.

Ask your (10) to check your results.

4 PRONUNCIATION ® 5c Mark the stress on

these words. Then listen and check to see if you

were correct. Practise saying the words.

academic assignment consideration

concentrate controversy conduct (v)

distraction dissertation economist

educational educated research (n)

thesis theory theoretical
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Test practice

General Training Reading Section 2

Work experience and internship programs

Through our student work experience program, the education authority provides over 9,000 work experience

placements for young people each year. Our program is designed to offer employment opportunities for students

that will enrich their academic studies and help them gain valuable work-related skills thereby improving their

chances of finding a good job after graduation. A placement does not need to be related to a particular field of

study and so participants may even discover areas of work they have never considered before.

All secondary and post-secondary school students in full-time education are eligible to apply for the program.

Individual case managers will determine the minimum level of academic achievement required for each job. During

an academic term, a student may work part-time. During the summer holidays a student may work full-time or part-

time. The education authority is responsible for the recruitment of all students under the work experience program.

Applicants apply in person to our office and we refer candidates to the appropriate department.

Our internship program is designed specifically for post-secondary students, whether part-time or full-time.

Students on the internship program are given an assignment related to their research area offering them the chance
to use their academic knowledge in an actual work setting. The academic institution plays an important role in

the placement of students under this program and they will determine the duration of a work assignment. These
traditionally last four months but internship assignments may vary from 4 to 18 months. Students in this program
normally work full-time.

Questions 1-3

Complete the sentence with the correct ending A-E.

Write the correct letter, A-E, next to questions 1-3.

1 You can apply for the work experience program

2 You can work on the student work experience program full-time

3 You can only join the internship program

Questions 4-8

Complete the summary below.

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS AND / OR A NUMBER from

the text for each answer.

To take part in the work experience program, first you need to apply

to the (4) Your (5) will

tell you what qualifications you need. The internship program allows

undergraduates to gain work experience in their (6)

The maximum length of an internship assignment is (7)

This is decided by the (8)

A if you have high academic results

from your educational institution.

B if you are a full-time student.

C outside of normal term time.

D when you have graduated from

university.

E if you have finished your

secondary education.

Test Tip

The information in the summary may not

be in the same order as in the reading text.
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Choose the correct letter A, B, C or D.

1 My company has a new approach to staff meetings. We now have them standing up!

A adapted B adopted C addressed D admitted

2 You can tell a lot by the way members of a family .... with each other.

A identify B interact C relative D understand

3 We were unable to reach an agreement because of the

A contact B concern C connection D conflict

4 If we don’t

A nurture B nature C provide D prevent

5 There is a very clear relationship education and academic success.

A about B between C for D in

6 I have a very close relationship

A to B with C of D for

7 The to make quick decisions is vital in an emergency.

A ability B knowledge C skill D talent

8 In my country people use their hands and .. a lot when they talk.

A show B tell C gesture D imitate

9 I have very fond ...

A memorise B minds C souvenirs D memories

10 Children need to learn to accept the consequences to their actions.

A of B or C in D by

11 My older brother is very for his age. He still needs my parents to help him with everything.

A mature B maturity C immature D immaturity

12 Everyone should travel; it really

A broadens B develops C opens D widens

13 I can’t eat peanuts because I’m

A allergy B allergic C appetite D infection

14 Some forms of this disease are

A chronic B acute C moderate D obese
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15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Test One (Units 1-5)

Unfortunately, scientists have been unable to find a for this complaint.

A prevention B disorder C therapy D cure

The man was put into an isolation ward because the disease was highly

A infected B infectious C harmful D harmed

After several hours the doctor was finally able to give us his John had broken his ankle.

A diagnosis B disease C symptoms D signs

Eating fatty foods can damage your

A healthy B health C harmful D unhealthy

You can’t always play it safe. Sometimes you need to a risk.

A have B make C put D take

It’s important to set yourself clear so you know what you are aiming for.

A ambitions B goals C decisions D opportunities

She is very All she cares about is clothes and expensive cars.

A realistic B optimistic C materialistic D pessimistic

I like making things with my own hands. It gives me a lot of

A satisfaction B exhaustion C fulfilment D creation

I always try to keep a positive on life.

A overview B overlook C outlook D insight

The cost of has risen dramatically in the last few years.

A life B live C lives D living

The researchers many experiments to find the most effective materials.

A confirmed B conducted C considered D concerned

Children who do not learn to read before they finish school struggle throughout the rest of their

education.

A primary B first C nursery D kindergarten

My tutor has some very interesting on how students learn.

A topics B thesis C themes D theories

We had to cancel the project due to lack of

A findings B funding C limits D controversy

We had to cover the rest of the ourselves while our teacher was ill.

A contents B current C syllable D syllabus

I can already speak three languages, but I’d really like to to speak Chinese.

A know B study C learn D teach
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Effective communication
Language, linguistics

Language

1.1 Which of the following aspects of English

do you find the most difficult?

A vocabulary B grammar c reading

E pronunciation F speaking G listening

D writing

1.2 ® 6a Listen to somebody talking about learning a language

and say which THREE things in 1.1 she had difficulty with.

1.3 ® 6a Listen again and find words that match these definitions

1

2

3

4

5

6

2.1

change words from one language to another

the ability to do something without making mistakes .

something that prevents successful communication .

a person who has spoken the language from birth

the ability to speak without hesitation

work or carry out daily tasks

IDIOMS Use a dictionary to check the meaning of the phrases in the box. Then complete sentences 1-8

with the correct phrase.

You can say that again! having said that

Needless to say That is to say

There is something to be said for

When all is said and done

have a say

to say the least

1 Bill Hello, Sam, what a surprise meeting you here!

Sam !

2 Nuclear power has its problems. However, ,
many people believe it is the energy

source of the future.

3 switching to solar energy, although it is still too expensive for many people.

4 Life without a constant supply of water can be difficult,

5 , there is little we can do to save the environment without the full support of industry

and the government.

6 The tanker spilled 5,000 megalitres of oil into the ocean , this had a devastating

effect on marine life in the area.

7 There is a clear link between humans and environmental problems wherever

humans live, they damage the environment in some way.

8

I think it’s important for everyone to in how the government is elected.
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Effective communication 6

Error warning

Note the following common errors with say , speak , talk, tell.

I speak German . NOT Ftalk-German . She's always talking about her dog. NOT tell about . Can I tell you something?

NOT tell- something . NB Tell can be used to refer to a chart /graph: The chart tells us how many students were enrolled.

However, it is better to use language that is more impersonal: The chart shows how many students were enrolled. NB

You should not use say to talk about charts: From the char-F-Tean-say how many-students?
^ _ J

2.2 Correct the mistakes in these sentences.

1 The chart talks us how many students were studying in the college in 1990 ,*5^5.

2 I can’t understand what he is speaking. He’s almost incoherent

3 Today I’m going to tell about my last holiday in America

4 I can talk three languages fluently, but Italian is my mother tongue

5 I learned English from a textbook, so I don’t really understand it when it is said

6 The table says the percentage of people moving into urban areas between 1960 and 1990.

2.3 The words in column B should be similar in meaning to those in column A.

Cross out the odd word in each group.

A B

communicate contact correspond indicate interact

1 conclude close summarise recap recall

2 explain clarify define express illustrate

3 mean indicate intend signify stutter

4 meaning conjecture connotation significance sense

5 say demonstrate express speak verbalise

6 suggest imply intimate propose state

7 tell gesture narrate recount relate

8 understand appreciate comprehend contradict follow

H-Linguistics

3.1 Read the text and then answer the questions.

Signs of success

Deafpeople are making a profound contribution to the study of language

Just as biologists rarely see a new species arise, linguists rarely get to discover an unknown dialect or even better,

to see a new language being born. But the past few decades have seen an exception. Academics have been able to

follow the formation of a new language in Nicaragua. The catch is that it is not a spoken language but, rather, a sign

language which arose spontaneously in deaf children.

The thing that makes language different from other means of communication is that it is made of units that can

be combined in different ways to create different meanings. In a spoken language these units are words; in a sign

language these units are gestures. Ann Senghas, of Columbia University, in New York, is one of the linguists who
have been studying the way these have gradually evolved in Nicaraguan Sign Language (NSL).
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6 Effective communication

The language emerged in the late 1970s, at a new school for deaf children. Initially, the children were instructed

by teachers who could hear. No one taught them how to sign; they simply worked it out for themselves. By

conducting experiments on people who attended the school at various points in its history, Dr Senghas has shown

how NSL has become more sophisticated over time. For example, concepts that an older signer uses a single

sign for, such as rolling and falling, have been unpacked into separate signs by youngsters. Early users, too, did

not develop a way of distinguishing left from right. Dr Senghas showed this by asking signers of different ages to

converse about a set of photographs that each could see. One signer had to pick a photograph and describe it. The

other had to guess which photograph he was referring to.

When all the photographs contained the same elements, merely arranged differently, older people, who had learned the

early form of the language, could neither signal which photo they meant, nor understand the signals of their younger

partners. Nor could their younger partners teach them the signs that indicate left and right. The older people clearly

understood the concept of left and right, they just could not express it. What intrigues the linguists is that, for a sign

language to emerge spontaneously, deaf children must have some inherent tendency to link gestures to meaning.

3.2 qps., whether the following statements are true or false. Give an explanation for each answer using words

from the text. Then use your dictionary to check the meaning of any words in bold that you do not know.

1 Ann Senghas studies languages.

True - she sol Lmgwlst.

2 Teachers taught the Nicaraguan deaf children how to use sign language.

3

The earliest form of the sign language was very basic.

4

The older signers were able to show the difference between left and right.

5

Linguists believe that deaf children are born with the ability to link gestures to meaning.

4-1 Think about your answers to these questions.

1 What do you need to do to be a good language learner?

2 What do you think makes a good language teacher?

3 What problems do people experience when they learn your language?

4.2 ® 6b Look at these answers to the questions in 4.1 and complete them with a suitable word from this unit.

Listen to the recording to check your answers.

1 Well, you need to be able to put down your textbooks from time to time and forget about (1)

That’s the only way to become more (2) in a language. You also need to (3)

to (4) speakers of the language as much as you can.

2 I think the best language teachers are those who can (5) another language themselves. They

also need to be able to (6) things clearly and in a way that is easy to (7)

3 My (8) language is very difficult to learn because of the (9) The individual

sounds are very strange to other nationalities and difficult for them to (10)
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Effective communication 6

Test practice
Academic Reading

First words

There are over 6, 000 different languages today, but how did language evolve in the first place?

Pinpointing the origin of language might seem like idle speculation, because sound does not fossilise. However,

music, chit-chat and even humour may have been driving forces in the evolution of language, and gossip possibly

freed our ancestors from sitting around wondering what to say next.

There are over 6,000 different languages today, and the main language families are thought to have arisen as

modern humans wandered about the globe in four great migrations beginning 100,000 years ago. But how did

language evolve in the first place? Potential indicators of early language are written in our genetic code, behaviour

and culture. The genetic evidence is a gene called FOXP2, in which mutations appear to be responsible for speech

defects. FOXP2 in humans differs only slightly from the gene in chimpanzees, and may be about 200,000 years

old, slightly older than the earliest modern humans. Such a recent origin for language seems at first rather silly.

How could our speechless Homo sapiens ancestors colonise the ancient world, spreading from Africa to Asia, and
perhaps making a short sea-crossing to Indonesia, without language? Well, language can have two meanings: the

infinite variety of sentences that we string together, and the pointing and grunting communication that we share

with other animals.

Marc Hauser (Harvard University) and colleagues argue that the study of animal behaviour and communication
can teach us how the faculty of language in the narrow human sense evolved. Other animals don’t come close to

understanding our sophisticated thought processes. Nevertheless, the complexity of human expression may have

started off as simple stages in animal ‘thinking’ or problem-solving. For example, number processing (how many
lions are we up against?), navigation (time to fly south for the winter), or social relations (we need teamwork to build

this shelter). In other words, we can potentially track language by looking at the behaviour of other animals.

William Noble and lain Davidson (University of New England) look for the origin of language in early symbolic

behaviour and the evolutionary selection in fine motor control. For example, throwing and making stone tools

could have developed into simple gestures like pointing that eventually entailed a sense of self-awareness. They
argue that language is a form of symbolic communication that has its roots in behavioural evolution. Even if archaic

humans were physically capable of speech (a hyoid bone for supporting the larynx and tongue has been found in

a Neanderthal skeleton), we cannot assume symbolic communication. They conclude that language is a feature of

anatomically modern humans, and an essential precursor of the earliest symbolic pictures in rock art, ritual burial,

major sea-crossings, structured shelters and hearths - all dating, they argue, to the last 100,000 years.

But the archaeological debate of when does not really help us with what was occurring in those first chats. Robin

Dunbar (University of Liverpool) believes they were probably talking about each other - in other words, gossiping.

He discovered a relationship between an animal’s group size and its neocortex (the thinking part of the brain), and
tried to reconstruct grooming times and group sizes for early humans based on overall size of fossil skulls. Dunbar
argues that gossip provides the social glue permitting humans to live in cohesive groups up to the size of about

150, found in population studies among hunter-gatherers, personal networks and corporate organisations. Apes are

reliant on grooming to stick together, and that basically constrains their social complexity to groups of 50. Gelada

baboons stroke and groom each other for several hours per day. Dunbar thus concludes that, if humans had no
speech faculty, we would need to devote 40 per cent of the day to physical grooming, just to meet our social

needs.

Humans manage large social networks by ‘verbal grooming’ or gossiping - chatting with friends over coffee, for

example. So the ‘audience’ can be much bigger than for grooming or one-on-one massage. Giselle Bastion, who
recently completed her PhD at Flinders University, argues that gossip has acquired a bad name, being particularly

associated with women and opposed by men who are defending their supposedly objective world. Yet it’s no secret
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6 Effective communication

that men gossip too. We are all bent on keeping track of other people and maintaining alliances. But how did we
graduate from grooming to gossip? Dunbar notes that just as grooming releases opiates that create a feeling of

wellbeing in monkeys and apes, so do the smiles and laughter associated with human banter.

Dean Falk (Florida State University) suggests that, before the first smattering of language there was motherese
,
that

musical gurgling between a mother and her baby, along with a lot of eye contact and touching. Early human babies

could not cling on to their mother as she walked on two feet, so motherese evolved to soothe and control infants.

Motherese is a small social step up from the contact calls of primates, but at this stage grooming probably still did

most of the bonding.

So when did archaic human groups get too big to groom each other? Dunbar suggests that nomadic expansion

out of Africa, maybe 500,000 years ago, demanded larger group sizes and language sophistication to form the

various alliances necessary for survival. Davidson and Noble, who reject Dunbar’s gossip theory, suggest that there

was a significant increase in brain size from about 400,000 years ago, and this may correlate with increasing infant

dependence. Still, it probably took a long time before a mother delivered humanity’s maiden speech. Nevertheless,

once the words were out, and eventually put on paper, they acquired an existence of their own. Reading gossip

magazines and newspapers today is essentially one-way communication with total strangers - a far cry from the

roots of language.

Questions 1-5

Choose the correct answer A, B, C or D.

1 In paragraph 1 ,
the writer uses the term ‘idle speculation’ to refer to the study of

A why people began to use music.

B where language first evolved.

C when people began to talk.

D how humour first began.

2 What does the writer tell us about FOXP2?

A It helps prevent speech problems.

B It is the same in chimpanzees as in humans.

C It could have first occurred 1 00,000 years ago.

D It could have first occurred 200,000 years ago.

3 In paragraph 2, what notion does the writer refer to as being ‘rather silly’?

A That language began such a long time ago.

B That man could travel around the world unable to talk.

C That chimpanzees may have been able to talk.

D That communication between chimpanzees pre-dates man.

4 Why does the writer refer to ‘lions’ in paragraph 3?

A To illustrate the type of communication needs faced by early man.

B To indicate how vulnerable early man was to predators.

C To provide evidence of other species existing at the same time.

D To show the relationship between early humans and other animals.

5 Gelada baboons are mentioned in order to show that

A using grooming to form social bonds limits the size of a social group.

B early humans would probably have lived in groups of up to 50.

C baboons’ social groups are larger than those of early humans.

D baboons spend 40 per cent of their time grooming each other.
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Test Tip

For matching items, first locate all the people listed in the text. Read all the

views they express and then find the statement which matches this. NB The

ideas or statements in the questions will not be expressed in exactly the same
words as in the text and they will not be in the same order as in the text. You

may not need to use all of the people in the list.

Questions 6-14

Look at the following statements (questions 6-14) below and the list of people.

Match each statement with the correct person or people, (A-E).

Write the correct letter, A-E, next to questions 6-14.

NB You may use any letter more than once.

6 There is physical evidence of increased human intelligence up to 400,000 years ago.

7 In the modern world, gossiping is seen in a negative way

8 Language must have developed before art and travel

9 The development of human language can be gauged by studying other species

10 Gossiping makes humans feel good

1 1 The actions of early humans could have evolved into a form of communication

12 The first language emerged through a parent talking to an infant

13 Gossip was the first purpose of human communication

14 Early humans used language to help them live together.

List of people

A Hauser

B Noble and Davidson

C Dunbar

D Bastion

E Falk
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On the move
Tourism, travel

Bjourism

1.1 Answer these questions about the place where you live.

1 What would you take a visitor to your hometown to see?

2 Which of the following best describes the place where you live?

A coastal b mountainous c rural d urban

1.2 ® 7a Listen to four people describing where they live and complete

the table below. Use the correct adjective from 1.1 for the ‘Type of

place* column. Write down any words that helped you decide.

Speaker Type ofplace Words that helped you decide

1

2

3

4

1.3

® 7 a Listen again and decide which of the speakers’ hometowns can be reached:

A by air B by rail C byroad D by sea

1.4 Complete the sentences using the correct form of the

words in the box. You may use the words more than once.

at low of peak reach trend travel trough

Harbour City Tourism

Vocabulary note

When talking about statistics we say that

figu res reach a peak of or peak at. The

number of visitors reached a peak of10,000

/peaked at 10,000. The opposite of o peak is

a low. The word trough also has this meaning,

but is usually used together with the word

peak: The number of visitors fell to a low of

only 556 in 1978. The tourism industry has its

peaks and troughs.

city hotel occupancy

coastal hotel occupancy

H adventure tourism

rail travel

air travel
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On the move 7

1 The chart shows the in tourism in Harbour City in 1970, 1985 and 2000.

2 Adventure tourism rose from a low 20 per cent in 1970 to a peak 50 per cent in

2000.

3 The occupancy of coastal hotels at close to 90 per cent in 1985.

4 In 2000 the number of passengers by air a peak of 80 per cent.

5 The number of train passengers fell to a of approximately 25 per cent in 2000.

6 The two greatest occurred in adventure tourism in 1970 and rail travel in 2000.

7 The percentage of coastal hotel occupancy experienced the greatest and

8 City hotel occupancy peaked almost 80 per cent in 1985.

Travel

2.1 Correct the seven vocabulary mistakes in the text.

Thanks to modern transport people can now
j
ourney

a lot more easily than in the past. However, modern-

day trip also has its problems: airports can be very

crowded and there are often long queues of people

waiting to collect their luggages. One way to make this

job easier is to tie a colourful ribbon around each of

your luggage so they are easier to spot on the conveyor

belt. If you are going away on a short journey of only

a few days then you may be able to limit yourself to

hand luggage and save even more time. For longer

travels, make sure you take plenty of snacks and

drinks, especially if you are trip with small children.

1
travel

5

2 6

3 7

4

2.2 Think of a suitable word or words to complete the sentences. Then read the following travel advice and check

your answers.

1 I gave my parents a copy of my before I left so that they would know where I was.

2 It is difficult to get tickets at that time of year so we booked ours well

3 My bank has a lot of branches overseas so I could my own account easily.

4 Driving a car during periods can be horrendous.

5 Your passport, tickets and money are the only really items on any trip.

6 In the duty free shop they asked to see our tickets and some form of

7 The exchange rate can a great deal, so shop around for the best deal.

8 When we finally reached our we were very tired.

Vocabulary note

Travel = a verb and an uncountable noun used to

talk about travelling in a general way: Air travel has

become cheaper than rail travel in some places.

Trip = short holiday or time away: I have to go on a

business trip to Japan. Trip can also be used to refer

to a journey. The bus trip was really long.

Journey = getting from A to B: When driving a long

way it is best to break your journey up into

two-hour blocks.

Tourism = the industry or business of providing

holiday transport, accommodation and entertainment.

Error warning

Travel/Travelling = moving from one place to

another: I think travel/travelling helps to educate

you about the world. NOT Tthink tourism helps to

educate you . NB Travelling = UK spelling. Traveling -

US spelling.

Luggage is uncountable and refers to all of your

bags: Put your luggage/suitcases here. Not PuL your

Luggages ...
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7 On the move

Travel advice

The price of holidays can fluctuate a great deal throughout the year so try to be flexible with your travel dates

and avoid peak holiday times. It can also be cheaper if you book well in advance. Before your departure,

make sure you do as much research about your destination as you can. Find out if you require any special

visas or permits to travel there. Think about currency as well. Will you be able to access your own money

easily enough or will you need to take cash with you? Think about eating larger lunches and smaller evening

meals to help make your spending money go further, as lunch is generally cheaper. Make sure that you

keep sufficient identification with you at all times. It may also help to email a copy of your passport details to

yourself in case it is lost or stolen. Label your suitcases clearly so that they can be easily identified as yours.

It can be useful to store a copy of your itinerary in a prominent place in your suitcase so that the airline will

know where to find you if your luggage gets lost. Be sure to pack any medication or other essential items in

your hand luggage. If your flight is delayed or your luggage is lost these can be difficult to obtain in an airport

or foreign country.

2.3 Complete the essay below with suitable words from the box. Then, in your notebook, write a conclusion for

the essay.

affects effect eco-tourism remote transport trend tourism tourists

What are the advantages and disadvantages of tourism?

Since the aeroplane became a common form of (1) people have become more adventurous in

their choice of holiday destination and expect to be able to fly to even the most (2) parts of the

world. But what (3) do tourists have on their surrounding environment?

The arrival of a group of (4) in a small community can mean the end of peace and quiet as

they indulge in one long party. When on holiday, away from parents, young people can sometimes change their

normal standards of behaviour. Fuelled by alcohol and too much sun they can do damage to themselves as well as

the community around them. This invasion (5) the local people in many ways, disrupting their

normal routine and increasing their working hours.

However, (6) can also be of benefit to a small community, bringing jobs and a source of income

that may not have existed before. This may mean that younger people are encouraged to stay in the community

rather than seeking work in the city. There is also a growing (7) towards different types of

holidays. Nowadays we hear a great deal about the popularity of (8) which I think indicates that

people are more aware of the environment and wish to protect it rather than harm it.

3 PRONUNCIATION ® 7b
All of these words contain the letters ou , but they are not all pronounced in the

same way. Put these words into the correct box according to their pronunciation. Then listen and check.

boundary bought cough course country double doubt drought enough

journal journey nought rough south southern tourism tourist trouble trough

3: (as in birdj oo (as in purej a (as in cupj

journey

ao (as in cow) d (as in notj o: (as in balf)
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Test practice

General Training Reading Section 1

This summer we have a fabulous range of adventure holidays climbing up mountains or flying off them! With our

unique all-inclusive formula and budget accommodation, we’re sure you will not find better value elsewhere. Our

holidays are ideal for young people travelling by themselves as there is no single person supplement and the

group lessons included are a great way to meet new people. A minimum age applies to all activities.

Discover the hidden beauty of a Roman town and its 21st-century delights. Experience a sumptuous

countryside welcome of fine food, admire our world-class heritage and the stunning scenery that surrounds

our town. Enjoy the elegance and excitement of our five-star hotel. We offer exclusive couples-only

accommodation and you are sure to leave us feeling pampered and relaxed.

We offer the widest choice of destinations, accommodation and activities throughout the Alps. We can

provide accommodation only or a fully packaged activity holiday including flights and accommodation. As a

specialist company we craft tailor-made holidays to your exact needs and specifications. Mountain biking,

trekking, skiing and snowboarding are just some of the many activities on offer. We can provide top-quality

chalets, hotels or apartments and any combination of the above activities.

This Icelandic wonderland never ceases to amaze - with its diverse scenery, wealth of activities and attractions

including whale watching and the famous Blue Lagoon, this destination is, not surprisingly, addictive! One of

the world’s last genuine wilderness areas, this breathtaking, ice-covered landscape is more accessible in the

summer than you might think. Forget about hiring a car - why not try rafting along a slow-moving river?

This is a captivating holiday destination. There are beautiful beaches, coastal villages, unspoilt coves and

bays, clear turquoise waters, breathtaking scenery, mountains that appear to rise out of the sea, cities that

sparkle with life, the brilliant sunshine - all contributing to a holiday paradise. There is plenty to see and do

and families are particularly well-catered for.

Questions 1-8

Look at the five holiday advertisements, A-E.

For which holiday are the following statements true? Write the correct letter A-E next to questions 1-8.

NB You may use any letter more than once.

1 Offers both coast and mountains

2 You can observe sea creatures

3 Offers self-catering facilities

4 Good for people travelling alone

5 Offers winter sports

6 Suitable for people with young children

7 Suitable for people with not much money to spend

8 Offers luxurious accommodation
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Through t

Time, history

1 A I wear a digital watch.

2 a I write important dates on my calendar.

3 A I am very punctual.

B I wear an analogue watch.

B I keep a diary.

B I am often in a hurry.

c I don’t wear a watch.

C I don’t use either,

c I am always late.

1.2 ® 8a Listen to three people speaking about punctuality

and decide whether they are

A punctual b always in a hurry c always late

Speaker 1 Speaker 2 Speaker 3

1.3 ® 8a Listen again and circle each of the phrases in the

box as you hear them. Then complete the sentences

below using the correct phrase.

on time in time took so long take my time

the right time spend time save time

lose track of time time-consuming

Error warning

We use take + time in the following ways: Take

your time (= don’t hurry), Take a long time /too

much time. NB We can say It took o lot of time

/so much time /too much time, but be careful

when you use long: it took along time / It took

too long /It took so long . NOT It took toe-long-

time/ It-took so long time.- We can also say /

took three hours to get there or It took (me) three

hours to get there.

1 When I surf the net I often Before

I know it a few hours have gone by.

2 I try to make my lunch the night before to

3 At the weekend I try to with my

family.

4 I find writing notes by hand very

5 We booked a taxi but it to arrive

that we were 15 minutes late.

6 Excuse me, do you have ? I have

an appointment at 10 o’clock and I really want to get

there

7 I ran for the bus, but I didn’t get there

8 I got up very early so that I could

getting ready.

1.4

Say whether the words in bold are closest in

meaning to before or after.

1 Twenty people were injured in the accident and the

tower was subsequently demolished to prevent it

from happening again.

2 Prior to the introduction of the steam engine, most

people in the UK worked from home.

3 Three years previously the government had introduced

a new law allowing women to vote for the first time.

4 There was a great deal of excitement in the days

preceding the election.

5 This is the third year in succession that a female has

been chosen to manage the club.

6 Istanbul was formerly known as Constantinople.

7 I had to pay $2,000 rent in advance.

8 The newspapers warned that a stock market crash

was imminent.
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U History

Mfl) Vocabulary note

Stonehenge was built over a long period. Ifwe consider only the ancient stones themselves, the work spanned

seventy generations - some 1 ,600 years. However, the first construction at this site began in prehistoric times. True,

these first artefacts were just wooden poles which have long gone, but these were raised by men in times so ancient

that Britain was still recovering from the Ice Age. The timeline below shows this history, with a frenzy of activity

from just before 3000 BC through to 1 600 BC being responsible for most of what we now gaze upon in awe.

Phase 3

postholes Phase 2

Ice age ending Phase 1

8000 BC 7000BC 6000 BC 5000BC 4000BC 3000BC 2000 BC 1000BC

Timeline of the building of Stonehenge

Ifwe consider the structure chronologically, we can see that construction took place in several phases over more

than a thousand years. Exact dates are not possible, since dates are inferred from minute changes in physical

measurements, such as the radiocarbon dating method. Nevertheless, archaeologists have sketched out the

following outline of events. First, the people of the Mesolithic period erected pine posts, known as the postholes,

near Stonehenge. In the 1960s a car park was built over these. During the next stage, Phase 1 (c. 3100 to 2700

BC), a ditch was carved into the chalk less than 1 km from Stonehenge. This would have appeared brilliant white

in the green of what had now become pastureland as the hunter-gatherers that erected the postholes gave way

to farmers. Also during this time the ‘henge’ (the earthworks; ditch and bank) was constructed. Many visitors to

Stonehenge fail to notice the ‘henge’ since the ditch and bank have been greatly eroded over the passing millennia.

In Phase 2 of the construction (c. 2700 to c. 2500 BC), a large number ofwooden posts were placed on the site.

These may have served as markers for astronomical measurements. We do not know if there are more of them as

excavation did not cover a large area. This was followed by Phase 3 (c. 2600 to 2500 BC). Stones began to arrive in

this era and the circular shape and pattern of these enormous stones, which predate all other known structures, is

still standing today. According to historians, there was no written mention of Stonehenge until 1100 AD.

1 Approximately when was the Mesolithic period?

2 What method was used to establish the dates of construction?

3 When did the earliest structures become permanently hidden from view?

4 What type of people lived at Stonehenge during the Mesolithic period?

5 Why do many visitors not see the ‘henge’?

BC is used in the Christian calendar to refer

to the time before the birth of Jesus Christ.

AD is used to refer to the time after Christ

was born. Circo is used to mean about or

approximately and is sometimes written

simply c. NB We do not use an apostrophe to

talk about decades: the 1960s NOT -the-196&s.
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2.2 Read the text again and find a word or words that match these definitions.

1

an interval of time .

very old

extended over

before people made written records of events

5

arranged in the order in which they actually

happened

2.3 Complete the sentences with

suitable words from the box. You do

not need to use all of the words. Use

a dictionary and make a note of the

different meanings in your notebook.

age ancient chronological antique

antiquated consecutive era

the Middle Ages middle-aged

6 stage of development

7 worn away over time

8 thousands of years

9 digging for artefacts

10

a period of history

to exist earlier than something elseli

Vocabulary note

Age = a particular period of history: the Victorian age, the digital

age. Era = a period of time that is remembered for particular

events: The arrival of moving pictures marked the end ofan era for

live theatre. Middle-aged = people in their middle years of life: Most

companies are run by middle-aged men. The Middle Ages = a period

of European history between 1000 and 1500 AD.

1 You should organise the dates into order from the oldest to the most recent.

2 The museum has an excellent exhibition about life during

3 I much prefer studying history to modern history.

4 The first moon landing marked the beginning of an exciting in space exploration.

5 My grandparents are refusing to adapt to the computer

6 It would be better if the meetings were on days. We’d get more done that way.

3.1 Answer the questions in your notebook.

1 Do you often think back to the past or do you prefer to concentrate on the future?

2 Do you think it is important for children to study history? (Why? / Why not?)

3 If you could go back in time, which period of time would you like to visit? (Why?)

3.2 J Correct the mistakes in italics in these answers to the questions in 3.1. Use a dictionary to help you.

1 Yes, I do think about the past almost all-times, in fact. I think I am a very nostalgia person, so I often look

backwards at my life and remember good times as well as bad. I definitely think about it more than the future.

2 I didn’t really enjoy studying history at school. I think teenagers are more interested in the modern time than in

the past! But now that I’m older, I can see that actually it is very important. We need to know about important

history events because hopefully they can stop us from making the same mistakes in the future.

3 The stage of history I’d most like to visit is ancient Egypt. I think it would be amazing to go back in times and

watch how they lived and how they built the pyramids. I wouldn’t want to stay long though - I think I would

miss the digital period too much!

i (of) the, time ? q
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Through the ages 8

l©;Test Tip

Listen for any plural words and be sure to add an s at the end if you need to.

Make sure you check your spelling at the end of the test.

Listening Section 4

® 8b Questions 1-10

Complete the notes below using NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER.

The history of dentistry

Early history

• The earliest reference to problems with teeth was in (1)

• The ancient Sumerians called problems with teeth ‘tooth (2)

• There is (3) to show that the Chinese used dental treatments.

Remedies and treatment

• An old text from (4) reveals medical practices from 1700 to 1500 BC. The
text refers to the use of (5) and (6) to relieve toothache.

• In the fifth century BC a Greek (7) noted the beginnings of specialisation

in medicine.

• A Greek doctor was the first to (8) problem teeth.

• In Europe during the (9) , doctors performed dentistry in people’s homes.

• A dentist from France is said to have founded (1 0) dentistry.
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The natural world
Flora and fauna, agriculture

^Lora and fauna

1.1 How many plants and animals do you know? Can you name:

A five animals found in Africa? D five animals found in Australia?

B five different types of flower?

c five types of fruit?

E five different types of tree?

F five types of vegetable?

1.2 Are these words associated with plants or animals? Put the words

into the correct column. Which word can go in both columns?

flora fauna vegetation branch twig root coat predator beak

trunk fur hide scales feathers paw claw thorn petal horn

Animals Plants

Error warning

We say we must take care of nature. NOT We-must

take care of the nature. Natural is the adjective form:

It is a natural process. NOT ft-is a nature process.
y

.

Which five words in the animal column are

connected to their skin or covering?

1.3 COMPOUND NOUNS Complete the sentences by adding one of these words animal , human , nature, natural

.

1 It’s human to want to find a solution to our problems.

2 Vegans do not use or eat any products.

3 I would rather be served by a being than by a computer.

4 I am constantly amazed by how beautiful and how destructive mother can be.

5 Man is said to be the most dangerous creature of all the kingdom.

6 Animals are much happier living in their habitat.

7 Manmade disasters such as chemical spills can destroy the balance.

8 In some countries prisoners are denied basic rights.
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The natural world 9

1.4 ® 9a Listen to a description of an animal called a meerkat and

complete the table.

Habitat Diet

• Found in South Africa in

(1)

areas.

• Avoids woodland and thick

(2)

• It sleeps in (3)

• If necessary, the meerkat will make a

(4) between rocks.

• Meerkats mostly eat

(5)

(6)

and

(7)

• They occasionally eat small rodents

and the (8) of

certain plants.

Agriculture

2.1 Which is the odd one out? Circle the word which is different from the others and say why.

1 rose tulip daisy (weed)l^f. .ft*#, .ft.

5

tropical subtropical humid arid

2 plant grow cultivate soil 6 arid desert semi-arid tropical

3 crop plant shrub bush 7 endemic native introduced local

4 organic natural chemical biological

2.2 Read the text and then decide if the statements below are true or false. Find words in the text which mean

the same or the opposite of the words in bold.

Introduced species

Since the birth of agriculture, farmers have tried to avoid using pesticides by employing various biological

methods to control nature. The first method involved introducing a predator that would control pests by eating

them. This was used successfully in 1925 to control the prickly pear population in Australia. The prickly pear had

originally been used as a divider between paddocks. However, it eventually spread from a few farms to 4 million

hectares of farming land, rendering them unusable. The Cactoblastis moth larvae was introduced to help control

the situation and within ten years, the prickly pear was virtually eradicated. Further attempts at biological control

weren't so successful. When farmers tried to eliminate the cane beetle by introducing the South American cane

toad, the results were catastrophic. The cane toad did not eat the cane beetle and the toad population spread

rapidly leading to the decline of native species of mammals and reptiles.

1 Farmers do not like using chemicals to kill pests

2 The prickly pear was planted as a type of barrier between fields

3 The Cactoblastis moth killed off nearly all prickly pear plants

4 The cane toad was a native species to Australia

5 Using the cane toad was very successful
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9 The natural world

2.3 Now read the rest of the text and match the

words in italics to the definitions below.

3

Improve the text by replacing the words in italics

with a suitable word or phrase from this unit.

Other introduced species have proved similarly

disastrous among native Australian animals. Since

the introduction of the cat, the fox and the rabbit

from Europe, 19 species of native animals have

become extinct and a further 250 species are

considered to be either endangered or vulnerable.

The modern-day approach to the biological control

of pests is through genetically modified crops.

It remains to be seen whether this controversial

method will have any long-term repercussions
,

particularly in regards to the ecological balance of

the environment where they are grown. Some fear

that insects may become resistant to these new
crops and therefore become even more difficult to

control.

1 at risk

2 negative effects

3 to stop being affected by something

4 at risk of dying out

5 no longer existing

6 crops whose genes have been scientifically changed

7 extremely bad or unsuccessful

8 the relationship between plants, animals, land, air,

and water

2.4 WORD BUILDING Complete the table. You do

not need to write anything in the shaded areas.

Some farmers believe that growing 1
fruit and

vegetables that have been 2 changed so that their

genes are different is a good way to
3
totally stop

pests and improve the quality of their produce.

However, this type of
4
farming has both advantages

and disadvantages.

One of the advantages is that farmers can grow

plants that produce a poison that is harmful to
5

small animals like flies and caterpillars. This means

that farmers will not have to use
6
chemicals to kill

these animals and so this should be better for the

surrounding environment and the
7
earth that plants

grow in. As a result, it could help to protect other
8
plants as well as the

9
living space of any animals

in the area.

On the other hand, farmers usually only spray their

fields once or twice per year but these new plants

would be toxic all year round. Furthermore, it is

possible that over time the pests may 10
stop being

killed by the toxins and so the problem would be

worse than ever. The toxins may also be poisonous

to other plants and animals and this would upset

the
11 way plants and animals live and grow together

and may lead to more animals becoming 12
at risk of

extinction.

4 PRONUNCIATION ® 9b Each of the words in

the box below has a weak sound (o) or schwa,

e.g. about. Underline the schwa in each word,

then listen and check your answers. Practise

saying the words. There may be more than one

schwa in each word.

Noun Adjective Adverb Verb

agriculture agricultural

ecology

evolve

extinct extinct

nature

genetic

adapt

agriculture

catastrophe

chemical

climate

disastrous

endangered

genetically

human

natural

vulnerable
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Test practice

Academic Reading

Meet the hedgehog

A
In Norwich, England, the first housing development designed for both

hedgehogs and people has been built. All through the gardens and

fences is a network of pathways and holes installed just for the ancient,

spiny creatures. It’s a paradise that Fay Vass, chief executive of the

British Hedgehog Preservation Society, calls ‘absolutely fantastic’.

As for the developers, they have reason to think the animals will help

make home sales fantastic, too. Part of the attraction is that many
people simply love hedgehogs, particularly in Britain, where children’s

book writer Beatrix Potter introduced Mrs Tiggy-Winkle, a hedgehog
character, over a century ago. But part of the attraction is also rooted

in science. Studies have helped make clear that hedgehogs are good
for gardens, eating vast numbers of slugs and other pests as they

forage in the vegetation at night.

B
Recent scientific studies about hedgehogs have helped explain mysteries as varied as why hedgehogs apply saliva

to their entire bodies, how they have survived on the planet for 30 million years, why they chew toxic toad skins and
what secrets they may hold about evolution. As one of the most primitive mammals on the planet, the hedgehog
has been helping geneticists understand evolutionary relationships among mammals and even uncover secrets of

the human genome 1

. At Duke University, for example, scientists chose the hedgehog and 14 other species to study

the lineages of mammals. They determined among other things that marsupials (e.g. kangaroos) are not related

to monotremes (the egg-laying platypus and echidna), which had long been a subject of debate. Such questions

are not just academic. ‘If you are trying to trace, for example, the evolutionary steps of foetal heart development
to better understand how foetal defects occur, it helps to know which mammals are related so that you can make
accurate inferences about one mammal from another mammal’s development,’ says researcher Keith Killian.

C
Still, much about hedgehogs remains unknown. For one thing, scientists think they haven’t even discovered all the

hedgehog species. ‘We know of at least 14,’ says hedgehog researcher Nigel Reeve of Britain’s University of Surrey,

Roehampton. ‘It’s almost certain that there are more species.’ The 14 known species are native to Africa and parts

of Asia as well as Europe. Some hibernate through cold winters in the north. Others tolerate desert heat near the

equator. Some live in urban areas, adapting well to living in close proximity to humans. Others live in areas that rank

among the most remote places on the planet.

D

Hedgehogs spend much of their time alone, but Reeve says it would be a mistake to think of them as solitary.

‘Hedgehogs do approach each other and can detect the presence of others by their scent,’ he says. ‘It is true

that they usually do not interact at close quarters, but that does not mean they are unaware of their neighbours.

They may occasionally scrap over food items and rival males attracted to a female may also have aggressive

interactions. Still, it’s fair to say that, in adulthood, hedgehogs meet primarily to mate, producing litters of four or

five hoglets as often as twice yearly.’

Test Tip

This reading text is also good practice

for General Training section 3.

1 genome : the complete set of genetic material of a living thing
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9 The natural world

Adult hedgehogs eat just about anything they can find: insects, snakes, bird eggs, small rodents and more.

Veterinarians trying to understand gum disease in domesticated hedgehogs have concluded that the varied diet

of wild hedgehogs gives them more than nutrition - the hard bodies of insects also scrape the hedgehogs’ teeth

clean.

F

All hedgehogs also share the same defence mechanism: they retract their vulnerable parts - head, feet, belly - into

a quill-covered ball, using special skin down their sides and over their heads and feet. Any perceived threat can

make them roll up, including the approach of a biologist, so researchers have invented a new measurement for the

animals: ball length. Young hedgehogs have a few extra defence strategies. ‘One is to spring up in the air,’ says

Reeve. ‘A fox would get a face full of bristles. They make a little squeak while they do it.’ Evidence suggests that

hedgehogs may also add unpleasant chemicals to their quills to make them even less appealing. In behaviour that

may be unique for a vertebrate, they chew substances laden with toxins and then apply frothy saliva to their entire

bodies. In one 1977 study, human volunteers pricked themselves with quills from hedgehogs that had coated

themselves after chewing on venomous toad skins. The volunteers found those quills much more irritating and

painful than clean ones.

However, every year, many thousands of the animals die on roads in Europe and elsewhere as they go about their

nightly business. Along with intensive farming and pesticides, road kill has taken its toll on hedgehog populations.

One 2002 study found the animal numbers had dropped by between 20 and 30 per cent in a single decade. To help

combat the decline, the British have established special clinics for injured hedgehogs, urged that anyone making

a bonfire check for the animals underneath first, and ensured that hedgehogs can cope with cattle grids. Recently,

they even persuaded McDonald’s to alter the packaging of its McFlurry ice-cream container, which had been

trapping foraging hedgehogs.

H

Ironically, for centuries the English considered these animals as vermin. Even 50 years ago gamekeepers were

killing as many as 10,000 a year thinking they were no more than bird-egg-eating pests. In some places today,

scientists are coming to the same conclusions all over again. In the 1970s, hedgehogs were introduced to the

Hebrides Islands off Scotland to help combat garden slugs. With no natural enemies there, a few hedgehogs soon

turned into thousands. Wildlife researchers have watched the hedgehogs reduce the numbers of rare ground-

nesting wading birds by feasting on their eggs. Efforts to cull the animals in the past two years have upset Britain’s

conservationists who have countered with strategies to relocate the animals.

Test Tip

For questions that require you to locate information, you also need to understand the function of the

information. For example, for question 1 you will need to find the part of the text which tells you why it

is important to know how animal species are connected (i.e. the relevance of this information).
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Questions 1-9

The reading passage has eight sections A-H. Which sections contain the following information?

Write the correct letter (A-H) next to questions 1-9 below.

1 The significance of establishing the relationship between different species

2 The different habitats where hedgehogs can be found

3 The reason why standard forms of measurement cannot be used for the hedgehog

4 A problem associated with hedgehogs kept as pets

5 Two reasons why hedgehogs are popular with people in the UK

6 Four findings from the latest research into hedgehogs

7 The social habits of the hedgehog

8 The number of hedgehog species already identified

9 The name given to baby hedgehogs

Questions 10-13

Choose the correct answer A, B, C or D.

10 The study conducted in 1977 revealed a possible reason why

A hedgehogs clean their quills.

B hedgehogs chew poisonous animal skins.

C adult hedgehogs do not leap into the air.

D young hedgehogs make a high-pitched noise.

11 In Britain, which of the following has NOT been done to protect hedgehogs?

A The opening of hospitals just for hedgehogs.

B Imposing fines for littering in areas where hedgehogs live.

C The alteration of a container produced by a fast-food chain.

D Alerting people to the potential dangers faced by hedgehogs.

12 What are the ‘conclusions’ that scientists on the Hebrides Islands have reached again?

A Hedgehog numbers are declining.

B Hedgehogs pose a threat to other wildlife.

C Hedgehogs can safely be introduced there.

D Hedgehogs can be used effectively as a natural predator.

13 What would conservationists prefer to do on the Hebrides Islands?

A Introduce a native predator of hedgehogs.

B Kill a small number of hedgehogs.

C Remove ground-nesting birds.

D Move the hedgehogs elsewhere.
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Space

1.1 Answer these questions.

1 Would you like to travel into space? (Why? / Why not?)

2 What do you imagine it would be like?

3 What problems do you think you would experience in space?

1.2 Complete the text below with suitable words from the box.

astronauts atmosphere commercial explorers

launch outer simulator weightlessness

If you have ever dreamed of travelling in space then our (1) space travel programme will make

that dream a reality. Of course, passengers will need to prepare for this experience. However, unlike the months

of training that (2) undergo, our passengers will be ready for (3) within two

days. To prepare for a truly out-of-this-world experience, passengers will spend two days in our special training

facility. There the passengers will be able to experience zero gravity in a special (4) ; this will

allow the passengers to acclimatise. During the flight itself a rocket will propel the spacecraft into suborbital space

in excess of 100,000 m above the Earth’s (5) This will allow the passengers to experience

(6) Our space (7) will be able to float around the cabin and view the Earth

and (8) space for approximately ten minutes prior to re-entry and landing.

1.3

Read the text again and find words that match these definitions.

1 an actual event 5 drive something forwards

2 go through an experience 6 more than

3 the force or pull from the Earth 7 stay up in the air or in water

4 get used to a change in conditions 8 entering the Earth’s atmosphere again

1.4

Complete the sentences with words from the text. You will need to change the form of the words.

1 Some people believe that space e is a waste of money.

2 Climbing extremely high mountains is made all the more difficult because of the drop in a

pressure.

3 Spacecrafts need to reach extremely high speeds in order to escape the g pull of the Earth.

4 Last year the astronauts u a series of mental and physical tests in order to qualify for the

mission.

5 This computer program s extremes of weather so that pilots can experience difficult flying

conditions.
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The planets

2.1 ® 10a Listen to someone talking about the

problems of forming colonies on other planets.

Complete the table with NO MORE THAN TWO
WORDS from the talk.

Error warning!

Earth is the name of our planet and has a capital letter,

but the sun does not. We say the Earth but not our earth :

The Earth moves around the sun. We must take care of our

planet. NOT We must take care ofour earth-.

V J

Planet Physical features Disadvantages

Venus • same size as 1 • has no 2

• covered in 3

• constant 4

Mercury • smaller than all other planets except 5 • has greatest range of temperatures of any planet

in the 6

Saturn • has many 7 and 8 • much too hot

2.2 ® 10a Listen again and complete the sentences below.

1 Venus is unusual because it in the opposite direction to other planets.

2 The of Venus has many craters caused by asteroids.

3 Mercury has no substantial

4 Mercury does not have any water so cannot life.

5 The Voyager space has provided us with pictures of Saturn’s moons.

6 The of Saturn is mainly gas.

2.3 WORD BUILDING Complete the table.

Noun Adjective

atmosphere

cosmic

galactic

gravitational

horizon

lunar

meteoric

sun

stellar

terrestrial

universe

Vocabulary note

The suffix -ic tells us that a word is an adjective. How

many adjectives in 2.3 end in -ic? Other common

examples are: economic ,
scenic, tragic.

2

A

Complete the sentences with suitable words from

the table in 2.3.

1 The moon appears much bigger when it is close to

the

2 The North Star is the brightest star in our

3 Many scientists believe that dinosaurs became

extinct when a hit the Earth.

4

A eclipse occurs when the moon is

hidden by the sun.

5 Many people wonder if there is intelligent life

elsewhere in the

6 The teacher told us to draw a line

across the page.

7 The most successful products in the world are those

that have a appeal.

8 energy is becoming more common

nowadays.
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10 Reaching for the skies
3

W Read this news report and decide whether the following statements are true or false. Give a reason for

each answer using one of the underlined words in the text. Then check the meaning of any of the underlined

words you don’t know and write them in your notebook.

In May 1973, the USA launched its first manned space station. The station, called Skylab, managed to carry three

different crews of astronauts over a nine-month period, in spite of the fact that it lost a meteor shield on launch.

In February 1974, the final crew returned to Earth and, for the next five and a half years, the Skylab continued

to orbit the Earth, unmanned and unused. Its low orbit gradually pulled the 77-tonne Skylab down towards the

Earth making a crash landing inevitable and causing a great deal of concern around the world. On 11 July 1979 the

Skylab eventually crashed into the southern ocean off Esperance, Australia. Fortunately the debris fell in mostly

uninhabited areas and locals scrambled to collect a souvenir. A 17 year-old from Esperance flew to America to

claim a $10,000 reward for being the first to deliver a piece of the station to a newspaper. The local council of

Esperance issued the USA with a $400 fine for littering. It has never been paid. There are currently approximately

8,000 pieces of space junk floating above our heads thanks to the satellites, space shuttles and space stations out

there. One example is a screwdriver lost during a space shuttle mission in 1985 which has never been recovered.

Statements True/False Reason

1 In tote 1974 there were people on board the space station. It was

2 The Skylab may have floated in space for ever. A crash was

3 Very few people lived in the area where it landed. The area was

4 Complete the text using suitable words from this unit.

‘Space belongs to whoever gets there first.* Do you agree with this statement?

Most of (1) p Earth has already been mapped and explored, so it is not surprising that explorers should

turn their attention to other parts of the (2) u The planets in our (3) s

s have become the next frontier to be conquered.

We all remember the so-called (4) s race of the 1960s when the US and USSR were each determined

to be the first to (5) 1 on the moon. However, I do not believe that planting a flag on the moon gives

anyone the right to claim it as theirs.

With the increasing use of (6) s to monitor activities here on Earth, as well as the very real prospect of

space tourism, now is a good time to ask who owns or, more importantly, who governs the vast area of space above us?

In the relatively short time that man has been travelling in space we have already left sufficient (7) d

behind to show that we are as careless in our space travels as on Earth. The broken shuttle parts have simply been left

to (8) f. in the atmosphere and cause a very real threat to everyone here on Earth.

Clearly space belongs to all of us. Although there is an international (9) s s , this is

currently only involved in research. I think we need to act quickly to establish a set of international laws that govern

(10) o space.

5 PRONUNCIATION ® 10b Each of the following words has a weak sound (o) or schwa, e.g. about. Underline

the schwa in each word, then listen and check your answers. Practise saying the words. There may be more

than one schwa in each word or phrase.

astronaut atmosphere commercial explorer exploration galaxy

horizon horizontal outer satellite solar system sustain universal
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Test practice

Listening Section 3
Read through all of the information on the

question paper before you start to listen.

(Ci7de)or underline the most important

words. Use the questions to help you

follow the conversation.

® 10c

Questions 1-4

Choose the correct answer A, B or C rouow tne conven

1 According to John, what is the main advantage of space exploration?

A To supply resources for use on Earth.

B To find out more about the origins of our planet.

C To establish a colony for humans if Earth becomes uninhabitable.

2 According to the speakers, why can’t robots be sent into space instead of humans?

A They cannot operate for long enough.

B They are too expensive to build.

C They are too reliant on humans.

3 What are we told about the space technology currently used?

A It can be unreliable.

B It is based on old technology.

C It is becoming cheaper to produce.

4 What is the biggest problem in sending robots to Mars?

A the distance

B the atmosphere

C the extreme temperatures

Questions 5-10

Who expresses the following opinions?

A John

B Susan

C Both John and Susan

5 We should plan a trip to Mars even though it may not happen soon

6 We may eventually colonise Mars

7 The soil on Mars is highly toxic

8 The soil on Mars contains materials we could use

9 Spaceships cannot be totally protected from radiation

10

It is possible that humans could form a base on Mars
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Choose the correct letter A, B, C or D.

1 People who are colour blind often can’t between red and green.

A see B differ C tell D distinguish

2 Our car broke down twice on the way to the wedding to say we arrived two hours late.

A Needless B Pointless C Regardless D Worthless

3 I hope the lecturer wasn’t referring my assignment when he made that remark.

A in B for C to D of

4 Languages over time so dictionaries need to be regularly updated.

A eliminate B evolve C establish D elicit

5 My teacher said my essay was She said she couldn’t follow my argument.

A incompetent B inaccurate C incoherent D incisive

6

It’s important to teach children not to lies.

A say B speak C talk D tell

7 These figures a peak in 1982 when over 2 million new machines were sold.

A got B increased C rose D reached

8 Air is cheaper than other forms of long-distance transport in my country.

A trip B journey C travel D travelling

9 A large number of houses were by the storm.

A affected B effected C influenced D involved

10 Many people believe that violent computer games can have a harmful on children.

A affect B effect C damage D involvement

11 The price of fresh fruit and vegetables considerably throughout the whole year.

A rises B peaks C fluctuates D decreases

12 The population of wild birds peaked approximately 400,000 before falling rapidly.

A at B for C in D of

13 My first job was to arrange the files into order from the oldest to the most recent.

A alphabetical B chronological C numerical D historical

14 The train whistle warned us of its departure.

A previous B imminent C subsequent D former



Test Two (Units 6-10)

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

The majority of cave art was created in prehistoric

A time B stage C era D times

Computer viruses are a modern- problem.

A day B era C times D time

I much prefer life in the twenty-first to that of the Middle Ages.

A age B era C years D century

It can take time for people to get used to a new system.

A long B a long C so long D too long

Many people are fascinated by the native of Australia, especially koalas and kangaroos.

A fauna B flora C agriculture D vegetation

The mother bird carries food back to the nest in its

A feather B wing C beak D paw

We must try to protect animals, otherwise when a species disappears the whole ecosystem is

affected.

A ecological B endangered C extinct D exotic

I believe that farmers should be banned from using near waterways.

A crops B contamination C pollution D pesticides

Zoos should try to re-create the animals’ habitat rather than keeping them in cages.

A nature B native C natural D naturalist

A plant is only as healthy as the it grows in.

A habitat B water C soil D vegetation

It must have been amazing to be the first astronauts space.

A in B of C up D to

I think we should spend more money taking care of our own

A Earth B atmosphere C planet D stars

I think we should spend more on space

A explore B explorer C expansion D exploration

Navigation around the globe is a lot simpler thanks to the information we receive from

A satellites B stations C systems D shuttles

I don’t think we will ever find another planet that can life.

A suspend B survive C supply D sustain

I imagine astronauts spend a lot of time thinking about life Earth.

A in B of C down D on
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Building, engineering

i
I Building

1.1

Which adjectives best describe your home?

A old traditional modern

B concrete brick steel timber

c single-storey two-storey multi-storey / high rise

1.2 Complete the sentences using the words in brackets in the

correct order.

1 It’s a house, (brick, traditional)

2 I live in a apartment, (high-rise, lovely)

3 I’d rather live in a cottage, (small, country)

1.3 Now make a similar sentence about your own home.

I live in but I’d rather live

in

P Vocabulary note

If we use more than one adjective they

are normally in the following order:

opinion, size, age, shape, colour, origin,

material, type: An ugly, old, brown,

plastic shopping bag. However, more

than four adjectives together can

sound awkward. NOT An ugly, big, -oldr

rectongulor, brown, Italian, plastic bag.

2.1 ® lla
Listen to three people describing their homes and complete the table below.

Type of building Material(s) used Favourite feature Adjectives used to describe it

A

B

C

2.2 ® lla
Listen again and answer the questions. Include the words from the recording that give you your answers.

Speaker A 3 Are the bedrooms large or small?

l Where did the stone come from?

4

Are the buildings around it tall?

2 What makes the ceilings ornate?

Speaker

C

3 Is the house large or small? l Is this house different from those around it?

Speaker B

l Is the computer system new or old?

2 Which room does the speaker say is bright?

3 What shape is the bottom of the staircase?

2 What makes the apartment functional?



Design and innovation 11

Error warning!

We say that you build a house/ a hospital etc, NOT build a building . Build up

is not used to talk about construction. It refers to increasing or developing

something: He went to the gym to build up his muscles . We are trying to build

up a relationship with a company in Japan. I had to build up the confidence to

apply for the manager’s job. NOT We need to build up a hospital-:

K J

Engineering

3.1 Scan the article and underline these words.

invented hoisted hauling platforms storage steel lift shaft tension

trigger device internal frame construction skyscrapers landmarks

The elevator

Next time you are in a lift, look for the name of the people who made it. Chances are it will be the Otis Elevator

Company. It was Elisha Otis who invented the gadget that made the modern passenger lift possible. The concept

of elevation was already well established. Louis XV of France disliked stairs so much that he was regularly hoisted

skywards in a 'flying chair' by several strong men hauling on ropes. In Otis's time, warehouses commonly used

moving platforms to transport goods between floors. However, elevating anything further than one floor or weighing

more than 70 kilograms would have been considered far too dangerous.

Otis worked for a bed manufacturer who was keen to expand his business but needed to find a way to move his

beds to an upper floor for storage. The inventive Otis soon had a solution to the safety problem: a tough steel

spring system that meshed with ratchets on either side of the lift shaft so that if the rope gave way the sudden loss

of tension would trigger the device, stopping the lift from falling.

At the 1854 World Trade fair in New York, Otis unveiled his invention and orders began to pour in, including one

from the United States Assay Office which at that time was constructing one of the first buildings with an internal

steel frame to support the exterior walls. This was the same construction method that skyscrapers would use. If not

for lifts, the towering landmarks which feature so prominently in today’s architecture would have been impossible

and the character of our cities would be entirely different.

3.2 Decide if the following statements are true or false. Write the words you have underlined that helped you.

1 Elisha Otis came up with the idea that made elevators safe for people .T.^ ?r. .

.

tt.

.

2 Louis XV was lifted into the air by men pulling ropes

3 Warehouses in Otis’s time used boxes to move their goods to different levels

A Otis’s boss wanted to move beds to a higher level for delivery

5 Otis made his springs out of plastic

6 The ratchets were located on the inside of the lift

7 If a rope became slack this activated the contraption

8 The US Assay Office building had its support structure on the outside

9 The US Assay Office used a similar building technique to today’s tall buildings

10

The writer believes that skyscrapers can help you find your way around a city
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11 Design and innovation

3-3 Match the verbs (1-8) in column A with the definitions (A-H) in column B.

A B

1 condemn A build something on a piece of land

2 demolish \ B build again

3 develop \ C repair and make new again

4 devise \ D knock down

5 maintain \ E live in or use a space

6 occupy ^
F judge a building not to be safe

7 reconstruct G keep in good condition

8 renovate H invent

3.4 Choose the correct words.

1 We can’t move into the house until they have developed / renovated it.

2 No one has been allowed to occupy the building since it was condemned / reconstructed.

3 The architect devised / demolished a clever way of keeping the house cool in summer.

4 The tenants were offered a reduced rent if they agreed to maintain /occupy the property.

3.5 WORD BUILDING

Complete the table.
Noun/person Verb Adjective or past participle

builder / building build

constructed

design

engineer

innovation

invent

occupy

structure

3.6 Complete the text with words from 3.5.

A group of (l)i architecture

students has won this year’s Timber Bridge

Competition. The students’ (2)d

beat 17 others. The team used an

(3)i approach to their bridge

which was (4)b entirely out of

timber. They used traditional (5)c

methods to avoid using nails or screws. The students

demonstrated a good knowledge of fundamental

(6)

e principles. They

(7)

c a working model of the bridge,

which (8)o an entire car park. This

allowed them to test the bridge and ensure that the

(9)s was sound.

It PRONUNCIATION ® llb Tick the correct

sound for each of the letters underlined. Listen

and check your answers, then practise saying the

words correctly.

l design s z 6 housing s z

2 please s z 7 fasten s z

3 device s z 8 destruction s z

4 devise s z 9 use (n) s z

5 residence s z 10 use (v) s z
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Test practice

Academic Reading

Questions 1-5

The reading passage has five sections, A-E.

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of

headings below.

Write the correct number, i-viii, next to questions 1-5.

Test Tip

The headings in this type of question must

represent the ideas expressed throughout

each section, not just in one sentence.

List of headings

i Outdoor spaces in the house of tomorrow

ii The house of the future helps with the battle of the sexes

iii The compact home of tomorrow

iv The multipurpose home of tomorrow

v Housework declines in the house of the future

vi Mixed success for visions of the future

vii The future lies in the past

viii A change of structure in the home of tomorrow

1 Section A

2 Section B

3 Section C

4 Section D

5 Section E

The house of the future, then and now.

A
The term ‘home of tomorrow’ first came into usage in the 1920s to describe the ‘ideal house for future living’

(Corn and Horrigan, 1984, p. 62). It quickly emerged as a cultural symbol for the American obsession with

the single-family dwelling. In the 1930s and 1940s, advertisers and promoters picked up the concept, and a

number of full-scale homes of tomorrow traveled through fairs and department stores. It was in this same era

that American consumer culture was consolidated. In the 1920s, there were three competing conceptions

of the home of the future. The first, indebted to modernist architecture, depicted the home of tomorrow as a

futuristic architectural structure. The second conception was that of the mass-produced, prefabricated house, a

dwelling potentially available to every North American. These first two failed to capture the imagination and the

dollars of industrialists or of the public, but the third image of the home of the future did. From World War II until

the present, the evolving story of the home of the future is a story of ‘the house as a wonderland of gadgets’

(Horrigan, 1986, p.154).

B

In the 1950s, the home of the future was represented in and by one room: the kitchen. Appliance manufacturers,

advertisers and women’s magazines teamed up to surround women with images of the technology of tomorrow

that would ‘automate’ their lives, and automation became a synonym for reduced domestic labor. In 1958, one

author predicted ‘Combustion freezers and electric ovens may someday reduce the job of preparing meals to
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a push-button operation’ (Ross, 1958, pp.197-8). ‘Before long there will also be self-propelled carpet and floor

sweepers, automatic ironers that can fold and stack clothing, laundro-matic units that will wash and dry clothes

even as these hang in the closet, dishwashers capable of washing and drying dinnerware and storing it in the
cupboard, and many additional push-button marvels.’ (Ross, 1958, p. 200)

The postwar faith in and fascination with science is very apparent in future predictions made in the 1950s. The
magazine Popular Mechanics did a special feature in February 1950 entitled, ‘Miracles You’ll See in the Next
Fifty Years’. ‘Housewives in 50 years may wash dirty dishes - right down the drain! Cheap plastic would melt
in hot water.’ They also predicted that the housewife of the future would clean her house by simply turning the

hose on everything. Furnishings, rugs, draperies and unscratchable floors would all be made of synthetic fabric

or waterproof plastic. After the water had run down a drain in the middle of the floor (later concealed by a rug of

synthetic fibre) you would turn on a blast of hot air and dry everything.

The overriding message of the 1950s vision of the house of the future is that one can access the wonders of the

future through the purchase of domestic technology today. In an October 1957 issue of Life magazine, the built-in

appliances from Westinghouse reflect the ‘shape of tomorrow’. ‘Put them in your home - suddenly you’re living in

the future.’ As Corn and Horrigan (1984) noted, ‘by focusing on improving technology ... the future becomes strictly

a matter of things, their invention, improvement, and acquisition’ (p. 11).

C
What is most striking in the 1960s home of the future is the recognition and incorporation of social and political

turmoil into the representation of domestic technology. Technology moves out of the kitchen and spreads to the
living room, bedroom and bathroom. While the home of the future was still a wonderland of gadgets, who was using
the gadgets, why, and to what effect, was finally being opened up to possible alternatives. Whirlpool dishwashers
ran an advertisement in November 1968 in Ladies’ Home Journal explaining, ‘How Whirlpool made my husband a
man again’. Readers learned of the crisis of masculinity that can take place if a man helps with the housework. We
learn that Barry is a great son, father and husband. He believed that the scrubbing of pots and pans was man’s
work and so he helped out at home. However, at work the men that work for him used to laugh behind his back
because his hands were rough and red. The Whirlpool two-speed dishwasher stopped all that. Thus, a household
appliance can preserve a man’s masculinity by ensuring that he does not have to do ‘women’s work’ in the home.

D
The broader social context continued to be reflected in the 1970s home of the future, but now the trend was to

look backwards for the future, back to a proud pioneer heritage. In stark contrast to the 1950s, ‘old-fashioned’ is

no longer used in a pejorative way; it is seen as a cherished value. Over the 1970s, North America experienced a
certain erosion of trust in science and technology and there was less utopian speculation about the technologically

produced future. The previous unproblematic link between technology, the future and progress was being

questioned (Corn, 1986).

From the space-age metals of the 1960s where every object had an electrical cord, we find a return to the

traditional. Ideal homes featured wood, inside and out, and an increased emphasis on windows. Domestic
technologies were not featured as prominently, and the modernist or ultra-modernist designs of a few years earlier

were all but gone. The use of wood, combined with the use of windows, worked to blur the line between outside
and inside, bringing the outside into inner or domestic space.

We also see the influence of the Green movement, such as in the deployment of technology for solar-heated

homes. The energy crisis was making itself felt, reflecting fears about a future not quite as rosy as that predicted by
Popular Mechanics in 1950. Whereas in the 1960s the General Electric Company was exhorting consumers to ‘Live

Electrically’, in the 1970s, the Edison Electric Company found it necessary to address the energy crisis directly in

their advertisements.
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E

In 1978, House Beautiful magazine, predicting what the homes of the 1980s would be like, suggested that self-

indulgence was the wave of the future. ‘Our senses are awakened, and a new technology is waiting to aid us in

giving them a free rein. Bathroom spas and gyms, computerized kitchens, wide screen entertainment, even home
discotheques are all on the way.’ By the 1980s, the environmental and social movements of the 1970s were starting

to ebb, significantly more women were working outside of the home, and computer technology was becoming more
of a reality in the household. All these trends opened the door for a renewed love of technology.

The line between work and leisure became blurred in the 1980s. Forget about not being able to fit exercise into a

hectic workday, in 1982, you can work and work out simultaneously. The Walking Desk, a computer workstation

for the office at home, has a treadmill, stationary bike and stair climber installed underneath. On her most
productive day, a worker should be able to walk four to five miles and burn as many as fifteen hundred calories

while maintaining a normal workload. The desk will also come with a compact-disc player and color monitor for

viewing nature scenes on a computer break. Thus, in addition to turning exercise into work, we see that nature is

being brought into the home for breaks. One never has to leave the home, but the imperative is still clearly to be
productive.

Questions 6-13

Look at the following list of statements (questions 6-13).

Match each statement or prediction with the correct time period, A-E.

Write the correct letter, A-E, next to questions 6-13.

NB You may use any letter more than once.

6 There was a loss of faith in automation

7 Advertisers believed that houses would be made in a factory

8 There were fewer housewives

9 One writer envisaged furniture being made from fully washable materials

10 There was an increased awareness of the environment

11 There was a link between our interest in the future and increased consumerism

12 One magazine predicted that disposable plates would be used

13 A new expression for ‘the perfect home’ was introduced

List of time periods

A 1920s

B 1 930s and 1 940s

C 1950s

D 1970s

E 1980s
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Informationi(turn
Telecommunications, computers and technology

Telecommunications

1 Do you have: a mobile phone; a laptop computer;

a portable music device; an email address?

2 How long have you had it/them?

3 If you need to connect to the Internet, what do you

use? How long does it take you?

4 How would you describe the technology you use?

A up-to-date B dated C state-of-the-art

5 How do you prefer to stay in touch with people?

A by post B by email C by phone

1.2 ® 12a Listen to a conversation about two

different mobile phones and say whether the

questions below apply to

A the Smart Phone

B the Optima

c both the Smart Phone and the Optima.

Which phone

1 is small?

2 is easy to use?

3 has normal phone buttons?

4 shows a calendar without being asked ?

5 has the most up-to-date technology?

6 can obtain information from the Internet?

1.3 ® 12a Now listen again and next to your

answers in 1.2 write the words that paraphrase

the underlined words.

1.4 Complete the crossword with words from the

recording.

Across

1 easy to use

3 open a computer file

6 move up or down on a screen

7 work a machine

9 the keys on a computer, typewriter or piano

n an action or purpose something is designed for

Down

2 show on a screen

4 have specific tools

5 save or keep safe

8 the part of a computer that stores information

10 information
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1.5 ® 12b Listen to five people speaking. Each one has forgotten the name for something. What is the word

they need to use?

Speaker A: I use my every day.

Speaker B: I use my computer as a

Speaker C: I would like to get a

Speaker D: I can’t imagine what it was like without

Speaker E: I would love to get my mother a

Which two of the words you have used needed the suffix -or?

Computers and technology

2.1 Read this article and then look at the statements below.

Write Yes if the statement agrees with the opinions in

the text and No if it contradicts them. Underline the part

of the text that gave you your answer.

Has the present lived up to the expectations of the past? Throughout the ages people have tried to predict what

life in the twenty-first century would be like. Many science-fiction writers did manage to predict the influence

the computer would have on our world. Some even imagined that it would take over our lives, develop a

personality, and turn on its creators. To some extent they were right, especially when it comes to children and

cyber addiction. One constant prediction was that, thanks to computers and machines, the time devoted to

labour would diminish. Even in 1971, in his book Future Shock, Alvin Toffler envisaged a society awash with

Tree time’. The author noted that time at work had been cut in half since the turn of the previous century and

wrongly speculated that it would be cut in half again by 2000.

However, our gadget-filled homes are a tribute to the various visions of the future: the microwave oven,

internet fridges with ice-cube dispensers, freezers, video monitors, climate control, dishwashers, washing

machines, personal computers, wireless connections and cupboards full of instant food. These may no longer be

considered cutting-edge but they have matched, if not surpassed, visions of how we would live. The domestic

robot never quite happened, but if you can phone ahead to set the heating and use a remote control to operate

the garage door, they may as well be redundant.

The car, of course, has failed to live up to our expectations. It has been given turbo engines, DVD players and

automatic windows, but its tyres stick stubbornly to the road. Why doesn't it take off? The past promised us a

flying car in various guises. In 1947 a prototype circled San Diego for more than an hour but later crashed in

the desert. Some 30 patents for flying cars were registered in the US patent office last century but none of these

ideas has been transformed into a commercially available vehicle.

At least communication technology in this digital age hasn’t let us down. Even in the most remote areas people

have access to some form of communication device. The introduction of the telephone last century changed

our world, but today’s mobile phones and the virtual world of the Internet have revolutionised it.

1 A modern problem proves that computers are dominating our lives in some way Yes

2 Alan Toffler’s predictions have been proven true

3 Household gadgets today have been a disappointment

4 We have enough gadgets now to make robots unnecessary in the home

5 Today’s cars have fulfilled all predictions

6 The mobile phone and the Internet have changed our world for the better
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2.2

Now match the words in bold in the text with these definitions.

1 guessed

2 a machine invented for a specific purpose (x 2 )

3 the first working example of a machine

4 almost real

5 very modern

6 be greater than expected

7 relating to computers

8 a screen that images can be seen on

9 an adjective used to describe anything related to

computers
2.3

COMPOUND WORDS Match a word from box A with a word from box B and use the compound words to

complete the sentences below.

A automatic cyber labour remote B chip connection control pilot

silicon wireless saving space

1 I can access the Internet from anywhere in my house because my laptop has a

2 The invention of the made watching television an even more passive experience.

3 In my view the dishwasher is one of the greatest devices.

4 People often talk about emails and text messages being lost in as if it were a real place.

5 Even flying a plane has been automated now. The is used for most of the flight.

6 The invention of the meant that computers could be much smaller.

2.4

Correct the mistakes in the text. Use ONE WORD only. Hyphenated words (e.g. state-of-the-art) count as

one word.

1

2

3

4

5

Today’s
1
advefrce tech no logy has brought many benefits. For example, nowadays we have many 2

small tools that

can save time in the home and, if you have access 3
with a computer and a telephone 4

connect then you can work
almost anywhere you choose. What is more, modern software 5programmes are so user-friendly that you don’t even

need a great deal of computer knowledge to be able to
6
p/oy them.

However, there are some disadvantages to the
7
technology era. For example, people today want to have the very

8
last technology but, as new technology dates very quickly, an increasing amount of computer hardware is being

dumped. This adds to our already serious pollution problems. Furthermore, 9
computerise has led to fewer jobs and

less human contact as many everyday transactions are now done 10
with computer rather than manually,

advanced *

10

Error warning!

Note the following spellings of the word program

:

computer program (UK and US spelling), television

programme (UK spelling only). Note the different

forms of computer : computerise (verb); computerisation

(noun); computerised (adj): We use a computerised

system. NOT a-eomputerise-system. Automated can be

used in a similar way, but includes machines as well

as computers: Our processing system is fully automated.

We talk about the computer era, the digital era or the

technological era. NOT thetechnology era.
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Test practice
\ t

Speaking Test

Part 1 (4-5 minutes)

1 Can you tell me about your hometown?

2 What kind of things do you do on a typical day?

Ask a friend to help you practise. Stick to

the time limit and record your interview.

Give as much information as you can for

each answer.

3 What form of transport do you usually use?

4 What kind of things do you enjoy doing with your friends?

5 What did you do last weekend?

6 What are your plans for after this test?

Part 2 (3-4 minutes)

In this part of the test you are going to talk about a topic for about 2 minutes. Here is a card with some questions

on it. You have about one minute to prepare and you can make notes if you wish.

Describe something you have bought recently.

You should say

• what you bought

• what it looks like

• why you bought it

and say whether you are pleased with your purchase.

Part 3 (4-5 minutes)

1 If you could buy any new gadget you wanted, what would you choose and why?

2 Do you think people today spend too much money buying new things? (Why?)

3 Do you always want to buy the latest technology or are you happy with an older model? (Why?)

4 Why do you think older people struggle so much with new technology?

5 Are there any ways we could help them to adapt?

6 What changes in technology do you think we will see in the next 50 years?

7 Do you think we should always try to improve on existing technology or are some things better as they are?

(Why?)
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H Globalisation

1.1 Answer these questions.

1 How many of the following brand names do you know?

Nike Sony Coca Cola Levi's Versace Gucci Adidas

2 Can you name the countries these companies are from?

3 Can you name a product or brand from your country that is well known in other countries?

1.2 ® 13a L^ten to two people, Amy and Bill, discussing globalisation. Who expresses the following opinions?

Write A for Amy and B for Bill.

1 Globalisation could harm the regional way of life

2 Globalisation can help people who live within a small area

3 Worldwide, more people eat traditional food than fast food

4 People can enjoy products from many different cultures today

5 Large overseas companies have control over the non-alcoholic drink market

6 If not for globalisation, companies from different countries would not join together to do business

7 People who travel prefer to see unusual and exciting things instead of symbols used by big companies

8 Experiencing something from another country does not take away your feeling of belonging to your country

9 A range of different cultures can be reflected in food bought overseas

10

No single company has complete control over the fashion industry

1.3 ® 13a Now listen again and write the words or phrases from the conversation that mean the same as the

words in bold in 1.2.

w<JU£ of Life = culture;

1.4 WORD BUILDING

Complete the table.
Noun Adjective

culture

ethnic

globalisation

modern

multicultural

nation

urban
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The modern world 13

^Changing attitudes and trends

2.1 Read the article and then look at the statements below. Write

Yes if the statement agrees with the opinions in the text and

No if it contradicts them. Underline the part of the text that

gave you your answer.

The past 40 years have seen astounding developments:

globalisation, the end of the Cold War, the Internet. The next 40

years may bring even more profound changes. In order to predict

the future we must first examine the past. Historians see history

as being driven by a combination of cumulative long-term trends and short to mid-term cycles, each of which

contains the seeds of a subsequent but familiar situation . There have been many projections about the future

which, with the benefit of hindsight, seem rather ridiculous. Who can forget the predictions about the Y2K bug
when commentators believed that societies would collapse and satellites would fall from the sky? Unfortunately,

as a result, many people today are more sceptical about current predictions concerning global warming.

population

One of the few areas in which long-term trends can be clearly seen is demographic statistics. These indicate that

the population of the world will increase to about eight billion in 2026 and continue to rise to nine billion by

2050, after which it will flatten out. Some societies have birth rates that are already locking their populations into

absolute decline. Not only will the populations of each of these societies dwindle, but an increasing proportion

will be moving into old age, when they are less productive and use more health resources. However, the weakness

of all such predictions is that humans meddle with their own history. Predictions about the future affect how
humans act or plan today and ultimately how events unfold. The challenge is to pick the trends that are likely to

be prolonged, but to also factor in human influence.

1 A cycle is usually repeated at some time in the

future. At?S.

2 We can look back and understand past predictions.

3 Past predictions have caused people to firmly

believe in current predictions

4 Population figures can be predicted quite accurately.

5 Some countries are predicted to experience a total

decline in population

6 The percentage of elderly people will dwindle in

some countries

7 Elderly people work less

8 To make accurate predictions we need to take into

account the effect people have on their environment.

2.2 Look at the words in bold in the eight

statements and find the words or phrases in

the text that are similar in meaning, or the

opposite. The first one has been done for you

2
in the future, - subsequent

2

3

Error warning!

Percent is the word form of the symbol %. We can write 20%
or 20 per cent. Percentage is the noun form: The percentage

of women in Parliament increased in 2001. NOT -

women ...

4

5 (x2)

6 (x2)

7

8 (x2)
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2.3 Correct the six mistakes in the text. Use the

information in unit 23 to help you.

The graph displays' the actual population of

Australia in 2002 and the projected figures of 2101.

The per cent of people aged 15-24 is predicted to

fall significantly during this period, while there will

be an increase of the percentage of people aged

55-64. In 2002, just under 15 percentage of the

population was aged between 15 and 24, while in

2101 this is predicted to drop in approximately

10 per cent.

!
shows

^

2 5

3 6

2.4 Complete the text with suitable words from the box.

ageing challenges compounded declining elderly

population present rates trends

2002

2101 (Series B)

15-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64

Age group (years)

factors implications migrating

Statistics show that in many countries the population will decline in the next SO years. The population of
these countries will also age rapidly. What effect will this have on those countries

?

If current (1) continue, then in some countries the (2) is expected to

dwindle within the next 50 years. This problem is (3) by the fact that not only is the number of

inhabitants diminishing, but they are also growing older. This (4) population will bring its own
(5) At (6) there are sufficient younger people to earn money and pay taxes to

support the (7) However, within 50 years this will not be die case. There are several possible

(8) contributing to this problem. First, birth (9) in these countries are clearly

falling. Second, there could be an increase in the number of people (10) away from these areas.

The ageing and (1 1) population is expected to have important (12) for die

labour force and the quality of everyday life.

3.1 PRONUNCIATION Which of the patterns (A-F) matches the number of syllables and the stress pattern of the

words below? (For example, pattern A matches the word global because it has two syllables with a stress on
the first syllable.)ABC D E F

global .A.

globalisation

implication ..

isolation

culture

domestic

international

local

sceptical

modernisation

national

multicultural ..

3.2 ® 13b Now listen and check your answers, then practise saying the words.

projection
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Test practice

Academic Writing Task 1

Test Tip ifS
Don't copy information from the question paper, use your own words. Make sure that

you describe the most important information and that your figures are accurate. Check

your spelling when you have finished and make sure you have written at least 150 words.

Study the information in unit 23 before you begin.

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.

The graph below shows the average growth in domestic products in wealthy countries, countries that have
adopted a global approach to business and countries that have not.

Write a report for a university lecturer describing the information below.

Write at least 150 words.

Average annual Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth

IH Wealthy countries

_ Globalises

_ Non-globalisers

Key

Globalises = developing countries adopting a global approach to business.

Non-globalisers = developing countries adopting a non-global approach to business.
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Problems and solutions

1.1

Consider whether you can ever have too much , too many,

too little or too few of the following.

time traffic people money space work rubbish

1.2 ® 14a Listen to a conversation between two women and decide which two topics they talk about.

1.3 ® 1^a Listen again and write down all the verbs that are used with the words problem and issue .

1.4

Complete the sentences using the verbs you wrote in 1.3. There may be more than one possible answer, so try

to use a different verb for each sentence.

1 One of the biggest problems the world today is poverty.

2 Your problems won’t go away if you ignore them, you need to them.

3 The problem was by a blocked pipe, which eventually burst.

4 Here is a list of the issues that will be during the meeting.

5 Unfortunately we were unable to the issue, even after two days of talks.

6 The main speaker did not arrive, which an awkward problem for the organisers of the conference.

1.5

Match the nouns in column B with the correct

verbs in column A. Which two verbs can be used

with the words problem and compromise?

A B

a compromise

an issue

a situation

a difficulty

a solution

a problem

1.6

Correct the mistakes in these sentences.

1 I am not sure we will ever salve-tkeTsstre of

unemployment.

2 We need to resolve a solution to this situation as

soon as possible.

3 What can we do to solve this difficulty?

4 At last scientists have solution the problems

associated with solar-powered cars.

5 Finally, the members of the city council were able

to solve a compromise and the building work was

allowed to start.

2 4

3 5
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1.7 Cross out the one word in each list that is NOT a synonym for the word in capitals.

1 PROBLEM

2 SOLUTION

3 WORSEN

4 IMPROVE

5 CHANGE

difficulty, dilemma, benefit , challenge, obstacle

answer, key, remedy, resolution, setback

compound, deteriorate, enhance, exacerbate

advance, aggravate, flourish, progress, reform

acclimatise, adapt, adjust, amend, linger, modify, transform

1.8 Use a hyphen to combine one of the words in box A with one of the

words in box B. Then complete the sentences.

A double long short one B edged sighted sided term

Vocabulary note

We usually use a hyphen

between two words if

they are joined together

to form an adjective:

user-friendly. We don’t

use a hyphen if the

first word ends in -/y:

environmentally friendly

1 We need a plan for our transport systems that will take into account future growth.

2 A warning sign was put at the site of the accident as a measure until a new wall was built.

3 This argument appears to be a little I’d like to hear the other side as well.

4 The management agreed to employ five more members of staff, which in hindsight was a very

decision because within a few weeks we were still understaffed.

5 Globalisation is a sword. It promotes multiculturalism while it erodes the local culture.

Big city life

2.1 Complete the text with suitable adjectives

from the box. More than one adjective may be possible.

Megacities

The world's population is
1

, no more so

than in its cities. Today, there are 21 megacities, each

containing more than 10 million inhabitants, three-quarters of them in developing nations. By 2020, there

are expected to be at least 27 megacities. Such a
2

rate of urbanisation brings its own
problems, especially in developing nations, where the majority of the megacities will be found.

Employment and educational opportunities are the main attraction of urban centres. But hopes for a better

life are often dashed as overpopulation puts an 3
strain on the infrastructure of the cities

and their ability to provide
4

necessities such as clean water and a place to live.

Many rural migrants fail to find
5 work, and therefore cannot afford

6

housing. In some megacities up to 50 per cent of the residents live in slums. This problem is

7

,

with the United Nations predicting that half the world's population will be living in

cities by next year. If the infrastructure within those cities does not grow at the same rate the result will be
8

adequate basic booming catastrophic decent

enormous pressing staggering
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2.2 Find words in the text on page 73 that match these definitions.

1 People that live in a particular place

2 Areas of the world that are poorer and have less advanced industries

3 The process by which more people leave the countryside to live in the city.

4 The problem of having too many people

5 The basic systems and services of a city

6 Very poor and crowded areas of a city

2.3 WORD BUILDING Complete the table.

Noun Verb Adjective

competition

excluded

include

isolate

poor

responsibility responsibility

tolerant

3.1 Answer these questions. Write one or two sentences.

1 What are the main problems associated with living in a big city?

2 Can anything be done to solve those problems?

3 Whose responsibility is it to solve these problems?

mVocabulary note

To refer to a group of people we can use the

+ adjective: the elderly, the poor, the young.

E.g. We should look after the elderly.

3.2 Now complete these answers to the questions with suitable words from 2.3.

1 Big cities can be overcrowded, so there are a lot of people c for each job and for

accommodation. The lack of jobs usually means that there is a lot of p in big cities. And

although there are a lot of people around you, many people feel very i in big cities and it’s

particularly difficult for the elderly.

2 I think we need to be more t of each other. I think it helps if we try to create small

communities within the bigger city so we should try to i people rather than e

them.

3

Well, we all have to t r for these problems and we can all do something to

help. But the government is also r to a certain extent as well. They need to make sure that the

p are looked after and that they have access to the facilities they need.

4

PRONUNCIATION ® 14b
If we have -ed at the end of a word, it can be pronounced with a t or d sound.

Look at the following words and write t or d depending on their sound. Now listen and check your answers,

then practise saying the words.

accepted crowded developed excluded included isolated

overpriced overworked resolved stressed solved
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Test practice

Academic Reading

Rags, bones and recycling bins

Tim Cooper investigates the history of waste recovery.

As concern mounts that the consumer society may be ecologically unsustainable, historians have

begun to interest themselves in past efforts to achieve efficient use of scarce resources. Far from being

a recent innovation, recycling and reuse of household cast-offs have a long history. In early modern

Britain, one of the most characteristic forms of recycling has been the trade in second-hand clothing,

which has survived to the present day in the shape of the ubiquitous charity shop. The cost of buying

new ensured that many among the lower orders of eighteenth-century English society relied on second-

hand apparel. The rag fairs of the rapidly growing cities and a network of tradesmen and pawnbrokers

supplied this trade. Some historians have argued that the second-hand trade played an important role

in the nascent development of mass consumerism and fashion; demand was so high that there was a

ready market for stolen clothes.

Recycling was not restricted to the clothing trade. A much wider culture of reuse existed. This included,

for example, the recycling of building materials from demolished buildings, the repair or reuse of most

metal goods, and the use of old rags in the paper industry. The paper industry was almost wholly reliant

upon recycling for its raw materials. Recycling was thus an important component of the pre-industrial

economy, enabling it to cope with shortages of raw materials and aiding the poor. Pre-industrial

recycling was largely a response to chronically low levels of production. After 1800, industrialisation,

urbanisation and population growth would see the emergence of a new problem - waste - and give a

new significance to recycling.

Of course, the generation of urban waste was not new in itself, but the scale of waste production after

1800 certainly was. The treatment and disposal of domestic waste became a problem of the first order.

From the 1850s the problem of human waste disposal was being addressed by the construction of

sewerage systems; the domestic refuse problem, however, remained relatively neglected until 1 875.

Up until 1900 most urban areas relied on private contractors for waste disposal, who operated only

with the minimum of environmental regulation. This was the context in which the Victorian dust-yards,

immortalised in Charles Dickens’ novel Our Mutual Friend, emerged.

These yards sprang up either in or around many major cities in the nineteenth century, but were

particularly characteristic of London. The dust-yards made their money by employing men, women and

children to sift and sort through the filth in search of items of value, such as rags and metals. These

were then sold to contract merchants. A large proportion of the material that remained after sorting was

dust and cinders; where possible these were sold as a fertiliser or fuel source, but where no market

existed they were dumped either on land or at sea.

L<&Test Tip

This reading text is also good practice

for General Training section 3.
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The dust-yards were the most notorious of the nineteenth-century waste trades. In Dangerous Trade

(1902), industrial health expert Thomas Oliver stated that ‘under all circumstances dust-sorting is dirty

and disagreeable work’. The uniquely unpleasant conditions of the yards meant that dust-women
formed ‘a class by themselves, and so the work becomes more or less hereditary’. The workers also

received marginal reward for their efforts. By 1900 the average wages of women in contractors’ yards

in London were only between seven and eight shillings per week. As a result the dust-yards were
increasingly controversial by the end of the nineteenth century. At the same time, the waste continued

to grow. The 1875 Public Health Act had given local authorities a legal responsibility to remove and
dispose of domestic waste. However, the last years of the century saw a solution to the apparently

insoluble problem of what to do with the refuse of Britain’s cities. A means, in the eyes of experts, to

achieve the perfect removal of waste without resort to either the dust-yard or the tip: the incinerator.

For notes completion items, make sure that you stick to the

word limit. Do not write extra unnecessary words. Check you

have copied the words correctly from the text.

Questions 1-7

Complete the notes using NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text.

The history of recycling in the UK

Eighteenth-century Britain

• People recycled products such as

- used (1)

-(2)

- anything made from (3)

- old cloth.

• The (4) business relied heavily on recycled materials.

• Recycling had two main advantages:

- it provided necessary (5)

- it helped (6)

Nineteenth-century Britain

• More refuse was created by an increase in the number of

i) big cities

ii) inhabitants

and

iii) increasing (7)
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Questions 8-13

Complete the flowchart below using NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text.

Question 14

Choose the correct answer A, B, C or D.

In the final paragraph, what are we told about waste disposal at the end of the nineteenth century?

A It was a respected business.

B The work was relatively well-paid.

C Authorities decided to burn the waste.

D Disposal of waste had not yet been regulated.
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The environment, climate change and pollution

The environment

1.1

Choose the words that reflect your opinion of these three statements from the

first column of the table below. Write the words you chose in the My Opinion column.

1 We should educate the public about our environment by handing out leaflets.

2 Within a few years we will have solved all of our pollution problems.

3 Within the next ten years the only chemicals we use will be environmentally friendly ones.

My opinion Speaker A Speaker

B

Statement 1-useful / useless?

Statement 2-possible / impossible

?

Statement 3-likely / unlikely

?

1.2 ® !5a Now listen to two people (speakers A and B) giving their opinions about the same ideas and choose

the words that reflect their opinions. Write them in the appropriate columns of the table.

1.3 Listen again or look at the recording script at the back of the book and write the adjectives the speakers used

to express their opinions. Put the adjectives into the correct column according to their meaning.

useful useless possible impossible likely unlikely

beneficial

WS Vocabulary note

The prefix re- often tells us that something is being done again: reuse , revegetote.

The prefix de- often tells us that something is being removed: decaffeinated, deforestation.

B Climate change and pollution

2.1 Complete the text with words from the box.

acid biodiversity contaminated deforestation ecosystems emissions

environmental erosion exhaust drought fertilisers greenhouse waste

The advances made by humans have made us the dominant species on our planet. However, several eminent

scientists are concerned that we have become too successful, that our way of life is putting an unprecedented

strain on the Earth’s (1) and threatening our future as a species. We are confronting

(2) problems that are more taxing than ever before, some of them seemingly insoluble. Many of
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the Earth’s crises are chronic and inexorably linked. Pollution is an obvious example of this affecting our air, water

and soil.

The air is polluted by (3) produced by cars and industry. Through (4) rain

and (5) gases these same (6) fumes can have a devastating impact on our

climate. Climate change is arguably the greatest environmental challenge facing our planet with increased storms,

floods, (7) and species losses predicted. This will inevitably have a negative impact on

(8) and thus our ecosystem.

The soil is (9) by factories and power stations which can leave heavy metals in the soil. Other

human activities such as the overdevelopment of land and the clearing of trees also take their toll on the quality of

our soil; (10) has been shown to cause soil (11) Certain farming practices

can also pollute the land though the use of chemical pesticides and (12) This contamination in

turn affects our rivers and waterways and damages life there. The chemicals enter our food chain, moving from fish

to mammals to us. Our crops are also grown on land that is far from pristine. Affected species include the polar

bear, so not even the Arctic is immune.

Reducing (13) and clearing up pollution costs money. Yet it is our quest for wealth that

generates so much of the refuse. There is an urgent need to find a way of life that is less damaging to the Earth.

This is not easy, but it is vital, because pollution is pervasive and often life-threatening.

2.2 Match the words in bold with these synonyms.

1 unspoiled ?.
rl^.e

.

2 crucial

3 unparalleled

4 extremely harmful

5 insurmountable

6 unaffected

7 omnipresent

8 unavoidably (x2)

9 persistent

10 challenging

3 Consider how you would answer these questions.

1 What do you think is the greatest environmental threat we face today?

2 What can the government do to help protect the environment?

3 What can we as individuals do?

4.1 % Use a dictionary to check the different forms of the words in the box as well as the prepositions used with

them. Then complete the answers to the questions in 3 using the correct form of the word in brackets. You

will need to add prepositions to the words that are underlined.

contaminate danger dispose erode pollute recycle risk sustain threat

1 I think our environment is . .^.r.^. .fr.9™. . (threat) many different things. We have allowed too much
2

(pollute

)

to enter our ecosystem and we are 3
(danger) poisoning ourselves

as a result. I think soil
4

(erode) and water 5
(contaminate

)

are two of the

most urgent problems that we need to deal with.

2 Clearly our current lifestyle is not
6

(sustain). The government should educate people about

these problems and encourage us to change our habits. They need to show everyone that we are putting the very

future of our planet 7
(risk).

3 We can make sure we don’t throw 8
(recycle) items into our normal waste

9 (dispose) bins. We can also help protect our planet by not using phosphate-based

detergents; this will help to keep 10
(pollute) out of our food chain.
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Vocabulary note

The prefix ir- is often used with adjectives

beginning with r to form the opposite or

to mean lacking something: reversible

,

irreversible , regular, irregular. Some words

beginning with r form their opposite with

un realistic, unrealistic.

4.2 Complete the sentences using the negative form of the

words in brackets.

1 It is (realistic) to expect everyone to

change their buying habits overnight.

2 When it comes to protecting the environment, cost should be

{relevant).

3 It is {reasonable) for rich countries to

expect developing countries to reduce carbon emissions

immediately.

4 People who dump chemical waste into our waterways are very {responsible)

.

5 The oil spill has caused {repairable) damage to several marine species.

6 Scientists believe that the damage to this area is {reversible)

.

7 These species are {replaceable) . Once they are lost our ecosystem will be changed.

8 It is a mistake to think that increased consumerism and environmental damage are {related)

.

5

PRONUNCIATION ® 15b Some words have a different stress pattern and therefore a different

pronunciation, depending on their meaning or part of speech. Circle the correct stress pattern for the words

in italics in these sentences. Listen to the recording to check your answers and then practise saying the

sentences.

1 I refuse to go. (refuse /(refuse))

2 Disposing of refuse is a growing problem, (refuse / refuse)

3 There is a conflict here, (conflict / conflict)

4 The two reports conflict each other, (conflict / conflict)

5 We all need to be present at the meeting, (present / present)

6 This issue presents an enormous problem, (presents / presents)

7 We are making a lot of progress, (progress / progress)

8 We need to progress at a faster rate, (progress / progress)

9 There has been an increase in carbon emissions, (increase / increase)

10

Temperatures are expected to increase, (increase / increase)
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Test practice

Academic Writing Task 1

Test Tip

Make sure that you include all of the stages in the process. You should follow

a logical sequence and do not miss any stages out. Do not copy words directly

from the question paper, instead try to change them. For example, you could

use the verb collect instead of the noun collection . Study the information in

unit 23 before you begin.

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.

Write a report for a university lecturer describing the information below.

Write at least 1 50 words.

The flowchart below shows the recycling process of aluminium cans.
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Choose the correct letter A, B, C or D.

1 The tallest building where I live has 75

A stores B storages C stories D storeys

2 It is a very house, you can’t really tell it apart from all the others in the street.

A ornate B innovative C traditional D state-of-the-art

3 I wish someone would invent a for opening milk cartons - my family always makes a mess of it!

A devise B device C trigger D pulley

4 Although it is an old house, it has been very well

A maintained B condemned C occupied D demolished

5 The latest for consumers is a system that allows shoppers to check out their groceries for

themselves without having to wait in long queues.

A innovate B inventor C innovator D innovation

6 The developers a school on the new housing estate.

A build B building C built D built up

7 This machine performs the same as a washing machine but on a much larger scale.

A function B frame C feature D form

8 The Internet allows us to enormous amounts of information without leaving the house.

A access B accept C scroll D supply

9 My new fridge has a little screen on the outside that the internal and external temperature.

A devises B designs C displays D discovers

10

The whole system has been so we can no longer ask anyone for help.

A automatic B automated C computerise D digital

n I found a very useful article the Internet.

A by B in C for D on

12 Our new house was designed computer.

A by B in C on D with

13 Many big cities today are with inhabitants from all over the world.

A culture B cultural C multiculture D multicultural

14 International prices can also have an impact on the market.

A domestic B global C urban D worldwide
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Test Three (Units 11-15)

The graph shows the figures 2003 and 2005.

A of B to C for D about

The chart shows the of visitors and their country of origin.

A percent B percentage C % D total

I think we all need to do more to help ,

A old B old person C elderly D the elderly

Our population will cause many problems in the future.

A age B ageing C elderly D old

We really need to find a way to this issue.

A solve B overcome C prevent D resolve

The bad weather and a lack of food simply our problems.

A compounded B enhanced C salvaged D transformed

Given the rapid growth of our population, there is a need to improve our infrastructure.

A huge B catastrophic C pressing D booming

If people were more of each other then there would be less fighting.

A excluding B exclusive C tolerate D tolerant

We all need to responsibility for improving our local community.

A have B make C take D give

After a few hours of discussion we finally reached a

A compromise B promise C situation D solution

Some scientists believe that we are in danger running out of oil within ten years.

A from B for C of D to

Many jobs are at if the current financial climate continues.

A danger B risk C dangerous D threat

Cleaning detergent is a common household that can be found in our waterways.

A pollution B pollutant C polluter D polluted

It is difficult to quantify the that household waste has on the environment.

A affect B effort C impact D implication

Every household should be more careful in the way that they of waste.

A dispose B disposal C eliminate D throw

The government have to fine anyone who pollutes the river.

A endangered B risked C prevented D threatened
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i
u he ener
Natural resources, alternative fuels

H Natural resources

1.1 Answer the questions in this quiz.

1 You decide to fly to an island 5,000 miles away for a holiday.

How many trees would you need to plant to offset or make up

for the C0 2 emissions produced by the flight?

A 0.2 B 20 C 2

2 Which is the most environmentally friendly way to clean

your clothes?

A Hand-wash the clothes in hot water.

B Take them to the dry cleaners.

C Machine-wash the clothes in cold water.

3 You are tidying up your house in the evening, going back and forth between the bedroom, kitchen and living

room, spending five to ten minutes in each room as you sort out the clutter. What is the best way to make sure

your lights aren’t needlessly wasting energy?

A Keep the lights on as you go from room to room until the job is done.

B Turn the lights off every time you leave a room and then on again when you return.

4 You decide to cook a baked potato for lunch. Which is the most energy-efficient way of cooking the potato?

A Put it in an electric oven to cook slowly for an hour.

B Quickly zap it in the microwave.

5 You want to really make a significant contribution to the reduction of C0 2 emissions. Which of these would be of

the most benefit over the course of a year?

A Taking the train instead of driving a car.

B Hanging your washing out to dry rather than using the tumble dryer.

C Working from home one day a week.

1*2 ® 16
Listen to the answers to find out how environmentally aware you are.

1.3 Complete the text with one word in each gap. Then look at the recording script at the back of the book to

check your answers.

If we want to (1) energy then we need to change the way we behave. We need to buy appliances that

are more energy (2) and limit the amount of time we use them. To reduce the (3) the

greenhouse gases have on our (4) we should plant more trees. Trees can (5) carbon

dioxide and so they help to (6) the fumes produced by our cars. Turning off lights even for a few

minutes can (7) the negative effects of turning them on again later.
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2.1 Read the text and then answer the questions below.

The future of energy

CO2 plays a critical role in maintaining the balance in the Earth’s atmosphere and the air that we breathe. It is

also a waste product of the fossil fuels that almost every person on the planet uses for transport and other energy

requirements. Because we create CO2 every time we drive a car, cook a meal or turn on a light, and because the

gas lasts around a century in the atmosphere, the proportion of CO2 in the atmosphere is rapidly increasing.

The best evidence indicates that we need to reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 70 per cent by 2050. If you own

a four-wheel-drive car and replace it with a hybrid car - a car that is powered by a combination of electricity and

petrol - or a smaller standard-fuel car, you can achieve a reduction of that magnitude in a day rather than half a

century. Unfortunately, our past history of change is considerably slower than this. Samuel Bowser first invented

the petrol pump in 1885 but it wasn’t until 1988 that all new cars manufactured in the UK were required to use

unleaded petrol only.

Not only do fossil fuels pose an environmental hazard but there is also a pressing need to find an alternative energy

source that is renewable. Opinions as to how much oil remains vary considerably. Some say that the Earth has

produced only 18 per cent of its potential yield of oil; others say supplies may run out as early as 2015. Many

countries are exploring alternative energy sources such as solar energy or wind power, which uses large turbines to

capture the energy of the wind.

1 How do you write C02 in full? 4

2 What do we call fuels such as coal and oil?

5

3 What are two names for the substance that comes

out of the exhaust of a car? 6

i Alternative fuels

2.2 Complete the text with words from the box.

alternative converting eco-friendly emit engine fuel fumes greenhouse gases plant solar

What do we call fuels that can be produced at any

time?

Name two types of alternative energy.

What is a turbine most similar to?

A a large engine B a windmill C a car

Fueling our cars

Our love of the fuel-burning car with its poisonous exhaust (1) has had a devastating effect both

on our environment and on oil supplies. It is unlikely we will abandon our cars in large enough numbers to resolve

this problem, so there is a pressing need to find an (2) fuel. Many car companies are exploring

(3) energy sources. Hybrid cars were first developed in 1997 and these are likely to become more

commonplace in the future. Hydrogen vehicles that use (A) panels to extract hydrogen from water

are also likely to be readily available in the near future. These vehicles (5) only water vapour and

so do not contribute to (6) However, critics say that building a network of fuelling stations and

(7) existing petrol stations to hydrogen will prove too costly and will limit this vehicle’s potential.

Nevertheless, countries such as the US, Germany, Japan and Iceland already have ambitious hydrogen plans.

Others believe that biofuels are the future. These fuels are based on (8) oils and so can be grown.

The concept of using vegetable oil as a (9) dates back to 1895 when Dr Rudolf Diesel developed

the first diesel (10) to run on vegetable oil. He demonstrated his engine at the World Exhibition

in Paris in 1900 and described an experiment using peanut oil as fuel in his engine. In 1912, Diesel said, ‘The use

of vegetable oils for engine fuels may seem insignificant today. But such oils may become in the course of time as

important as petroleum and the coal tar products of the present time.’
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Error warning!

Gas is the American word for petrol. Smoke is produced when

something burns. Fumes are the gases produced by chemicals such as

petrol: Older cars generate o great deal offumes. NOT a great deal of

gas /a great deal ofsmoke

2.3 Decide whether these sentences are true or false. Underline the parts of the text that gave you your answer.

1 Cars that run on electricity and petrol appeared in 1997

2 Water is produced from the exhausts of hydrogen cars

3 It will be relatively inexpensive to change current petrol stations for hydrogen cars

4 Biofuels are non-renewable

5 In 1912 diesel was seen as an important fuel source

2.4 Which is the odd one out? Try to explain why.

1 curb / limit / promote / restrict . SHF#*}. .

:

2 electricity / nuclear energy / solar energy / wind power

3 economical / effective / efficient / emission

4 carbon / fuel / gas / petrol

5 emit / discharge / release / retain

6 renewable / disposable / rechargeable

7 diminish / dwindle / deplete / drastic

8 consume / extend / exhaust / expend

9 conserve / preserve / reserve / save

2.5

Answer these questions using as many new words and phrases from this unit as you can. If possible, record

yourself and then listen to your answers.

1 Do you think that you waste too much energy in the home?

2 What can the government do to encourage people to save energy?

3 Why do you think people prefer to drive a car instead of using public transport?

4 Do you feel optimistic about the future in terms of energy?

5 What changes do you think will happen in the next 20 years?

Test Tip

In the speaking test you will be assessed on your ‘lexical resource’

- in other words, whether you can use a wide range of vocabulary

accurately. Think about your answers to these questions. Did you have

to hesitate to search for words? Which words did you manage to use?

Which words do you still need to practise?
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Test practice

Academic Reading

America is abuzz with talk of replacing imported oil with ‘biofuels’ produced from homegrown materials. The US
Environmental Protection Agency recently honoured famous country and western singer Willie Nelson for his efforts

to promote the use of biodiesel through his own ‘BioWillie’ brand, a vegetable oil-based fuel which is now being

distributed at filling stations nationally. Clearly, many hurdles stand in the way of making such biofuels commercially

viable with traditional sources. Indeed, it remains very difficult to forecast whether powering our vehicles with crop

derivatives will ever be a truly economic proposition. Nevertheless, it is not too early to ponder what impact the

widespread adoption of biofuels would have on our environment.

Michael S. Briggs, a biodiesel advocate at the University of New Hampshire, has estimated that the United States

would need about 140 billion gallons of biodiesel each year to replace all the petroleum-based transportation fuels

currently being used. This calculation is premised on the idea that Americans could, over time, switch to using

diesel vehicles, as European drivers are clearly doing - half of the new cars sold there now run on standard diesel.

Although one could make a similar appraisal for the amount of sugar-derived ethanol needed to meet our needs, it

is unlikely that drivers would ever want to fill up their tanks entirely with ethanol, which contains only two-thirds of

the energy of gasoline, whereas biodiesel is only 2 per cent less fuel-efficient than petroleum-based diesel. Hence

a switch to biofuels would demand no new technology and would not significantly reduce the driving range of a car

or truck.

The main source of biodiesel is plant oil derived from crops such as rapeseed. An acre of rapeseed could provide

about 100 gallons of biodiesel per year. To fuel America in this way would thus require 1 .4 billion acres of rapeseed

fields. This number is a sizeable fraction of the total US land area (2.4 billion acres) and considerably more than

the 400 million acres currently under cultivation. Consequently, the burden on freshwater supplies and the general

disruption that would accompany such a switch in fuel sources would be immense.

Such calculations are sobering. They suggest that weaning ourselves off petroleum fuels and growing rapeseed

instead would be an environmental catastrophe. Are more productive oil crops the answer? Oil palms currently

top the list because they can provide enough oil to produce about 500 gallons of biodiesel per acre per year,

which reduces the land requirement fivefold. Yet its cultivation demands a tropical climate, and its large-scale

production, which currently comes from such countries as Malaysia and Indonesia, is a significant factor in the

ongoing destruction of what rainforest remains there. Conservationists have been warning that palm oil production

poses a dire threat to the dwindling population of orang-utans, for example, which exist only in the wild in Borneo

and Sumatra. So here again, the prospect of dedicating sufficient land to growing feedstock for the world’s

transportation needs promises to be an environmental nightmare.

There is, however, a ‘crop’ that is widely recognised as having the potential to meet the demands of a biodiesel-

based transportation fleet without devastating the natural landscape: algae. Algae is a single-celled plant, some

varieties of which can contain 50 per cent or more oil. They also grow much more rapidly than ordinary plants and

can double in quantity within several hours.

The US Department of Energy funded considerable research on biofuel production using algae after the oil

problems of the 1970s, an effort known as the Aquatic Species Program. Although this programme was terminated

in the 1990s, a lot of experience was gained through research and various demonstration projects. The results

suggested that algae can be grown in sufficient density to produce several thousand gallons of biodiesel per acre

per year - a full order of magnitude better than can be expected using palm oil and two orders of magnitude better

than soybeans.
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It is not surprising then that many scientists and entrepreneurs are once again looking hard at the prospects for

using algae to produce transportation fuels and sizeable amounts of money are being invested in various schemes

for doing so. David Bayless, a professor of mechanical engineering at Ohio University, has been working with

scientists to engineer a device that can grow cyanobacteria (blue-green algae). It uses carbon dioxide from the

gases emitted from power-plant chimneys and sunlight that is distributed to the growing surfaces through optical

fibres. Bayless uses an enclosed bioreactor and claims to be able to produce as much as 60 grams of biomass per

square metre of growing surface per day.

Another recent effort is being carried out in San Diego by KentSeaTech Corporation. This company gained

experience growing algae as a part of its aquaculture operations so was quick to respond when the California

state government started looking for ways to treat the huge quantities of nutrient-laden water which runs off from

adjacent farm lands. ‘It’s no real difficult feat to turn nutrients into algae,’ says director of research Jon Van Olst,

‘but how do you get it out of the water?’ This is what Van Olst and his co-workers have been trying to achieve.

The people working on these ventures are clearly eager to make growing algae a commercial success. Yet it is not

hard to find experts who view such prospects as dim indeed. John Benemann, a private consultant in California,

has decades of experience in this area. He is particularly sceptical about attempts to make algae production more

economical by using enclosed bioreactors rather than open ponds. He points out that Japan spent hundreds of

millions of dollars on such research, which never went anywhere. Even Van Olst has serious reservations. ‘It may

work,’ he says, ‘but it is going to take a while and a lot of research before we get anywhere.’

Questions 1-5

Classify the following characteristics as belonging to

A biodiesel

B ethanol

C ordinary diesel

Write the correct answers A-C next to questions 1-5.

1 Produced by a popular American entertainer.

2 50% of new cars in Europe use this fuel

3 Provides two thirds of the power of standard petrol

4 Your car’s performance will be almost unchanged if you change to this fuel

5 Production can have a negative impact on water resources
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Questions 6-12

Do the following statements agree with the claims of the writer in the reading passage?

Next to questions 6-12 write

Yes if the statement agrees with the claims of the writer

No if the statement contradicts the claims of the writer

Not given if it is impossible to say what the writer thinks about this

6 2% of Americans already use biodiesel

7 At present in America, 400 million acres of land are used for agriculture

8 The use of palm oil as a fuel source will require more land than using rapeseed oil. ..

9 Growing biodiesel crops has had a positive effect on local wildlife in some areas

10 One advantage of algae is the speed with which it grows

11 David Bayless believes that algae can produce more energy than solar power.

12 It is easy to grow algae using agricultural waste water.

Question 13

Choose the correct answer A, B, C or D.

13 What is the main purpose of this article?

A To prove that biofuels could totally replace petrol in America.

B To examine the environmental impact of standard fuel sources.

C To assess the advantages and disadvantages of different types of fuel.

D To show that an international effort is required to solve the fuel crisis.
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Employment, management and marketing

Employment

1.1 Answer these questions.

Have you ever worked in any of these places? If not, would you like to?

a a shop b a restaurant c a hotel D an office

1*2 ® 17a Listen and match the speakers to the correct industry. Write your answers in the second column.

In the third column, write the adjectives the speakers use to describe their job.

advertising

building

hospitality

retail

Speaker Type of industry Adjectives used to describe work

1

2

3

4

1 #3 © 17a complete the sentences with words from the recording. If necessary, listen to the speakers again.

1 I’m employed on a casual basis, so my are paid at the end of each week.

2 Over 100 members of staff were made when the new machines were installed in the factory.

3 It is important to have experience in the as well as academic qualifications.

A I do so I often have to sleep during the day.

5 The owners had a meeting with all of the to discuss the takeover.

6 The government may decide to raise the age at which people from work from 65 to 70.

7 My boss has asked me to work tomorrow, so I won’t be home until late.

8 Our junior staff $12 per hour.

9 If they don’t increase my this year then I’m going to look for another job.

10

Many young people today value over a big salary.

1.4 Complete the sentences using the correct form of the word employ.

1 The find it difficult to get an interview if they have not had a job for a long time.

2 All must apply in writing if they wish to request a holiday.

3 rose by 5 per cent due to the closure of two large factories in the area.

a I was only as a cleaner, but the family expected me to look after their children as well.

5 I couldn’t work when my daughter was sick. Fortunately, my is very understanding.
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Vocabulary note

A job = the particular thing you do to earn money: I'm hoping to get a job during the holidays.

Occupation = a formal word for job.

Profession = a type of job that requires specialist knowledge: He works in the medical profession.

Work = something you do to earn money. It is a verb as well as an uncountable noun: I’m hoping to find work during the

holidays. NOT find -a work.

Workforce = all the people working in a company/industry/country: A company is only as good as its workforce.

Workplace = the building or room where people work: You really need experience in the

workplace to get a good job.

1 Management and marketing

2.1 Think of a word or phrase that matches the definitions below.

1 The business or trade in a particular product, m

2 People who buy goods, c

3 The materials in which objects are wrapped before being sold.

P

A A new fashion or pattern of behaviour, t

5 When someone can be believed or trusted, c

6 Make someone do something by giving them a good reason to do it.

7 A means of identifying a particular company, b

8 The things a company makes to sell, p

P

2.2 Now read the following text and check your answers to 2.1.

Luxury brands dominate both the cosmetic and skincare

market. But consumers are looking for more than just beauty

in sophisticated packaging. Companies offering products

with healthy ingredients have set the trend in recent years.

When consumers go shopping for cosmetics, they want to

know the products they are buying won’t harm their skin. To

gain credibility, many cosmetic companies have persuaded

dermatologists and pharmacists to endorse their brands. The

target customers of most skincare and cosmetic brands are women

between the ages of 20 and 50, a segment that is only expected to

grow in the coming years. Nevertheless, men are also looking for

products to give their skin a healthy look. It is estimated that men

account for 1 per cent of the luxury cosmetics market, a niche

which saw a 50 per cent increase in sales in 2003-04. Besides

men, teenagers are also trying to enhance the health and beauty of

their appearance. With such a broad client base, it is not surprising

that the industry shows no sign of slowing down.

Error warning!

Products is used to refer to things that

are produced to be sold - the focus

is on the company producing them.

Goods is used to refer to things that

are sold - the focus is on the buying

or selling of these. Goods cannot be

used in the singular. We have tested

each product. NOT We-hevetested eech-

ge&ds/geedT

V. J
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17 Talking business

3.1 Use a dictionary to check the meaning of the

words in the box. Then choose the correct words

in the sentences.

income salary wages earnings

1 Buying larger containers of food is a more economic/

economical way of shopping.

2 I would like to increase my income / money so I’m going

to invest in some shares.

3 I need to earn more money /income so that I can buy

that new computer.

4 Nowadays people worry a great deal about earnings/

money.

5 My earnings/ money increased by 10 percent last year.

3.2 Correct the mistakes in the text.

There is little that parents and teachers can do to help young adults to prepare themselves for the workforce.

Do you agree?

The number of
lWBmpieymenT seems to increase each year and the competition for each 2work is also increasing.

Consequently, young adults need to do as much as they can to prepare to enter the
3working place. There are several

things that children can do at school and at home to help them.

Firstly, once they reach 15 or 16 years of age, children should be encouraged to plan their
4
profession. No matter what

5work they choose, choosing early will help them to make sure they learn the appropriate
6knowledge during their studies.

For example, if they choose a
7work in the Advertisement industry, it can help if they study the arts. Teachers can also

help by showing children the best way to respond to an 9
advertising for a job.

At home, parents can teach children how to stick to a budget. If a country experiences an l0economical crisis, these skills

are invaluable. They can begin by making children
11
gain their pocket money by doing 12

job in the home. They could even

be paid more or less
13
earnings based on the quality of their

14
job. If children develop a strong work ethic from an early age

then this should ensure that they have enough money when they reach l5
retire age.

1 tfj?«n{4?afs4. 6 ii

2 7 12

3 8 13

4 9 14

5 10 15

4.1 PRONUNCIATION ® 17b Which words are pronounced

in a similar way? Put the words in the box into the correct

column according to their sound. Then listen and check.

Practise saying the words.

31 a: d:

bird park ball

clerk earn first floor force law

market nurse perk poor purse

target walk work
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Test practice

General Training Writing Task 1

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.

You work in a busy but poorly organised office and you are

keen to be promoted. Your employer needs to find a new
supervisor for your department.

Write a letter to your employer. In the letter

• ask to be considered for this job

• explain why you would be a suitable candidate

• outline the current problems and the changes you would like to make.

You should write at least 150 words.

You do NOT need to write any addresses.

Begin your letter as follows:

Dear Mr Smith

mTest Tip

Make sure that you address each of the bullet

points. Use your own words instead of copying

from the question paper. When you have

finished, check your spelling and make sure

you have written at least 150 words. Study the

information in unit 25 before you begin.

Academic Writing Task 2

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.

Present a written argument or case to an educated reader

with no specialist knowledge of the following topic.

In today’s job market it is far more important to have

practical skills than theoretical knowledge. In the future,

job applicants may not need any formal qualifications.

To what extent do you agree or disagree?

Test Tip

Make sure that you address each of the points

in the question. Use your own words instead of

copying words from the question paper. When

you have finished, check your spelling and

make sure you have written at least 250 words.

Study the information in unit 24 before you

begin.

You should use your own ideas, knowledge and experience and support your arguments with examples and

relevant evidence.

Write at least 250 words.
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Crime, punishment

Crime

1.1 Put the following into order from least to most serious.

Which do you think are considered to be crimes?

arson burglary fraud vandalism

kidnapping murder pickpocketing

smuggling swearing dumping toxic waste

1.2 Now read the text and decide whether statements 1-7 are true or false. Write the words from the text which

mean the same as or the opposite of the words in italics .

Crime

Crime is defined by society and relative to the society defining it.Traditionally, crime is considered an offence, a

violation of public rules or laws. Crime is defined within each society by specific criminal laws on a national, state

and local level. Actions that are offensive to an individual or group of people, but do not violate laws are not crimes.

Punishment or other sanctions result from the violation of these laws, and the social system for monitoring and

enforcing public rules or laws is put into action.The social system generally consists of an administrative authority

that formally deals with crime and a force of representative officers to enforce the laws and act on behalf of society.

Being guilty of a criminal act usually involves some form of conscious evil intent or recklessness. In unintentional

cases, such as crimes committed by children or the insane, the criminal is not usually punished in the same manner as

is intentional crime.

Theories of crime and criminal activity are numerous and varied, but the reasons behind crime remain elusive.

Theories suggest many possible causes. One theory suggests that property crime depends on criminal motive and

opportunities to perpetrate crime. It also contends that crime is influenced by the degree to which others guard over

neighbourhoods and other people.This particular theory relates an increase in crime rate to an increase in crime

opportunity and a decrease in protection. Research also shows that income inequality correlates to

property crime.

1 Offence is another word for crime Xr.^. . .7.

.

2 The word offensive is related to crime

3 It is the duty of the police to violate the law

4 Generally, people who are guilty of a crime are aware of what they are doing.

5 The explanations for crime are difficult to find

6 Crime can increase if people protect their property less

7 Crime on property is linked to the different amounts of money people earn.
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1.3 WORD BUILDING Complete the table.

Noun Verb Adjective

crime c a crime

deter

enforce

offend

prevention

prison

punishment

Error warning!

A convict is a person who is in

prison. To convict someone is to

find them guilty in a court of law.

You commit o crime or convict

o criminal , not convictaerme .

We talk about criminal acts, NOT

criminal actions

1.4 Complete the sentences with a suitable word from the table in 1.3.

1 All acts should be punished.

2 Every society needs a strong system of law

3 People who crimes are often victims themselves.

4 I think dumping toxic waste should be made a offence. There is little to

people from doing this at the moment.

5 I think we could have this crime by fitting an extra lock on the door.

B Pnnkhmpnt

2.1 Match the verbs in column A with the nouns in

column B.

A B

accept—

a

crime

commit \ a law

convict \ a fine

impose the consequences

pass a criminal

2.2 Match the people with the things they do.

List of people

1 The accused = ..£...

2 The judge

3 The jury

4 The prosecutor

5 The lawyer

6 The victim

List of things they do

a ... tries to prove the accused is guilty.

B ... gives evidence against the accused,

c ... the person who is on trial.

D ... decides whether the accused is innocent or guilty.

E ... tries to prove the accused is innocent.

F ... decides how a criminal should be punished.
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2.3 COLLOCATION What words can you use with crime and law? Write in the boxes below.

Crime Law

Adjectives serious

Verbs

2A ® 18 Now listen and fill in any blanks you have in the table.

2.5 ® 18 Complete the sentences with suitable words from the recording. You may need to change the

grammatical form of the word. Listen and check your answers.

I consider myself to be a law-a citizen. I’ve never broken the law in my life.

The laws in this country are rather s - even chewing gum is banned.

Arson is a crime a property, but sometimes people can get hurt as well.

I was given a parking f again yesterday. It’s costing me a fortune.

It is the responsibility of the police and the government to c crime.

More money should be spent on crime p than on building prisons.

Sometimes the police feel that they are

Prevent = to stop something from happening or

a the law and should not be punished

for traffic offences.

8 It used to be against the law to go fishing on

Sundays, but thankfully that law was a

years ago.

3.1 Correct the mistakes in the text.

someone from doing something: I stayed oway from the

bully to prevent any trouble. This will prevent crimes

from happening. NOT This- will avoid crimes

Avoid = to stay away from someone or something: You

should try to avoid dangerous situations.

‘Our prison system is clearly not working. We need to find another form ofpunishment.
,

If people
1cormcf a crime then they should be punished and made to accept the consequences of their

2
acts. At the

moment the only form of
3punish we have is to either

ufmd people for
5small crimes or

6
emprison them for more

serious criminal 7
offend.

Some people feel that this system is not working. Perhaps this is because 8
the bad people mix with other

9
crimes

when they are in jail. As a result, prisons may provide a way for young people who have been involved
l0
for minor

offences to graduate to
u
bigger ones.

Rather than trying to
n
prevent this problem by building even more prisons, I believe the best approach is to try to

13
avoid crime from happening in the first place. We can do this by making sure that our property is

14
protection and

also by improving the conditions for the poorer people in our society. We can also achieve this by
15making new

laws that will act as a
16
deter.

1
Commit

5 g 13

2 6 10 14

3 7 11 1 s

4 8 12

i • • *J

16
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Test practice

General Training Writing Task 2

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.

Write about the following topic.

In many countries the level of crime is increasing and crimes

are becoming more violent.

Test Tip

Use the space below to make a plan before you

begin to write so that you can organise your

ideas logically. Do not try to learn any essays

by heart. When you have finished, check your

spelling and make sure you have written at

least 250 words. Study the information in unit

25 before you begin.

Why do you think this is and what can be done about it?

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples

from your experience.

You should write at least 250 words.

Test Tip l<9;

This essay question is also good practice for

Academic Writing Task 2.
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The news, fame

The news

1.1 Answer these questions.

1 Are you

A well-informed about current affairs?

b not interested in current affairs?

2 Do you consider newspapers to be

A biased B entertaining c informative?

3 Do you prefer to get the news from

A newspapers b the Internet c the radio D the television?

1.2 ® 19a Listen and say whether the following statements are true or false according to the speaker. Correct

the statements that are false.

1 The speaker believes the general public is well-informed f . .^!%1

.

9*^.

2 The Manly University project focused on stories about famous people.

3

Dan Taylor believes that the main aim of today’s mass media is to inform people.

4

The study revealed that newspapers avoid reporting on the gap between the rich and the poor.

5

Important news stories appear in the back pages because this highlights their importance.

1.3 ® 19 a Listen again and find words or phrases that match these definitions.

1 a situation in which newspapers, radio and television are allowed to express opinions openly

2 to send out a programme on television or radio

3 written about or spoken of in the news

4 large systems consisting of many similar parts all of which are centrally controlled

5 newspapers, radio and television when seen as a group

6 the deliberate removal of sections of a text or film considered to be unsuitable

7 a popular newspaper with lots of pictures and short articles

8 words in large print at the start of a news story or the main stories in the news
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1.4 Read the following information about the same story and complete the text with words from the box.

biased controversial exposes frontpage publications press safeguards sources

In response to the study, Martin Dexter from the Associated Press said: “This study seems to be rather a harsh

attack on the
1

and I can’t agree with its conclusions. You need to remember that we have a

broad range of media sources available to us nowadays. There is an enormous amount of alternative media that

provide a healthy balance to the mainstream. If people want to be informed, they are unlikely to turn to tabloid

newspapers to do so. Instead, they can access a wide range of journals, magazines and smaller
2

They can also search the Web for the most up-to-date information from any part of the world.

On the negative side, there is a problem with editor verification with some stories reported on the internet because
3

can be unreliable. The 4
in place for traditional media just don’t exist there

at the moment.”

Til admit that stories about 5
issues are less likely to be seen by the tabloids as

6

news. But I would be more concerned about content which is politically
7

. or motivated.

I believe there are many publishers and broadcasters that do still have a strong tradition of
8

and investigative journalism. If there is an emphasis on entertainment rather than more serious issues, then this is

being driven by consumer demand. Perhaps ultimately we only get the media we deserve.”

1.5 Now answer these questions.

1 What do we call newspapers when seen as a group?

2 What is the opposite of mainstream media?

3 What is another word for the Internet?

4 What does Martin Dexter believe is the problem with new media?

5 What do we call the type of journalism that tries to discover the truth behind issues that are of public interest?

BlFame

2.1
/ /

Use a dictionary to check the meaning of these verbs. Find out the noun and

adjective forms and write them in your notebook.

bias exploit expose inform intrude invade investigate

publish publicise sensationalise verify

2.2 Use a suitable form of the words in 2.1 to replace the words in bold,

l There has been a lot of^assip 5P in the media about the identity of the

victim.

2 Not surprisingly, the reporter was unable to prove the truth behind the

claims.

3 The government has agreed to launch an official inquiry into the matter.

4

There has been a great deal of media hype about the new James Bond

movie.

5 I’m not sure celebrities are being used , they often seem to court fame.

6 Most people believe that this newspaper favours the government too much to provide an

impartial coverage of the election.
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Vocabulary note

We say something/someone has a /is a good/bad/positive or negative

influence on someone/something: John’s new friends are a really bad

influence on him . Influence can be a verb or a noun: The media influences

the way many people think. The media has a major influence on the way

many people think.

Remember that effect is a noun and affect is a verb. These can be used in

a similar way to influence : The media affects the way many people think.

The media has a major effect on the way many people think.

Error warning!

We say on the radio, on television

,

on screen, on the computer, on the

Internet. We use in with printed

media: We learn all about celebrities

in magazines or on television. NOT

in magazines or television . These

materials are freely available on the

Internet. NOT in-tbe Internet.

3.1

These adjectives can be used to talk about the media or people in the media. Decide whether they are used

in a negative or a positive way and put them in the correct box.

artificial biased distorted factual

informative invasive intrusive

pervasive realistic sensationalist

superficial unbiased attention-grabbing

Positive Negative

3.2 Think about your answers to these questions. Try to use as many of the adjectives from 3.1 as you can.

1 Would you like to be famous? (Why? / Why not?)

2 Do you think famous people have a positive or a negative influence on young people?

3 Nowadays we have access to the news 24 hours a day. What effect does this have?

3.3 ® 19b Complete these answers to the questions in 3.2 with a suitable word or phrase. Then listen and check

your answers.

1 I think a lot of people want to be famous nowadays and that’s why reality TV is so popular. But I wouldn’t like

to be famous at all. Being famous nowadays simply means that you’re in the h a lot and you’re

followed by the
2
p everywhere you go. I’d find that very 3

i Famous people

have no 4
p at all in any part of their life. Their life also seems to be very

5

s

because they spend all of their time going to parties and trying to look glamorous. It all seems very
6
a to me - they just don’t seem to be part of the real world at all.

2 I think they should have a positive 7
i on young people, but many of them don’t. Some

personalities are good role models and use their
8
c status to encourage people to think about

important issues, but we often see photos of famous people behaving badly.

3 I think it can 9
a us in both positive and negative ways. On the one hand, it’s very convenient to

be able to catch up with what’s happening in the world at any time of the day or night, no matter where you are.

But on the other hand, this kind of news can give you a
10

d view of what’s happening, because

even minor news us are given more importance than they perhaps should have.

4.1 PRONUNCIATION Which of the following sounds do these words have: s (stop), z (zoo), 3 (Asia) or J (shop)?

artificial ..JL. censor intrusive invasive

attention exposed intrusion publication

biased exposure invasion superficial

4.2 ® 19c Now listen and practise saying the words.
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Test practice

Academic Writing Task 2

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.

Present a written argument or case to an educated reader

with no specialist knowledge of the following topic.

Whoever controls the media also controls opinions and attitudes

of the people and there is little that can be done to rectify this.

To what extent do you agree or disagree?

l<9’Test Tip

Use the space below to make a plan before you

begin to write so that you can organise your

ideas logically. Do not try to learn any essays

by heart. When you have finished, check your

spelling and make sure you have written at

least 250 words. Study the information in unit

24 before you begin.

You should use your own ideas, knowledge and experience and support your arguments with examples and

relevant evidence.

Write at least 250 words.
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1.2 Which of these art forms do you find the most and least appealing?

1.3 Read the text making sure you understand the meaning of the words in bold. Use a dictionary if

necessary.

The brain ofthe beholder

The cave figures of Lascaux, Leonardo da Vincis Mona Lisa , a Cubist painting by Pablo Picasso and the African

artefact that inspired Picassos work. These works of art are separated by great gulfs in time, different social

and political systems, and language divides. Yet despite these variations, there is art in each place and era. That
there is a seemingly universal impulse to express oneself this way suggests that human beings are neurologically

hardwired for art.

Imagine yourself in the Louvre in Paris, pushing through the throngs to behold the Mona Lisas enigmatic smile.

Or recall the first time you ever saw the Sydney Opera House. Most likely your skin tingled, you felt a thrill

and you paused for a moment of reflection. Even glimpses of mundane objects such as the latest curvaceous

kettle, can inspire something similar. Art and design critics will describe how formal qualities like proportion are

choreographed to produce the viewers rush. But the fact that aesthetic experience can inspire such a biological

response suggests that its a stimulus neuroscientists could analyse just as deftly.

And thats exactly what they are doing. In laboratories and galleries around the world, researchers are showing
how the organisation of the brain relates to the conception and experience of art. This is the burgeoning field

of neuroaesthetics, in which scientists are discovering that - rather than transcending the ordinary - art and
aesthetics are part of everyday experience. They’re also finding that, in some fundamental ways, art really is an

expression ofhuman nature.

1.4 Write Yes if these statements agree with the information in the text or No if the statements contradict the

information. Write the words in bold that helped you with your answer.

l Pablo Picasso got the idea for one of his paintings from an ancient work of art from Africa.
Yes - (Artefact, Inspired
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2 The desire to create art is limited to certain parts of the world

3 When people look at works of art it provokes serious and careful thought

4 Ordinary objects can be aesthetically pleasing

5 Art critics believe that artistic elements are arranged and combined together in order to create a feeling of

excitement

6 Researchers are analysing how the brain creates the idea of art

7 Neuroaesthetics is failing to catch on in the world of science

8 Scientists have discovered that art is a way of rising above everyday life

The performing arts

2.1 ® 20a you will hear a radio broadcast about three different arts festivals on Bethania island. Listen and

complete column A below. Write NO MORE THAN ONE WORD for each answer.

A

Living (1) ..-Week

• Talks

• (2) lunches

• Book (3)

• (4) for children

• This year’s (5) is Island Life

The (6) Arts

• A painting (7)

• Discussion of the (8) .. process

• Workshops at local (9)

• Display of local (10) ...

• (id . of Voices

• Several performances will be (12)

• (13) .. theatre

• Free (14)

B

1 the study of art in relation to its beauty =

2 organised sets of special events =

3 skilled =

4 creations =

5 represent or show something in a picture or story

6 make shapes in wood or stone with a knife

7 describes a show that involves the audience

8 the people gathered to listen to a performance

9 take part in =

10 musical performances =

2.2 ® 20a Now listen again and find words or phrases to match the definitions in column B.
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2.3 WORD BUILDING Complete the table.

Noun Verb Adjective

creative

culture

influence

inspire

imagination

participate

rich

3.1 Try to talk for two minutes about the following topic. Use words from the table in 2.3 if you can.

Describe the type of music that you like. You should say

• why you enjoy listening to this type of music

• the times or places when you listen to this music

• your feelings about music in general and say whether

you prefer live or recorded music.

3.2 ® 20b You will hear somebody answering the question in 3.1. Listen and complete the text with no more
than two words from the text. You may need to listen twice.

My taste in music is quite
1

and there isn’t really one
2

of music that I like.

I listen to everything from 3
music to

4
Music 5

a

very important

6

in my life, and I listen to it almost constantly. I find that it helps to
7

or to change a
8

So I tend to choose my music according to who I’m with

or what I’m doing. For example, if I’m driving long distances in my car I prefer to play something
9

to help keep me awake, but if I’m having a dinner party with friends then I play something

more 10
I think that music helps to

11 me when I’m working, although my
colleagues find it

12
so I tend to listen with 13

on. In that way I can
1A

into my own little world. When I was younger I would definitely have said that I preferred live

music. The 15
in a live

16
can be

17
Nowadays, though,

a lot of popular groups only perform at very large
18

in front of
19

of 20,000
or more and I don’t really like that. I prefer the

20
of listening to recorded music, and the sound

quality is better as well. Music really
21

our lives - it can turn a boring, monotonous period of

time into a
22

So I think it’s essential to have music and, in fact, all of
23

in

your life.

4 PRONUNCIATION ®20c Each of the following words has a weak sound or schwa (a), e.g. about. Underline

the weak sounds in each word then listen and check your answers. Practise saying the words. There may be

more than one schwa in each word.

atmosphere classical edition festival fundamental imagination

literary monotonous musical performance popular visual
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Test practice

Academic Reading

You should spend about 20 minutes on questions 1-12, which are based on the reading passage.

Storytelling

Dr Tom Sjoblom, University of Helsinki, explores the link between narratives and memories.

Storytelling seems to be a fundamental feature of human existence. In a recent article, Paul Hernadi

points out that storytelling and narratives are such widespread phenomena that they could justifiably be

included in the list of human universals (Hernadi, 2001). But, our craving for narratives, or stories, goes
deeper than this. It is embedded in our mental images of whatever happens around us (Boyer, 2001). In

other words, creating narratives is our way of connecting and interacting with our environment (Mink,

1978).

As a species, we humans appear to have a much more active attitude towards our environment than

any other species. Our bodies and minds not only adapt to the surrounding world, but we actively shape
and construct our environment to better suit our needs (Plotkin, 1993). From this perspective, culture is

nothing more than an environment that we create ourselves. Culture is not something in opposition to

nature. Instead it is a part of it, it is - in a way - nature modified to better suit the requirements of the

human life form. Thus, culture and all aspects of it are basically products of natural selection and, more
specifically, the evolution of the human mind (Boyer, 2001).

Between 60,000 and 20,000 years ago the first signs of art and religion appeared and humans started to

build houses and invent more sophisticated tools and weapons, such as bows and arrows. This period

has been called the ‘big bang’ of human culture. There is still much controversy over how to explain this

period of innovation, but a growing consensus connects the greater cultural energy and innovation of

the period to the emergence of individuals as creative beings (Mellars, 1994).

The archaeologist Steven Mithen has suggested that this creativity can be explained by the emergence
of a ‘cognitively fluid’ mentality, in other words, an ability to link together information from different areas

of our life. Cognitive fluidity makes it possible for human beings to emerge from the concrete situational

present and to adopt a more general and abstract approach (Mithen, 1996). As Gerald Edelman puts

it: ‘With that ability come the abilities to model the world, to make explicit comparisons and to weigh

outcomes; through such comparisons comes the possibility of reorganizing plans.’ (Edelman, 1992)

Edelman goes further than this and argues that it is the flexibility of our memory system which is the

key for understanding how cognitive fluidity affects our ability to learn new things in general (Edelman,

1992). The basic idea here is that our memory does not really represent the past as it happened. In

most of the cases it does not even represent it as it is stored and coded into our brains. Instead, our

memory prefers creating the past from the perspective of how relevant it is to our present situation.

Striving for this kind of coherence, our mind combines stored representations and blends information

stored in them (Holyoak & Thagard, 1995). Thus, all things being equal, we do not remember the past,

we create it.
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The medieval art of memory, known as memoria, has interested historians for a long time, but seldom
from a psychological or cognitive perspective. Recently, this has been changed through the work of

Mary Carruthers. According to Carruthers, memoria was the reason why literature, in a fundamental
sense, existed in medieval Europe. It was the process by which a work of literature became both
institutionalised by the group and learned by its individual members (Carruthers, 1990).

For those medieval experts who were educated in the art of memory there were two principal strategies

for achieving their goal. The first and older of these strategies, attributed to Aristotle, relied on the

concept of ‘mental images’. Supporters of this strategy argued that remembering was to see mental
pictures, which are firmly imprinted upon the memory. Thus, the best way to memorise narratives is

to stimulate the act of memorising by using visual aids such as emotion-provoking representations, or

so-called ‘word pictures’. Descriptive language can also be used to create a kind of mental painting,

although no actual pictures are present (Carruthers, 1990). As Albertus Magnus (1193-1280) puts it:

‘something is not secure enough by hearing, but it is made firm by seeing’ (Albertus 1.1. II. 6-7).

The second, and more popular, strategy for memorising narratives was by rote learning. This was
achieved by the frequent repetition of a text until it was accurately memorised. In this case, the process
of memorising was aided by the use of rhythmic and/or formulaic expressions, and by breaking longer
texts into numbered segments and then memorising them one by one (Carruthers, 1990).

The followers of this strategy criticised the use of visual imagery because of its inaccuracy. It was
argued that the use of visual aids was marginally helpful at best, providing cues for recollection, but
could not in itself guarantee the accuracy of the memorising process (Carruthers, 1990). The latter

countered the criticism by arguing that, while in ordinary circumstances the accuracy of visual

imagery could not be trusted, this problem would disappear if the visual imagery was strong enough
to make a person emotionally engaged with the text. Indeed, they argued, it is the creation of strong

emotional responses that makes the use of visual images such a powerful tool for memory creation

(Carruthers, 1990).

Questions 1-8

Look at the following theories (questions 1-8) and the list of people below.
Match each person with the correct theory.

Write the correct letter (A-H) next to questions 1-8.

1 Early European storytelling came about because of a traditional form of memorising

2 Cognitive fluidity allowed early humans to make and change arrangements

3 Telling stories allows us to relate to our surroundings

4 The brain changes our recollection of past events to match our current circumstances

5 Telling stories is a trait which is common to all nations

6 Early humans became more inventive when they were able to make a connection between different ideas

7 Your memory of something will be improved if you visualise it rather than just listen to it

8 Humans adjust to their surroundings as well as changing them
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List of people

A Hernadi

B Mink

C Plotkin

D Mithen

E Edelman

F Holyoak & Thagard

G Carruthers

H Albertus

Questions 9-12

Complete each sentence with the correct ending A-F from the box.

Write the correct letter (A-F) next to questions 9-12.

9

Those who memorised using Aristotle’s theory were helped by

10 The experts who used rote learning were helped by

11 Those who supported rote learning believed that

12 Supporters of Aristotle’s method of memorising believed that ..

A . . .writing down their stories.

B ...using paintings aided the memory.

C ...visual aids were of limited help when memorising text.

D ...if images evoked a passionate response then the memory would be more accurate.

E ...creating a vivid image in their mind.

F ...turning a long text into a series of short parts.
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Choose the correct letter A, B, C or D.

1 People would use a lot less power if they bought household goods that were energy

A effective B efficient C economical D ecological

2 The from car exhausts have a significant effect on global warming.
A emissions B smoke C gases D acid

3 Our greatest problem is that we are more and more fossil fuels each year and supplies are

dwindling.

A conserving B consuming C producing D preserving

4 We need to persuade people to change their habits so that they more energy.

A consume B conserve C produce D use

5 In the future we will need to use energy sources such solar power.

A recycled B reinvented C renewable D reusable

6 If oil supplies run out in 2015 then we need to find energy sources soon.

A alternate B alternating C alternative D altering

7 I need to earn a lot more before I can afford to buy that car.

A payment B salary C wages D money

8 I am writing to complain about a recent problem I had with a member of your

A company B employees C staff D workplace

9 The company lost a great deal of money when one of their was found to be faulty.

A goods B products C manufacture D business

io The government should do more to help the find a job.

A employed B employment C unemployment D unemployed

n Taking a packed lunch to work can be a lot more than buying it every day.

A economical B economics C expenditure D expenses

12 I'd really like to find a during the summer holidays.

A job B work C profession D career

13 I think that people who serious crimes should be punished.

A convict B commit C offend D offence

14 I had to pay a for parking my car in a restricted area.

A fine B find C fee D form
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15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Test Four (Units 16-20)

Helping poor people to find a job may help to crime.

A avoid B deter C impose D prevent

I don’t agree with very young or petty criminals.

A committing B enforcing C imprisoning D offending

In most countries, it is the law to steal other people’s property.

A against B by C for D with

The government should a law to make computer hacking illegal.

A abolish B bring C enter D pass

I don’t like this newspaper, the reports are really towards the government.

A biased B prejudiced C reliable D well-informed

Tabloid newspapers are a good example of media.

A masses B mass C main D multi

I think following celebrities on their holidays is an of privacy.

A avoidance B invasive C intrusion D invasion

The popular press often contains a lot more than hard facts.

A speculation B realism C influence D tolerance

When celebrities behave badly it can have a negative influence young people.

A for B in C on D to

I enjoy learning about celebrities in magazines and TV.

A by B from C in D on

I think successful writers and artists are very

A imaginative B imagination C inspiration D inspire

This artist helps to preserve our local by using traditional themes in his work.

A culture B creation C events D skills

I don’t really appreciate classical music, I prefer the arts such as painting and sculpture.

A festival B literary C performing D visual

The enjoyed the performance so much that they gave a 10-minute standing ovation.

A artists B audience C players D participants

My friends and I have the same in music.

A type B topic C theme D taste

I was so embarrassed when my teacher made me my song in front of the whole school.

A participate B participant C perform D performance
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Using a dictionary, word families

B Using a dictionary

1.1 Answer these questions about your dictionary.

1 What type of dictionary do you have?

A English —> English b English -» your language c Your language -> English

2 When do you use it?

A Only in class. B Only at home. C At home and in class.

3 Which of the following is true for you?

A I look up every word I don’t know.

B I only use my dictionary to check words after I have done an exercise,

c I’ve got a dictionary, but I rarely use it.

Study Tip

There are several different types of dictionary. Make sure you are familiar with yours and

the way it is organised. Try to use a monolingual dictionary as this will help you to practise

your English more. If you are using a small pocket or electronic dictionary you may find that

it does not contain many of the words you need to look up and it will not give you example

sentences. If you would like to buy a dictionary, Exercises 1.3 and 1.4 might help you to

assess the different dictionaries you find. Don’t use your dictionary to look up every new

word. When you are using this book use the context to work out the meaning of a word and

then complete the exercises. Use your dictionary when you have finished. When you are

writing, use your dictionary to help with spellings as well as the correct usage of a word.

1.2 The words in column A are all related to dictionaries. Match the words to the correct meaning in column B.

monolingual

bilingual

corpus

synonym

antonym

thesaurus

phonology

8 etymology

B

A a large amount of written material organised to show how language works

B written in only one language

c a word that means the same

D a dictionary containing synonyms and antonyms

E the sound and pronunciation of words

F written in two different languages for translation purposes

G the origin of words

H a word that means the opposite
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1.3

Do you know how your dictionary is organised?

1 How can you tell whether the word is a noun/verb/adjective etc.?

2 How does it tell you the pronunciation of the word?

3 Does it give you other words in the same family?

4 Does it give you example sentences?

5 Does it tell you whether a word is slang or taboo?

6 Does it tell you which other words can / need to be used with this word?

7 What information is given in the front of your dictionary? Does it give:

• information about measurements?

• information about grammar?

• hints on how to use the dictionary?

• an explanation of the phonetic script used?

• a list of abbreviations used?

Study Tip

If you look up a verb in your dictionary, you should see the following in brackets after it: vt or vi

(sometimes simply t or /). This tells you whether the verb is transitive or intransitive. A transitive

verb needs, or can have, an object, e.g. put: I put the vase on the table. Put is transitive because it

must have an object (the vase). NOT I put on the table .

An intransitive verb does not need, or cannot have, an object, e.g. rise: The sun rises every morning.

Rise is intransitive because it has no object. Not / rise the table . Some verbs can be transitive or

intransitive, e.g. carry : I carried the table to another room. (Transitive, the object = the table.); His

voice carried across the room. (Intransitive, his voice didn’t carry anything.)

1.4 Look up the words evolve
, ex/sf, develop and swerve in your dictionary and then answer these questions.

1 Which verb(s) are transitive and which are intransitive?

2 Which verb can be either?

3 Which verb(s) can have an object and which verb(s) cannot have an object?

4 Which verb(s) means the same as:

A move uncontrollably B be

C change or grow?

5 Does the verb swerve rhyme with A curve B halve C mauve?

1.5 Abbreviations are often used in a dictionary to give you information about words. What do the following

abbreviations stand for? Choose a word from the box that you might find these abbreviations next to.

1 adj choice of good well kids differ

2 n

3 vi

4 si

5 adv

6 prep
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1.6 Some words can have more than one meaning so don’t assume the first reference you find is the meaning you

are looking for. Match the words in column A to two possible meanings in column B. Use a dictionary to help

you if necessary.

A B

view

information

future situation

60 seconds

narrow crack

cloth

light ringing sound

very small

1*7 ® 21 A dictionary can also help you to pronounce words correctly using phonetic symbols. Listen to the

recording and then match the vowel sounds that are underlined with the correct phonetic symbol.

put these in some ball choose word about guest what attack hard

Phonetic symbols

i:

these

u: 3 : a: 01 e

D A ae 0 o i

Study Tip

A good dictionary will also tell you which other words can or need to be used with the word you are

checking. This is called collocation. Collocation will help you to use new words accurately in a sentence.

When you look up a new word in your dictionary, make a note of the words that collocate with it. The

example sentences can help with this.

Study the following extract from the Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary. You will see that the word

choice can be used in several different ways and have a variety of collocations.

WORDS THAT GO WITH choice [ACT!

have a dioice • make a choice • give/offer sb a choice
* be faced with a choice • an informed choice • a choice

WORDS THAT GO WITH choice IVARIETY1

between (two things or people]

from choice

a choice of sth • by/

a bewildering/excellent/wide choice *

sth • a choice of sth

offer a choice of

choice (act] O /ifnis' noun |c oror s u| an act or the poss-
ibility of choosing: If the product doesn't work, you are
given the choice of a refund or a replacement. It’s a
dijficult choice to make, o It ’s your choice/The choice is

yours (= only you can decide), o It was a choice between
pain now or /xiin later, so / chose pain later, o Alow you
know all the facts, you can make an informed choice,

old prefer not to work but l don't have much choice
(= this is not possible), o He had no choice but to accept
(= He had to accept), o Is she single by choice?

choice Ivarietyi O /ijois/ noun [s or u| the range of
different things from which you can choose: There
wasn 7 much choice on the menu, o The evening menu
offers a wide choice of dishes, o The dress is available in

a choice ofcolours.
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Bl Word families

m
A prefix is a letter, or group of letters, that can be added to the beginning of a word to

make a new word. Prefixes can help you to work out the meaning of unknown words.

The prefix re means to do again, e.g. use, reuse = to use again. A suffix is a letter, or

group of letters, that can be added to the end of a word to form a new word. The suffix

able means it is possible to do something, e.g. assess, assessable (= it is possible to

assess). In your dictionary, a prefix will be shown with a hyphen after it {re-); a suffix

will be shown with a hyphen in front of it {-able).

2.1

Use your dictionary to check other words that can be made from the same base word. Put the following words

into the correct columns to make new words.

approach assess assume create define distribute establish identify interpret represent vary

ment -tion -able mis- re- un-

2.2

Consider the longest word in the English language: antidisestablishmentarianism. Base form = establish (+ -ment)

= establishment (+ dis-) = disestablishment {+ -arian) = disestablishmentarian (+ -ism) = disestablishmentarianism

(+ anti-) = antidisestablishmentarianism.

Which of the groups of letters in column A are prefixes and which are suffixes? Match them to the meanings in

column B.

A B

used to form a noun referring to an action, a process or its result

a person who has a connection with, or belief in, the stated subject

used to form nouns which describe social, political or religious beliefs

opposed to, or against

E used to form the opposite or negative

4

l

2

3

5 -ism

2.3

Think of an example word for each of the prefixes and suffixes in column A above.
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Learning vocabulary, collocation

Learning vocabulary

1.1

Create a list.

Each week, try to build up a list of new words you have seen or read. These may be words you are familiar with, but

don’t know well enough to use actively or accurately. Don’t make the list too long - ten should be enough. Here are

ten useful words for this week.

1 analysis 6 environment

2 benefit 7 occur

3 consistent 8 period

4 create 9 significant

5 define 10 theory

1.2 Check the meaning.

Make sure you understand the meaning of each of the words in 1 .1 . Which of them is closest in meaning to each of

the following?

A happen F length of time

B make G advantage

c reliable H opinion or explanation

D close examination I clearly show

E important
j surroundings

1.3 Find out the different forms of each word.

1 Look again at the words 1-10 in 1.1. Write N next to the nouns, V next to the verbs and A next to the adjectives.

2 Which word can be a noun or a verb?

3 Which of the words can have the following prefixes: in, re?

1.4 WORD BUILDING Complete the table with the different forms of each of the words in 1.1.

Noun Verb Adjective Noun Verb Adjective

1 6

2 7

3 8

4 9

5 10
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1.5 Learn how to pronounce the words.

l ® 22a Listen and practise saying each word.

® 22b Now listen to ten sentences (a-j). Each contains a word from 1.1, but in a different form. Write down

each word and its form (noun, verb etc.).

^ environmentalist (noun)
p

B G

C H

D I

E
J

3 ® 22b Now listen to the sentences again and

mark the stress on each of the words you have

written. Practise saying the sentences.

1.6 Know how to spell the words.

Study the spellings of words 1-10 in 1 .1
,
then

cover up the words. Now underline the correct spellings

below.

Study Tip

When you are learning new words, look carefully to

see if there are any spelling rules that can help you.

Make a note of any double letters. It is sometimes

easier to break the longer words up, e.g. en-vi-ron-

ment.

1 analasis analysis analisis 6 enviroment environment environement

2 beneficial benefitial benefisial 7 occurred ocurred ocured

3 consistent consistant concistent 8 periodical periodicly periodically

4 recretion recreation recration 9 sinificant singificant significant

5 defined defind defende 10 theoretical theretical theoretical

1.7 Use the words.

Complete this text with the correct form of the

words in 1.1.

Study Tip

Try to use new words as often as possible when

speaking and writing. They should start to become

part of your active vocabulary. Look back at new

words as often as you can and test yourself on the

meaning, pronunciation and spelling.

Nowadays we hear the word ‘sustainable’ being used a

great deal in academic journals and 1
P

2
in particular are very concerned that

any development should be ‘sustainable’. They argue that sustainable practices have great 3

us and can have a
4 impact on the future of our planet.

However, the word ‘sustainable’ needs to be clearly
5

Sustainable development
6

in exploiting our natural resources without destroying them. We need to establish whether

this can be put into practice or whether it is a mere 7
There needs to be a thorough

8
of any development plans before they are allowed to proceed, as once an area has been

destroyed it is almost impossible to
9

it. We should do our best to ensure that there is no

for

10

twentieth century.

. of the logging and land clearing that destroyed so many forests at the start of the
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1.8 © 22 b Remember the context.

Look at the following ideas or contexts, which were all

used in the sentences in 1.4. Which words from 1.4 do

you associate them with? Listen again to check your

answers.

1 very bad storms 9.9

2 global warming

Study Tip

When you are trying to remember a word, it often

helps to think about the context in which you last

heard or read it. Think about where you were and

what you were doing, or try to remember what the

reading or listening text was about.

3 the student council

4 growing plants

5 eating fish

6 studying chemistry

7 video games and violence

8 space exploration and Mars

9 a teacher commenting on an essay

10 young children and the impact of school

1.9 Use spelling rules to help you edit your work.

l Change these words by adding the endings in brackets.

A surprise .... *XJS!*y?a. (ing) F worry (ing)

B true (ly) G unplug (ed)

C advance .... (ment) H stop (erf)

D happy (esf) I slope (erf)

E worry (erf)
J change (able)

2 Add an appropriate prefix (d/s, 7/7?, in or un) to these words.

A suitable wnsuiUb^
F patient

B appropriate G ability

C similar H organised....

D noticed I polite

E interested
j employment

I iCollocation

2.1 Learn important collocations. Correct the collocation errors in these sentences.

i After a careful analysis from the situation we decided to cancel the trip.

2 Regular exercise can be to benefit for people with asthma.

3 These results are consistent to the ones we obtained last month.

4 We need to create for a new design.
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5 I am looking up the definition from this word.

6 We should use products that are environmentally good.

about for in on

2.2 Complete the sentences with the correct prepositions from the box.

1 The president refused to comment the problem.

2 I found out about the hotel the Internet.

3 I would like to apply the position of head chef.

4 The students were allowed participate the basketball tournament.

5 I was completely satisfied the service at your hotel.

6 My mother is concerned the amount money I spend each week.

7 The cost living has increased by 5 per cent this year.

8 There are several reasons this increase.

to with of

2.3 Which word in each list cannot collocate with the word in bold?

l difficulty / knowledge / need / opportunity / problem arise

2 draw / have / need / pay / receive / seek attention

3 assess / cause / inflict / repair / take damage

4 attract / develop / excite / feign / give / lose interest

5 acquire / learn / speak / tell / use language

6 control / an exam / a law / judgment / the time pass

2.4 Choose the correct adverb in each sentence.

1 1 was completely / utterly satisfied with my test result.

2 It is highly likely / possible that the president will resign today.

3 The machine was slightly / utterly useless.

4 I am extremely /totally concerned about your behaviour.

5 It was bitterly /completely cold in the winter.

Vocabulary note

When using an adverb with an adjective,

note the following:

extremely = ‘to a large degree’ so it should

not be used with adjectives that have an

extreme meaning, e.g. terrified. You need to

use a neutral adverb, e.g. completely, really:

completely terrified. NOT extremely terrified ,

slightly = ‘to a small degree’, so cannot

be used with extreme adjectives: slightly

scared. NOT slightly terrified ,

significantly is often used with comparative

adjectives: significantly greater. NOT

significantly great .

Other collocations just have to be learned.

6 I was absolutely / totally freezing by the time we arrived.

7 The oil spill had a big / heavy impact on the surrounding environment.

8 It is absolutely / very impossible to predict the future with any certainty.

Study Tip

Once you have done all of these things, you should

be able to say that you know a word.
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Data, graphs and tables, diagrams and processes

Data, graphs-and-tables-

1.1 Match the labels to the correct illustrations.

1 pie chart 2 table 3 bar chart / bar graph 4 graph 5 diagram 6 flowchart

4. crush

D E F

filter evaporator vacuum centrifuge stored

pan sugar

Sydney 3.6

Melbourne 2.9

Brisbane 2.6

Canberra 1.8
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1.2

Look at this writing task. Which data do you think is the most significant?

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.

Write a report for a university lecturer describing the information below.

Write at least 150 words.

The graph below shows how much waste is collected and recycled in the US.

National Recycling Rates, I960 to 2005

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

Percent Recycling

Total Waste Recovery (mty = million tons per year)

1.3 Which two of the following sentences do NOT refer to significant information on the graph?

1 The amount of waste being recycled rose from 30% to 32% between 2000 and 2005.

2 The amount of waste material being recycled reached a peak in 1990.

3 The amount of garbage being collected annually rose from approximately 10 million tonnes to 55 million tonnes

between 1990 and 1995.

4 The amount of garbage being produced each year rose from 5.6 to 8 million tonnes between 1960 and 1970.

5 The percentage of rubbish being recycled rose from 6.8% to 33.2% between 1970 and 1990.

1.4 Put these words and phrases into the correct column according to the trend they can be used to describe.

Some of the words can be used to describe more than one pattern.

unchanged fall rise drop remain steady reach a high

fluctuate plunge upward trend downward trend plateau sharp

steep unpredictable static significant wildly constant

reach a low steadily rapidly fixed peak

/ \ \ /

fait rise unchanged -fluctuate
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1.5 Correct the preposition mistakes in these sentences.

You will need to refer to the writing task in 1.2.

1 The amount of garbage being recycled rose bf32% between

1995 and 2005 *£

2 The amount of garbage being recycled rose significantly in

1970 and 1990

3 The percentage of garbage being recycled rose from 3%
between 1970 and 1980

4 The amount of garbage being produced rose to 16.2 million

tonnes between 1995 and 2005

Vocabulary note

Note the way we use prepositions with

numbers and dates:

35% 10%
1995 1997

In 1997 the number fell to 10%; In 1997 the

number fell by 25%; In 1997 the number fell

from 35%. NOT in-35% ; The number dropped

to 10% between 1995 and 1997 NOT

reduced to
;
By 1997 the number hod fallen

to 10%. See also units 7 and 13.

1.6 Change the sentences below from adjective + noun to verb +

adverb
, or vice versa. Use your notebook.

1 There was a significant increase in the number of birds in 1994.

2 The number of people attending fell considerably in 2002.

3 The percentage of female students rose dramatically in 1990.

4 There was a noticeable drop in temperatures between 1880

and 1885.

5 The figures changed constantly between 2001 and 2006.

6 There was a slight increase in temperatures in 1909.

Error warning! -<$-

When comparing statistics we usually say: Comparing the figures

for 1999 and 2000, we can see an increase of20%. NOT Compared

the figures for 1999. We use compared to or compared with as

follows: Compared to the number of males, the number offemales

is relatively low. NOT Comparing with the number offemales. Or:

The number ofmales is quite large compared to/with the number

offemales. NOT comparing to the number of...

Vocabulary note

You can use a combination of verb +

adverb, or adjective + noun, to avoid

repeating the same phrases and to add

extra meaning: There was a significant

increase in the numbers. The numbers

increased significantly Notice that you

need a preposition when you use the noun

form: There was an increase in attendance;

There was a drop of10%. NOT There-was an

merease attendance. There was a drop 10%.

1.7 Complete the description of the graph in 1.2 with the

correct form of the words in the box. Some words can

be used more than once.

between static

dramatic from

fall in

compare rise peak

to increase steady

gradual by

The graph shows the amount of garbage collected and recycled annually in America 1 between i960
and 2005. From 1960 to 1970 the amount of waste being recycled remained fairly

2
at just

over 6%. However, this figure
3

significantly from 1970 to 1990 when it
4

at

approximately 32% of the total waste collected. On the other hand, the amount of waste being produced increased
5

at around the same time, growing 6
approximately 10 million tonnes

per year
7

55 million tonnes within five years. Following this sharp 8
the

amount of waste collected has risen
9

while the percentage of waste being recycled actually
10

from 32% to 26% 11
1995. Fortunately, recycling has

12

increased and 13 2005 it had again reached the same figure as in 1990. However, this figure is

still disappointing 14
to the total amount of waste that is thrown away.
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i Describing a diagram or a process

2.1 Look at the following diagram and answer the questions.

1 At what stage is something added?

2 At what stage is something separated?

3 How many different stages are there altogether?

How chewing gum is made

Test Tip

When you are describing a process you

need to organise the steps logically. To

help signal this, you should use words

such as: First ,
then, next, after this, finally.

If you use the conjunction when, be

careful to use the simple present tense:

The machine switches off when the bag is

full. NOT when the bag will be full.

2.2 Now complete the description of the diagram with the correct form of the words in the box. You will need to

use some of the words more than once.

add container first finally heat ingredients liquid machine

mixture next pass pieces place shapes show then travel

The diagram (1) how chewing gum is produced. (2) the (3)

of gum are put into a (4) and (5) until they form a single mass . This is

(6) strained until all of the (7) has been eliminated. (8)

the gum is (9) into another (10) and the desired flavourings, sweeteners and

softeners are (11) This (12) is blended until all of the (13)

are mixed together. The gum then (14) to a different (15) which uses rollers

to flatten out the gum. (16) the thin sheets of gum are cut into rectangular (17)

and broken into separate (18) (19) the gum (20) along a

conveyor belt where it is enclosed in packaging ready for distribution .

You do not need to write a

conclusion in Writing Task 1.
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Getting started

1.1 Look at this essay question and consider whether

you agree or disagree with the statement.

A lot of students find it difficult to write good essays.

There is little that you can do to make your essays

better or to make the job easier.

To what extent do you agree or disagree?

1.2 Replace the underlined words in the introductory sentences below with a suitable word from the box.

task less difficult struggle produce high-quality many improve

Test Tip

Before you start writing, read the question very carefully

and be sure to address all of the points raised. Use your

introduction to rephrase the question. Don’t repeat

words and phrases from the question.

It is true that a lot of students find it difficult to write good essays. I don’t agree that there is little you can do to

make your essays better or to make thejob easier

H .Linking words

2.1 These words and phrases can be used to link ideas together. Put the words and phrases into the correct

column according to their function. Use your notebook.

similarly

as a result

that is

alternatively

now

in other words
KM) Vocabulary note

indeed and consequently Because is a conjuction and is used

nonetheless while to illustrate this to give a reason: The car crashed

finally whereas firstly because the brakes didn’t work.

however in conclusion therefore Because of is a preposition and

although but because means as a result of: The hospital

secondly because of or closed because of a lack offunds.

despite not only ... but ... also... also

in addition furthermore on the other hand

such as to summarise for example

Sequencing

ideas

Adding

supporting

ideas

Introducing

a contrasting

idea

Giving

examples

Giving an

alternative

Giving an

explanation

Drawing a

conclusion

•ftrstUj
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Test Tip

Support your ideas with evidence and relevant

examples. Make sure that your ideas are well organised

and easy to follow by using the correct linking words.

2.2 Underline the correct linking words in the

following sentences.

1 It can be difficult to write an essay, because /

although there are several things you can do to make

the job easier.

2 There are several things you can do to make writing

easier. For example / However, it can be helpful to

make a rough plan of your ideas.

3 It can be helpful to practise writing within the time limit. You can time yourself with a clock and /or a stopwatch.

4 You will not be allowed to use equipment as a result /such as a dictionary during the test.

5 I think I did well in the test although /in spite of l did run out of time at the end.

6 I think that my vocabulary has improved because / as a result of reading this book.

2.3 Improve the essay by inserting the correct linking words and phrases. There may be more than one possible

answer.

however firstly in other words furthermore also such as

alternatively now nevertheless in addition because similarly

Vocabulary note

The following linking words and phrases must be

followed by a noun and cannot be followed by a clause:

because of, as a result of, in spite of, despite : I enjoyed

my holiday in spite of the bad weather. NOT m-spite-of-

the weather was bod.

If is fncie that many students struggle to produce high-quality essays. ( 1 ) I don’t agree that

there is little you can do to improve your essays or to make the task less difficult

(2) let us examine what an essay needs in order to be considered good’. To begin with, a good
essay must answer the question fully. (3) it must address each of the points raised in the essay

title.W if must present these points in an organised and logical way. A good writer will

(5)

avoid using the same words and phrases. This can be easily achieved by using techniques

(6)

paraphrasing. (7) you can use synonyms of words rather than repeating

the same ones. (3) all of the ideas presented in your essay must be relevant and supported by

examples.

(S) let us consider what students can do in order to improve their essay-writing skills. Clearly, a

good knowledge of the language is required to be able to write an essay that has few errors and communicates well.

(10) writing a good essay requires more than good language skills (11) people

often f'nd it difficult to write essays even in their own language. As with any skill the best way to learn is from our

mistakes. To learn how to ride a bike you need to get on one and fall off a few times. (12) students

can improve their essay writing through making and correcting mistakes and through constant pracfice.
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I Opinion words

We often use adverbs to show our opinion of an idea.

3.1 Match the adverbs in column A with the correct meaning in column B.

A

1 personally

2 unfortunati

3 clearly

B

A it is easy to understand

B it is easy to understand

c it is well deserved

D this is my own opinion

E I believe this is a sad thing

F I believe this is a good thing

G I believe this is a good thing

a obviously

5 justifiably

6 thankfully

7 fortunately

(8
Be careful with punctuation. You must use a comma after the following words

and phrases when they are used at the start of a sentence: In addition, Also,

For example, In conclusion, Finally, Flowever, Furthermore, Lastly, In my opinion,

Similarly, To summarise, Therefore, Unfortunately, To sum up, e.g. To sum up, in my

opinion taking a gap year is a very good idea. NOT To sum up in my opinion ..:

V J

3.2 Complete the sentences with adverbs from 3.1. Don’t forget the necessary punctuation.

1 , I think learning vocabulary is a good idea.

2 I remembered how to spell the word correctly on the day of the exam.

3 When I received my results I was proud.

A my friend didn’t study for the test so he didn’t do very well.

5 if you work hard then you will improve.

1 Finishing off and register

Use your conclusion to summarise your main points. When you have finished,

carefully edit your work and check your spelling.
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4.1 It is easy to make careless spelling mistakes if you are writing quickly. Read the following paragraph and

correct the spelling mistakes.

Recnet resaerch at an English uinervtisy sugegsts taht it deosn’t mttaer waht oredr the

olny impotarnt tihng is that the frist and Isat Itteers are in the rghit pclae. Eevn thuogh

mxied up, people dno’t hvae a prolbem raeding the wrods. Tihs is becuase we raed the

eevry Itteer by iteslf.

Test Tip

Slang = very informal, taboo = this word will offend people. The IELTS test is a formal

situation, so you should never use informal words, e.g. kids, guys. You should also

avoid using abbreviations: number NOT m?
, for example NOT

,
you and your

NOT WUR.

Itteers in a wrod are, the

the mddile Itteers mghit be

wrod as a wohle rahter tahn

4.2 Correct the mistakes with register and spelling that have been underlined in the conclusion. Which words do

you have to change because of register?

To sum op, even

1

through many ^
gugs think writing essays is

3

a bit difficult there
‘

fis stuff they can do to
5
imporve

6
there writing skills.

?

Personaly. 1
3
belive that if you

qwgnna get a good score in an exam situation

then you need to make sure that you 1Qaproach the essay question in a logical and organised way. Finally, you

need 1 !too leave enough time to check over your work 12
throughly at the end.

though

2

8

3 9

4 10

5 11

6 12
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GeneralTraining Writin
Vocabulary for Writing Tasks 1 and 2

Writing Task 1

1.1 Put the words into the correct column according to the

type of letter they might be used in. Use your notebook.

apologise applicant appreciate forgive

attend be considered excuse invitation

confirm dissatisfied interview would be

grateful help suggest delighted

propose sorry ask

unhappy wonder complain

Test Tip

General Training Writing Task 1 is always a letter.

You will be given a problem or a situation and you

have to write a letter in response to this. Don't copy

the words from the question paper - use your own

words. You must address all of the points raised and

make sure that your ideas are organised in a logical

way. When you have finished, check your spelling

and that you have written at least 150 words.

Remember to leave enough time for Task 2!

Acceptance Application Apology Complaint Enquiry Recommendation Thanks

would be

delighted

1.2 Use a word from the table in 1.1 to complete the sentences.

1 I am writing to for my behaviour last night. It was inexcusable.

2 I would like to about the treatment I received at your hotel.

3 I hope that you will me for behaving in this way.

4 I am very for the amount of time you have given up to help me.

5 Unfortunately, I will not be able to the party.

6 I am writing to for your help in finding a place to live.

1.3 Underline the correct preposition in each sentence. Sometimes no preposition is necessary.

1 I am sorry for /from the damage that I caused.

2 The manager told - / to me that there were no rooms available.

3 I was unhappy for/ with the way I was treated by your staff.

4 I would like to enquire about / for renting a car.

5 I would like to be considered in /for the position advertised.

6 I am available to attend -/ to an interview at any time.

7 I would like to explain -/of what happened.

8 Would you be able to help -/to me?

9 Thank you about/ for all of the help you have given me.

10 I am looking forward for /to seeing you soon.

Vocabulary note

Note that the phrasal verb to look

forward is always followed by to + ing : I

am looking forward to catching up with

you soon. In formal letters we use the

simple present tense rather than the

present continuous: I look forward to

hearing from you in the near future.
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1.4 Match the words in column A with the words in column B to

form some common phrases used at the end of letters.

A B

Thank you my CV

I would be faithfully

I look ^ in advance

I have enclosed sincerely

Best regards

Kind grateful if you could

Yours wishes

Yours forward to

1.5 What is the best way to begin and end a letter to these people?

1 a friend, or someone you know well and address by their first name

2 your employer

3 a person you have never met

4 a person you have met only briefly, but whose name you know

Writing Task 2

2.1 Look at the following essay question and decide whether you

agree or disagree with the statement in bold.

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.

Vocabulary note

Be careful with the spelling of the

following words: grateful, sincerely,

faithfully. Register is important when

writing a letter. Make sure the language

you use is not too informal if the letter

is a very formal one, or too formal if the

letter is to someone you know well.

Test Tip

Writing Task 2 is a discursive essay. You

will be given a topic to write about. You

should write a plan so that your ideas

are organised logically and coherently.

Try to use a wide variety of vocabulary

and don’t copy words from the question

paper. Try not to repeat the same words or

ideas. When you have finished, check your

spelling and make sure you have written

at least 250 words.

Write about the following topic.

A lot of people find it difficult to write letters and often avoid doing so altogether. Letter writing is a dying art.

Do you agree with this statement?

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples.

Write at least 250 words.

2.2 Replace the underlined words in the introductory sentences below with a suitable word or phrase from the

box.

writing letters gradually disappearing struggle produce

this skill many frequently completely

It is tncie that a lot of people find it difficult to write letters and often avoid doing so altogether I don’t agree that

letter writing is a dying art
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I Linking words3.1

These words and phrases can be used to link ideas together. Put the words and phrases into the correct

column according to their function. Use your notebook.

similarly in addition but first

as a result such as because of therefore

nonetheless that is not only ... but ... also... because

finally alternatively furthermore or

however and to summarise also

although while now on the other hand

secondly whereas in other words for example

despite in conclusion consequently

Sequencing

ideas

Adding

supporting

ideas

Introducing

a contrasting

idea

Giving

examples

Giving an

alternative

Giving an

explanation

Drawing a

conclusion

First

3.2

Underline the correct linking word in the following sentences.

1 It can be difficult to write an essay, because / although there are

several things you can do to make the job easier.

2 There are several things you can do to make writing easier.

For example/ However, it can be helpful to make a rough plan of

your ideas.

3 It can be helpful to practise writing within the time limit. You can time yourself witn a clock ana /or a stopwatch.

4 You will not be allowed to use equipment as a result /such as a dictionary during the test.

5 I think I did well in the test although / in spite of I did run out of time at the end.

6 I think that my vocabulary has improved because / as a result of reading this book.

m Vocabulary note

The following linking words and phrases

must be followed by a noun and not a

clause: because of, as a result of, in spite

of, despite : I enjoyed my holiday in spite

of the bad weather. NOT in spite of the

weather was bad.

3.3

Improve the essay by inserting the correct linking words and phrases. There may be more than one possible

answer.

however firstly furthermore such as nevertheless in addition consequently because

particularly because of as a result

If is froe that many people struggle to prodcice letters and often avoid writing letters completely.

(1) U.?.Y>($Y$r. /. I don't agree that this skill is gradually disappearing.

(2)

let as consider the reasons why people find it so difficult to write. To begin with, writing

letters is less frequent nowadays thanks to modern technology. These days we are much more likely to email someone
than write a letter (3) our business communications have become more informal than in the past

W a less formal style of writing is more acceptable. Other forms of modern communication (5)

text messaging have reduced our writing skills even further
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(6) I still feel that letter writing is an important skill to learn (7) there are

many parts of the world where it is very important to be formal This is (8) true if yon are

involved in international business. (9) globalisation, the business world is becoming more and more
international and it is not always possible to pick up the telephone to talk to people. (10) I believe

that letter writing will never die out completely. And. even though these letters may be written on computers rather

than by hand, we still need to learn and practise this skill.

BLopinion words

4.1 Match the adverbs in column A with the correct meaning in column B.

A B

1 personally A it is easy to understand

2 unfortunately n. B it is easy to understand

3 clearly 'v C it is well deserved

4 obviously — D this is my own opinion

5 justifiably E I believe this is a sad thing

6 thankfully F I believe this is a good thing

7 fortunately G I believe this is a good thing

mVocabulary note

We often use adverbs to show

our opinion of an idea.

4.2 Complete the sentences with adverbs from 4.1.

1 , I think learning vocabulary is a good idea.

2
, I remembered how to spell the word correctly on the day of the exam.

3 He worked very hard, so when he received his test results he was proud.

A my friend didn't study for the test so he didn’t do very well.

5 , if you work hard then you will improve.

I Finishing off and register

5 Correct the mistakes with register and spelling that

have been underlined in the conclusion. Which

words do you have to change because of register?

Test Tip

In formal essay writing you must use the correct

register. This means you should avoid using informal

words e.g. kids, guys . You should also avoid using

abbreviations and write out the words in full:

number NOT m-., for example NOT e$.

To sum up. even through many 2
guys think writing letters is

3
a bit difficult there

'

fis stuff they can do to
5
imporve 6

there

writing skills if they find it
7
to difficult

^
Personaly . I

q
belive that if you 10wanna make a good n

impresion in any situation,

then you need good 12
writting skills.

3 11

4 8 12
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its 21-25)

Choose the correct letter A, B, C or D.

1 John on the table and called for everyone’s attention.

A held B placed C put D stood

2 We have decided to a new industrial zone to encourage more businesses to move into the area.

A evolve B grow up C develop D exist

3 The word put rhymes with

A suit B cut C foot D blood

4 I never met our old school principal, but the new one seems very

A approachment B approachable C misapproach D unapproach

5 We don’t encourage social behaviour such as vandalism.

A anti- B dis C pre D un

6 The word organise is a of the word arrange .

A antonym B corpus C collocation D synonym

7 There are other books on this topic but Smith’s is thought to be the work.

A definite B definition C definitive D define

8 many elderly people struggle to meet their everyday living expenses.

A Now days B Nowday C Nowdays D Nowadays

9 You need to choose a new assignment topic - this one is not to the one you chose last term.

A dissimilar B insimilar C nonsimilar D unsimilar

10

There are several reasons this change in decision.

A by B for C of D why

n The lecturer our attention to a large screen at the back of the room.

A drew B pointed C gave D paid

12 This medicine should help, but if the problem come and see me again.

A ocurs B occurs C recurs D reccurs

13 It is likely that the government will back down and agree to the tax cuts.

A completely B fully C highly D totally

14 In 1990 the figures rose a previous high of 75% to a staggering 89%.
A by B from C in D with
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Test Five (Units 21-25)

15 The following year this figure noticeably from 72% to only 55%.

A drop B dropped C dropping D drops

16 There was a increase between 1989 and 2005.

A significant B significantly C slightly D steep

17 The bread baked in a hot oven and then put into bags ready for sale.

A has B is C were D can

18 We might be able to persuade more people to use the bus, but it is impossible to stop people

from driving cars altogether.

A absolutely B highly C very D a little

19 There were losses in the car industry last year the tourism industry boomed.

A in addition B because C similarly D while

20 We made a significant profit last year the losses made by our international office.

A although B despite C however D as a result

21 I think school holidays are too long, I do think that children need more breaks than adults.

A despite B in spite of C although D furthermore

22 , I believe that banning smokers from public places is a very good idea.

A Clearly B Fortunately C Justifiably D Personally

23 A study has shown that fewer children are taking up smoking.

A recnet B recent C rescent D resent

24 The female birds eat very little food the males.

A comparing to B compared to C comparing with D comparing

25 Generally speaking, have totally different interests from older people.

A kids B guys C youth D the young

26 I am writing to for the position of tour guide advertised in your newsletter.

A application B apply C invitation D invite

27 I would be if you could send me a brochure.

A greatful B gratefull C grateful D greatfull

28 I really must apologise the way that I behaved during my stay at the hotel.

A by B for C of D to

29 I like to accept your kind offer of a free meal in your restaurant.

A could B can C will D would

30 I am really looking forward you again soon.

A to seeing B to see C seeing D see
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1.2

Speaker Topic

(1-4)

Words that helped you Person/People

they would

talk to

B 1 academically, struggling

with an assignment

tutor

C 3 get a car (big) brother

D 2 violin, piano, cello,

popular bands, singers,

classical music

grandad

1.3

2

A 3 D 4 B

1.4

1 in common

2 bond / connection (bond is usually used to describe a

very close relationship between people)

3 establish / develop ... with

4 break down

5 between

6 conflict

2.2

1

nurture 2 accommodating 3 sibling 4 relate

5 adolescence 6 rewarding 7 interaction

2.3

1 True (Children who experience o rewarding friendship

before the birth ofa sibling are likely to have a better

relationship with that brother or sister that endures

throughout their childhood)

2 False {When early friendships are successful, young

children get the chance to master sophisticated social and

emotional skills, even more than they do with a parent.)

3 False {When parents relate to a child, they do a lot of

the work, figuring out what the child needs and then

accommodating those needs ... However, this is not usually

the case when two children are interacting. )

4 True {children who as preschoolers were able to coordinate

play with a friend, manage conflicts, and keep an

interaction positive in tone were most likely as teenagers to

avoid the negative sibling interaction that can sometimes

launch children on a path of anti-social behavior)

5 True {From birth, parents can nurture and help develop

these social competencies (or skills) by making eye contact

with their babies, offering toys and playing with them)

2.4

1 family 2 adopt 3 relationship {correlation is also

possible, but not relation) 4 relative

5 related 6 nurture 7 conflict 8 relation

3.1 and 3.2

immediate family, extended family, family gatherings,

sibling rivalry, stable upbringing, active role, family

resemblance, physical resemblance, striking resemblance*,

maternal instinct

* does not appear in the recording

3.3

1 close-knit 2 ties 3 alike 4 temperament

5 stubborn 6 inherited

Test practice

Listening Section 1

1 Alex/Alexandra

2 3/three

3 8 November / November 8 / 8.11 / 11.8

4 5/five

5 108 Park Road

6 grandmother

7 sleeping /falling asleep

8 dress / get dressed

9 Monday (and) Tuesday

10 4:00 / 4pm / four o’clock
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Answer key

unit 2

1.2

1 behaviour 2 gestures 3 Toddler 4 independent

5 climb 6 make-believe / imagination 7 outside world

8 immature 9 rapid 10 teeth / eyes 11 eyes /teeth

12 skills

1.3

1 acquired 2 imitating 3 unassisted / without support

4 spontaneously 5 mastered 6 stage, period

1.4

Verb Noun Adjective

develop development developed/developing

/ overdeveloped

grow growth fully-grown/o vergrown

mature/ reach

maturity

maturity mature

2.1

2 rate 3 peers 4 consequence 5 unparalleled

6 may / typically 7 abstract 8 concept

2.2

Childhood

crawling

immature

irresponsible

rebellious

throw a tantrum

unsteady

Parenthood

nurturing

overindulgent

overprotective

patient

tolerant

Test practice

General Training Writing Task 1

Model answer

Dear Sir or Madam

I am a student at Sheffield University and I recently saw an

advertisement for your course on improving memory. I am

a mature student as I began working when I finished high

school, then married and looked after my three children.

Having returned to studying after a break of ten years, I am

finding it quite difficult to remember important facts from

my course. I find that I have to concentrate very hard to

memorise even small amounts of information. I have tried

using acronyms to remind me of important facts, but I still

find it rather difficult. I have heard about visualisation and

association techniques, but I am not sure how to use these

effectively and I would be very interested in learning other

strategies.

I would be grateful if you could give me more detailed

information about the methods that you use on the course,

as well as the cost and dates of your courses. As 1 am a

full-time mother and a part-time student I do not have

a great deal of free time, so I hope you can offer flexible

hours.

I think I could benefit a great deal from your course and

look forward to your reply.

Yours faithfully

H_UmL3._

1.2

1 variety 2 nutrients 3 servings 4 maintain

5 overweight 6 factors 7 overeating 8 ingredients

2.3

1 period 2 growth 3 grew 4 gained 5 rate

6 significantly

3

2D3G4F5C6B7H8A
4.2

memory, reminisce, look back, remind, memorise, forget,

reminder

4.3

2 reminders memories 4 memory memorise

3 remember remind 5 remind remember

1.3

1 vital 2 dietitians 3 moderate 4 portions

5 skipping 6 curb 7 appetite 8 eliminate

9 allergy 10 trigger

2.1

1 muscle 2 fat 3 blood flow 4 carries blood

5 blocked 6 treatment 7 brain 8 cure

9 clear 10 risk

2.2

1 {any three) walking, jogging, running, swimming, cycling

2 B briskly C gradually D recommendation

E pace F overdoing G recover H alternate
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Answer key

3

Noun Verb Adjective

allergy allergic

benefit benefit beneficial

harm harm harmful

opp. = harmless

health healthy

opp. = unhealthy

infection infect

opp. = disinfect

infectious

nutrition nourish nutritious

obesity obese

prevention prevent preventable

recommendation recommend recommended

variety vary various / varied

4.1

0 d

bath, birth, breath, death,

growth, health, mouth (n),

teeth

bathe, breathe, mouth (v),

teethe, writhe

4.2

1 breath 2 teething; teeth 3 health 4 birth

5 writhing 6 breathe

5

2 variety of 3 vital 4 overweight 5 prevent

6 obesity 7 recommend 8 alternate

6 Model answer

1 I think in some ways we are less fit than 50 years ago

because obesity was less of a problem then. But we’re

also healthier in that we are more aware of the risks of

smoking. Although exercise has become more popular,

fewer children participate in sports than 50 years

ago because now they spend too much time playing

computer games, which weren’t around 50 years ago.

2 When I was young my mum cooked all of our meals and

she would spend a lot of time in the kitchen. Now that

I live by myself I find I’m too busy to cook or shop for

food, so I tend to eat too much junk food nowadays.

3 I hope that they will stop making food with so many

additives in and that fast food will become a lot

healthier. I also think there will be more variety in fast

food.

Test practice

Academic Reading

1 True (In prehistoric times, the physical changes in

response to stress were an essential adaptation for

meeting natural threats .)

2 True (If stress becomes persistent and low-level, however,

all parts of the body’s stress apparatus (the brain, heart,

lungs, vessels, and muscles) become chronically over- or

under-activated.)

3 Not given

4 False (Some evidence suggests that repeated release of

stress hormone disrupts normal levels ofserotonin , and

serotonin is ‘the nerve chemical that is critical for feelings

of well-being'. So stress reduces the level of serotonin.)

5 B (those (women) with moderate stress levels had the

lowest risk (of suicide). A and C are wrong because

there is no comparison made between men and women
in this study. D is wrong because we are told: a 2003

study found a higher risk for suicide in women reporting

both low and very high stress .

6 B (A and C are wrong because we are told: a 2002

study in Scotland found no greater risk for actual heart

disease or heart events even in men who reported higher

mental stress. B is correct because the text says: men

with high stress levels did tend to complain of chest pain

and to go to the hospital for it more often than those with

lower stress. D is incorrect because we are told the men

did tend to complain of chest pain )

7 C (Different stress factors may affect genders differently.)

8 B (the ways women cope with stress may be more heart-

protective)

9 B (marital stress - not work stress-was associated with

more severe heart disease in women)

10 C (However, there is some hope for sufferers in this area

as relaxation therapy has been found to reduce stress

levels and conseguently improve the guality ofsleep) The

text also tells us that a reduction in stress has not been

shown to help for both A and B.

11 A (Some studies have clearly associated job

dissatisfaction and depression to back pain,
although it

is still unclear if stress is a direct cause)

12 B (Stress can have varying effects on eating problems

and weight. Often stress is related to weight gain ...

In contrast, some people suffer a loss of appetite and

conseguently lose weight.)

13 A (Some research suggests that headache sufferers

may actually have some biological predisposition for

translating stress into muscle contractions.)
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Answer key

1.2

1

realist 2 risk-taker 3 pessimist 4 optimist

1.3

Speaker 1 work hard for a living; achieve something in life;

life has its ups and downs

Speaker 2 live life on the edge; feel alive; your quality of life

Speaker 3 have a negative attitude; life is full of

disappointments

Speaker 4 have a positive outlook on life; live life to the full;

lead a happy life

2

1 lifetime (one word) 2 living 3 life 4 life

5 living 6 lifelong (one word) 7 living 8 living

3.1

1 True {Probably no one would consider acting to have the

same characteristics as roller-skating or playing baseball,

but men and women who act as a hobby report feeling an

intense sense of belonging to a group, much the same way

others do in playing sports ) strong = intense
;
feeling =

sense

2 False {And activities providing the strongest sense of

competition are not sports , but card, arcade and computer

games, he found.) taking part in = participating in
;
desire

to win = sense of competition

3 True {coin collecting ... fulfil their need for ‘creativity ’)

satisfies people’s desire = fulfil their need-, making things

= creativity

4 False {but nobody explains why skiing really appeals to

people.) attracts = appeals to

5 True {Fishing, generally considered more of an outdoor

recreational activity, for example, is a form of self-

expression like quilting or stamp collecting, because if

gives people the opportunity to express some aspect of

their personality) the type of person you are = your

personality

3.2

1 personal fulfilment 2 insight 3 aspect 4 leisure

activity, hobby, recreational activity 5 daily routine

4.1

make a decision, make a change, make a choice, meet

a need, miss a chance, miss an opportunity, play a role,

put pressure (on), set a goal, take a chance, take an

opportunity

4.2

Everyday life today is much more complicated than in the

past. Even in our leisure time we have to fake make so

many choices about what to do or even what to watch on

TV. We are often spoilt for choice and this can leave us

feeling confused and dissatisfied. We all know that it is

important to get achieve a balance between work and play,

but many of us do not succeed. Instead, we make put extra

pressure fee on ourselves by trying to be as successful in

our work life as in our personal life.

Life in the past was much simpler as many people worked

to get meet their basic needs. Today, for many of us, our

job is not just a way of making a ttfe living. For many, work

ie plays an important role in our everyday life and gives

us a strong sense of personal fulfilment. What is more, we
have become much more materialistic. Many people get set

themselves goals such as buying a new house or car and

so we measure our success by the material things we own.

Desiring these luxuries is what motivates us to work much

harder than in the past, so in many ways we choice choose

this way of life.

We have worked hard to improve our standard of living,

but it may have come at a very high price. We need to

take make some changes in our priorities so that family

occasions are as important as business meetings. We
should also m-ake take every possible opportunity to relax

and enjoy our leisure time. Once you have given made the

decision to do this, you should find that your quality of life

also improves. My ultimate aim is to have a happy family

life. If I get achieve this goal then I know I will not regret

any chances I have lost missed to stay longer at the office.

Test practice

Listening Section 2

1 hobby 2 car 3 kitchen 4 presents / gifts

5 elderly 6 projects 7 Internet 8 library

9 active /busy 10 12 /twelve
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Answer key

M Unit 5

1.2

1

overcome 2 study 3 concentrate / study

4 organise 5 taking / studying 6 learn 7 doing

8 revise 9 review 10 taught

1.3

1 studious 2 distractions 3 background noise

4 project, assignment 5 revise 6 curriculum

7 review 8 struggle

1.4

2 find out 3 know 4 learned 5 know 6 study

7 learn how 8 learn from

2.1

Other possible answers are in italics.

1 kindergarten / nursery

2 primary / elementary

3 junior

4 grade

5 senior

6 scholarship j grant

7 high / secondary (high school = US and Australia,

secondary school = UK)

8 private /public (UK)

9 single-sex

10 mixed

2.2

Subject Person Adjective

architecture architect architectural

archaeology archaeologist archaeological

biology biologist biological

economics economist economic

/economical is

related to saving

money or fuel)

geology geologist geological

geography geographer geographical

journalism journalist journalistic

languages linguist linguistic

law lawyer legal

mathematics/

maths

mathematician mathematical

science scientist scientific

2.3

2 architectural 3 linguist 4 economic 5 journalism

6 geography

3.1

1 topic 2 thesis 3 (current) literature 4 knowledge

5 relevant 6 limits /scope 7 controversies

8 financial resources 9 funding / a grant 10 tutor

3.2

dissertation = thesis, is easier = more straightforward, wide

= broad, field ofstudy = area of specialisation / research

area, establish = ascertain, consider = ask yourself, think

about = take into account, results = findings

4
assignment, consideration, concentrate, controversy (UK)

or controversy (US), conduct, distraction, dissertation,

economist, educational, educated, research (n), thesis,

theory, theoretical

Test practice

General Training Reading Section 2

IB 2 C 3 E

4 education authority

5 case manager

6 research area

7 18 months

8 academic institution

Test One
(Unit numbers in brackets show the unit where the vocabulary

tested can be found.)

1 B (Unit 1) 11 C (Unit 2) 21 C (Unit 4)

2 B (Unit 1) 12 A (Unit 2) 22 A (Unit 4)

3 D (Unit 1) 13 B (Unit 3) 23 C (Unit 4)

4 A (Unit 1) 14 A (Unit 3) 24 D (Unit 4)

5 B (Unit 1) 15 D (Unit 3) 25 B (Unit 5)

6 B (Unit 1) 16 B (Unit 3) 26 A (Unit 5)

7 A (Unit 2) 17 A (Unit 3) 27 D (Unit 5)

8 C (Unit 2) 18 B (Unit 3) 28 B (Unit 5)

9 D (Unit 2) 19 D (Unit 4) 29 D (Unit 5)

10 A (Unit 2) 20 B (Unit 4) 30 C (Unit 5)

ilnit 6

1.2

A (at the beginning), F, G
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Answer key

1.3

1

translate 2 accuracy 3 language barrier

4 native speaker 5 fluency 6 function

2.1

1 You can say that again! (= I totally agree with you)

2 having said that (= despite this)

3 There is something to be said for (= It has some

advantages)

4 to say the least (= it is in fact even more important than

I have just said)

5 When all is said and done (= After everythng else;

remember this)

6 Needless to say (= This is to be totally expected)

7 That is to say (= In other words)

8 have a say (= be involved in making a decision)

2.2

1 talks shows / tells

2 speaking saying

3 tell abou-t talk about / tell you about

4 talk speak

5 said- spoken

6 says shows

2.3

1 recall (= remember)

2 express (= say)

3 stutter (= speak with difficulty, pausing at the start of a

word or repeating the beginning )

4 conjecture (= a guess not based on any proof)

5 demonstrate (= show how something works)

6 state (= say)

7 gesture (= using your hands to help you communicate an

idea)

8 contradict (= state the opposite)

3.2

2 False - it was spontaneous .

3 True - it became more sophisticated .

4 False (they did not develop a way of distinguishing left

from right)

5 True (must have some inherent tendency to link gestures to

meaning)

4.2

Other possible answers are in italics.

1 accuracy I grammar 6 explain

2 fluent 7 follow / understand / comprehend

3 speak / 7o//< 8 first / native

4 native 9 pronunciation

5 speak 10 pronounce

Test practice

Academic Reading

1 C (Pinpointing the origin oflanguage might seem like idle

speculation)

2 D (F0XP2 ... may be about 200,000 years old)

3 B [How could our speechless Homo sapiens ancestors

colonise the ancient world, spreading from Africa to Asia,

and perhaps making a short sea crossing to Indonesia,

without language?)

4 A (Nevertheless , the complexity ofhuman expression may

have started off as simple stages in animal 'thinking
1

or

problem solving. For example, number processing (how

many lions are we up against?)

5 A tApes are reliant on grooming to stick together, and

that basically constrains their social complexity to

groups of50.

6 B (Davidson and Noble, who reject Dunbar’s gossip

theory, suggest that there was a significant increase in

brain size from about 400,000 years ago,)

7 D ( Giselle Bastion ... argues that gossip has acguired a

bad name)

8 B ( William Noble and lain Davidson ... conclude that

language is a feature of anatomically modern humans,

and an essential precursor of the earliest symbolic

pictures in rock art, ritual burial, major sea-crossings,

structured shelters and hearths - all dating, they argue,

to the last 100,000 years)

9 A (Marc Hauser ... In other words, we can potentially track

language by looking at the behaviour ofother animals)

10 C (Dunbar notes that just as grooming releases opiates

that create a feeling of wellbeing in monkeys and apes,

so do the smiles and laughter associated with human

banter.)

11 B ( William Noble and lain Davidson ... look for the

origin of language in early symbolic behaviour and the

evolutionary selection in fine motor control. For example,

throwing and making stone tools could have developed

into simple gestures like pointing that eventually entailed

a sense of self-awareness. They argue that language is

a form ofsymbolic communication that has its roots in

behavioural evolution.

)

12 E (Dean Falk ... suggests that, before the first smattering

of language there was motherese, that musical gurgling

between a mother and her baby)

13 C (Robin Dunbar ... believes they were probably talking

about each other, in other words - gossiping. )
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Answer key

14 C (Dunbar argues that gossip provides the social glue

permitting humans to live in cohesive groups up to the

size ofabout 150)

M Unit 7

1.2

Speaker Type of

place

Words that helped you decide

1 rural guaint, village, countryside,scenic,

peaceful, fresh air, sleepy, local

produce

2 coastal beach, sand, water, crystal clear,

sea, surf, water sports, snorkelling,

scuba diving, deep-sea fishing

3 urban skyscrapers, shopping malls,

cosmopolitan, traffic jams, public

transport, sports stadium, polluted

4 mountainous above sea level, overlook, valley,

picturesgue, crisp air, steep,

breathtaking

1.3

A3 B 4 Cl D 2

1.4

1

trends 2 of, of 3 peaked 4 travelling, reached

5 low 6 lows /troughs 7 peaks, troughs 8 at

2.1

Thanks to modern transport people can now tourney travel

a lot more easily than in the past. However, modern-day

Trip travel also has its problems: airports can be very

crowded and there are often long queues of people waiting

to collect their lu-

gg
-ages luggage / suitcases. One way to

make this job easier is to tie a colourful ribbon around

each of your luggage suitcases / pieces of luggage so they

are easier to spot on the conveyor belt. If you are going

away on a short journey trip of only a few days then you

may be able to limit yourself to hand luggage and save

even more time. For longer Travels, journeys / trips, make

sure you take plenty of snacks and drinks, especially if you

are Trip travelling with small children.

2.3

1 transport 2 remote 3 effect 4 tourists 5 affects

6 tourism 7 trend 8 eco-tourism

Model answer

Travellers should always treat the places they visit, as well

as the local inhabitants, with respect. If people behave

in a responsible way whether they are at home or abroad,

then the benefits of increased tourism should far outweigh

the negatives.

3

3i (as in bird,) oo (as in pure,) \ (as in cup)
,

journey tourism country

urban tourist double

journal enough

rough

trouble

southern

au (as in co\n) d (as in not,) o: (as in ball,)

boundary cough bought

doubt trough course

drought

south

nought

Test practice

General Training Reading Section 1

1 E (There are beautiful beaches, coastal villages, unspoilt

coves and bays, clear turguoise waters, breathtaking

scenery, mountains)

2 D (whale watching)

3 C (We can provide top-guality chalets, hotels or

apartments.)

4 A (Our holidays are ideal for young people travelling by

themselves)

5 C (skiing and snowboarding are just some of the many
activities on offer)

6 E ( There is plenty to see and do and families are

particularly well-catered for.)

7 A (budget accommodation, we're sure you will not find

better value elsewhere)

8 B (our five-star hotel)

2.2

1 itinerary 2 in advance 3 access 4 peak

5 essential 6 identification 7 fluctuate

8 destination
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Answer key

Unit 8

1.2

1C 2 B 3 A

1.3

1 lose (all) track of time

2 save time

3 spend time

4 time-consuming

5 took so long (not so-
long -

ti-me )

6 the right time ... on time

7 in time

8 take my time

1.4

1

after 2 before 3 before 4 before

5 (one) after (another) 6 before 7 before

8 (very soon) after

2.1

1 8000BC (see timeline)

2 radiocarbon dating {Exact dotes are not possible, since

dates are inferred from minute changes in physical

measurements, such as the radiocarbon dating method.)

3 (in the) 1960s {In the 1960s a carpark was built over

these.)

4 hunter-gatherers {the hunter-gatherers that erected the

postholes)

5 because it has eroded {Many visitors to Stonehenge fail

to notice the ‘henge’ since the ditch and bank have been

greatly eroded over the passing millennia.)

2.2

1

period 2 ancient 3 spanned 4 prehistoric

5 chronologically 6 phase 7 eroded 8 millennia

9 excavation 10 era 11 predate

2.3

1 chronological 2 the Middle Ages 3 ancient

4 era 5 age 6 consecutive

Test practice

Listening Section 4

1 5000 BC

2 worms

3 historical evidence

4 ancient Egypt

5 olive oil / onions

6 onions / olive oil

7 historian

8 extract

9 Middle Ages

10 modern

B Unit Q

1.1

Possible answers:

A elephant, giraffe, lion, hippopotamus, ostrich, rhinoceros

B carnation, daisy, lily, rose tulip

C apple, banana, grape, grapefruit, mango, melon, orange,

pear, pineapple

D emu, echidna, dingo, kangaroo, koala, platypus

E gum, maple, oak, pine, palm

F aubergine or eggplant, broccoli, courgette or zucchini,

carrot, cauliflower, pea, pumpkin, potato

1.2

Animals Plants

coat, claw, beak, fauna, fur,

feathers, hide, horn, paw,

predator, scales, trunk

branch, flora, petal, root,

thorn, twig, trunk, vegetation

A trunk can be part of a tree or on an elephant. Coat,

feathers, fur, hide and scales are all associated with the skin

or covering of animals.

1.3

2

animal 3 human 4 nature 5 animal 6 natural

7 natural 8 human

3.2

1 aost
-alg-

i
-a nostalgic

;
look-backwards look back

;

2 tbe modern time the modern age / modern times ; history

historical

3 stage period
;
go-bae-k -in -times go back in time

;
period

age

1.4

1 semi-arid 2 vegetation 3 burrows/dens 4 den

5,6,7 insects/spiders/snails (in any order) 8 roots
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Answer key

2.1

2 soil (the others are verbs)

3 crop (the others are single plants)

4 chemical (the others mean without chemicals)

5 arid (the others are all wet climates)

6 tropical (the others are all dry climates)

7 introduced (the others all refer to things that naturally

belong to an area)

2.2

1 True (pesticides = chemicals to kill pests)

2 True (paddocks = fields)

3 True {eradicated = killed off)

4 False (native is the opposite of introduced)

5 False ( very successful is the opposite of catastrophic

)

2.3

1

vulnerable 2 repercussions 3 become resistant

4 endangered 5 extinct 6 genetically modified

7 disastrous 8 ecological balance

2.4

Noun Adjective Adverb Verb

agriculture agricultural agriculturally

ecology ecological ecologically

evolution evolutionary evolve

extinction extinct become extinct

nature natural naturally

genetics /

genes

genetic genetically

3

I crops 2 genetically modified 3 eradicate

4 agriculture 5 insects 6 pesticides 7 soil

8

vegetation 9 habitat 10 become resistant to

II ecological balance 12 endangered

4
adapt agriculture catastrophe chemical

climate disastrous endangered genetically

human natural vulnerable

Test practice

Academic Reading

1 B (Such questions are not just academic ... it helps to

know which mammals are related so that you can make

accurate inferences about one mammal from another

mammal’s development, ’)

2 C {The 14 known species are native to Africa and parts

ofAsia as well as Europe. Some hibernate through cold

winters in the north . Others tolerate desert heat near the

equator. Some live in urban areas , adapting well to living

in close proximity to humans. Others live in areas that

rank among the most remote places on the planet.

3 F (Any perceived threat can make them roll up, including

the approach of a biologist
, so researchers have invented

a new measurement for the animals: ball length. )

4 E ( Veterinarians trying to understand gum disease in

domesticated hedgehogs have concluded that the varied

diet of wild hedgehogs gives them more than nutrition

- the hard bodies of insects also scrape the hedgehogs’

teeth clean.)

5 A (.Part of the attraction is that many people simply love

hedgehogs
, particularly in Britain, ... But part of the

attraction is also rooted in science. Studies have helped

make clear that hedgehogs are good for gardens... ).

6 B (Recent scientific studies about hedgehogs have helped

explain mysteries as varied as why hedgehogs apply

saliva to their entire bodies, how they have survived on

the planet for 30 million years, why they chew toxic toad

skins and what secrets they may hold about evolution.)

7 D (Hedgehogs spend much of their time alone, but Reeve

says it would be a mistake to think of them as solitary.

‘Hedgehogs do approach each other and can detect the

presence of others by their scent,’ he says. ‘It is true that

they usually do not interact at close quarters, but that

does not mean they are unaware of their neighbours.

They may occasionally scrap over food items and rival

males attracted to a female may also have aggressive

interactions.)

8 C (For one thing, scientists think they haven’t even

discovered all the hedgehog species. ‘We know of at least

14 )’

9 D (hedgehogs meet primarily to mate, producing litters of

four or five hoglets as often as twice yearly)

10 B ( volunteers pricked themselves with quills from

hedgehogs that had coated themselves after chewing on

venomous toad skins. The volunteers found those guills

much more irritating and painful than clean ones.

11 B (there is no mention of this in the text)

12 B (In some places today, scientists are coming to the

same conclusions ... hedgehogs were introduced to the

Hebrides Islands... Wildlife researchers have watched the

hedgehogs reduce the numbers of rare ground-nesting

wading birds by feasting on their eggs )

13 D (Britain’s conservationists who have countered with

strategies to relocate the animals.)
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unit 10

1.2

1

commercial 2 astronauts 3 launch 4 simulator

5 atmosphere 6 weightlessness 7 explorers 8 outer

1.3

1

a reality 2 undergo 3 gravity 4 acclimatise

5 propel 6 in excess of 7 float 8 re-entry

1.4

1 exploration 2 atmospheric 3 gravitational

4 underwent 5 simulates

2.1

1 Earth 2 oceans 3 cloud 4 thunderstorms 5 Pluto

6 solar system 7 rings /moons 8 moons /rings

2.2

1 rotates 2 surface 3 atmosphere 4 sustain

5 shuttle 6 composition

2.3

Noun Adjective

atmosphere atmospheric

cosmos cosmic

galaxy galactic

gravity gravitational

horizon horizontal

moon lunar

meteor meteoric

sun solar

star stellar

Earth terrestrial

universe universal

2.4

1 horizon 2 galaxy 3 meteor 4 lunar 5 universe

6 horizontal 7 universal 8 Solar

3

1 False (unmanned)

2 False (inevitable)

3 True (uninhabited)

4
1 planet 2 universe 3 solar system 4 space

5 land 6 satellites 7 debris 8 float

9 space station 10 outer

5

atmosphere commercial explorer exploration

galaxy horizon horizontal outer

satellite solar system sustain universal

Test practice

Listening Section 3

1 B (but there ore some important things that space

exploration can teach us, you know, especially about the

history of our own planet and its atmosphere)

2 C (Robots just can’t react to situations independently the

way that humans do. They still need us to tell them what

to do)

3 B (o lot of the space technology nowadays is actually

based on the technology they used in the 1970s)

4 A [the real problem is simply how far away it is.)

5 A (John: hundreds and thousands ofyears ago the

ancient civilizations that built the pyramids or that

began building enormous cathedrals must have started

the project never expecting to see it finished. I think we

should take the same approach

Susan: That’s an interesting point, though I’m still not

convinced)

6 A (Susan: Surely you don’t foresee a time when humans

live on Mars, that’s just science fiction,

John: / think there is a distinct possibility that humans

will live there)

7 C (Susan: Even the dirt on the ground could kill us ...

John: Yes, I agree with you there)

8 C (Susan: I suppose the ground does also contain a lot of

resources, so getting metals wouldn’t be a problem.

John: That’s right, a lot of building materials could be

found there)

9 B (Susan: / don’t think there will ever be a way to shield

us totally from cosmic radiation. Even inside a spaceship.

John: I can’t agree with you there)

10 C (John: But you have to accept that it is within the

realms ofpossibility that one day there will be a Martian

space station.

Susan: Well, I have every faith in science and Mars does

seem to be the next frontier. So yes, I imagine we will

eventually send a space mission there)
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Test Two
(Unit numbers in brockets show the unit where the vocabulary

tested can be found.)

1 D (Unit 6) 11 C (Unit 7) 21 B (Unit 9)

2 A (Unit 6) 12 A (Unit 7) 22 D (Unit 9)

3 C (Unit 6) 13 B (Unit 8) 23 C (Unit 9)

A B (Unit 6) 14 B (Unit 8) 24 C (Unit 9)

5 C (Unit 6) 15 D (Unit 8) 25 A (Unit 10)

6 D (Unit 6) 16 A (Unit 8) 26 C (Unit 10)

7 D (Unit 7) 17 D (Unit 8) 27 D (Unit 10)

8 C (Unit 7) 18 B (Unit 8) 28 A (Unit 10)

9 A (Unit 7) 19 A (Unit 9) 29 D (Unit 10)

10 B (Unit 7) 20 C (Unit 9) 30 D (Unit 10)

Unit ill

1.2

1 a traditional brick house

2 a lovely high-rise apartment

3 small country cottage

C

1 no, it is conventional, typical

2 the living room (it is light and airy)

3 curved

3.2

2 True (hoisted = lifted, hauling = pulling)

3 False (they used platforms)

4 False (for storage)

5 False (they were made of steel)

6 False (they were in the lift shaft)

7 True (loss of tension = slack, trigger = activate,

device = contraption)

8 False {frame = support structure, it was internal)

9 True (construction method = building technique,

skyscrapers = very tall buildings)

10

True (landmarks = tall or distinctive features or

buildings that help to locate where you are)

3.3

2D3A4H5G6E7B8C
2.1

Type of

building

Material(s)

used

Favourite

feature

Adjectives used

to describe it

A (A) single-

storey

(cottage)

timber and

stone

ceilings traditional,

ornate, cosy

B (A) high-

rise (flat)

glass,

concrete

and steel

balcony ultra-modern,

state-of-the art,

functional,

cramped

C (A) two-

storey

(house)

brick staircase conventional,

typical, spacious,

light, airy

2.2

A

1 the local quarry

2 (they are decorated with) pretty details

3 small (cosy)

B

1 new (state-of-the-art

)

2 it has a space to suit every purpose

3 small {cramped)

4 no (his building towers over everything else)

3.4

1 renovated 2 condemned 3 devised 4 maintain

3.5

Noun /person Verb Adjective or

past participle

building / builder build built

construction / construction

worker

construct constructed

design /designer design designed

engineering/ engineer engineer engineered

innovation/ innovator innovate innovative

invention / inventor invent inventive

occupancy/ occupant occupy occupied

structure structure structured

3.6

1 inventive

2 design

3 innovative

4 built

5 construction

6 engineering

7 constructed

8 occupied

9 structure
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4
lz 2 z 3s 4 z 5 z 6z 7s 8s

9

s 10 z

Test practice

Academic Reading

1 vi (This section talks about two previous ideas of the

future house which were not popular as well as the idea

that eventually became popular)

2 v (This section refers to the fact that the kitchen was

the centre of the ‘home of tomorrow’ and would be full

of the technology oftomorrow that would ‘automate

’

their lives and automation became a synonym for reduced

domestic labor)

3 ii (This section refers to appliances that help men to

help with the housework)

4 vii ( now the trend was to look backwards for the future,

back to a proud pioneer heritage. In stark contrast to the

1950s ,

(

old-fashioned ’
is no longer used in a pejorative

way; it is seen as a cherished value.)

5 iv (Bathroom spas and gyms, computerized kitchens, wide

screen entertainment, even home discothegues are all

on the way ... The line between work and leisure became

blurred in the 1980s. Forget about not being able to fit

exercise into a hectic workday, in 1982, you can work and

work out simultaneously.)

NB For questions 6 - 13, don’t confuse the letters used in

the box of options with the letters used for the different

paragraphs in the text

6 D {Over the 1970s, North America experienced a certain

erosion of trust in science and technology)

7 A {In the 1920s ... mass-produced, prefabricated house

8 E {By the 1980s ... significantly more women were working

outside of the home,)

9 C {in February 1950 ... they also predicted that the

housewife of the future would clean her house by simply

turning the hose on everything. Furnishings, rugs,

draperies and unscratchable floors would all be made of

synthetic fabric or waterproofplastic)

10 D {We also see the influence of the Green movement

such as in the deployment of technology for solar-heated

homes. The energy crisis was making itselffelt)

11 C {The overriding message of the 1950s vision of the

house of the future is that one can access the wonders of

the future through the purchase of domestic technology

today. ... by focusing on improving technology ... the

future becomes strictly a matter of things, their invention,

improvement, and acquisition )

12 C {Housewives in 50 years may wash dirty dishes-right

down the drain! Cheap plastic would melt in hot water.)

13

A {The term 'home of tomorrow’ first came into usage in

the 1920s to describe the ‘ideal house for future living’)

HjUniL12

1.2 and 1.3 (The words for 1.3 are in brackets.)

2 B (user-friendly) 5 C (the latest)

3 A (standard, telephone keypad) 6 C (download)

4 A (displays, automatically)

1.5

A hairdryer B word processor C blender

D calculators E dishwasher

Processor and calculator end in or.

2.1

1 Yes { To some extent they were right, especially when it

comes to children and cyber addiction.)

2 No {Alvin Toffler envisaged a society awash with
‘
free

time’. The author noted that time at work had been cut in

halfsince the turn of the previous century and wrongly

speculated that it would be cut in halfagain by 2000.)

3 No {our gadget-filled homes are a tribute to the various

visions of the future.)

4 Yes ( The domestic robot never quite happened ... they may
as well be redundant.)

5 No {The car of course has failed to live up to our

expectations.)

6 Yes {The introduction of the telephone last century

changed our world, but today’s mobile phones and the

virtual world of the Internet have revolutionised it.)
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2.2

1

speculated 2 device, gadget 3 prototype 4 virtual

5 cutting-edge 6 surpassed 7 digital 8 monitor

9 cyber

2.3

1 wireless connection 2 remote control

3

labour-saving 4 cyberspace 5 automatic pilot

6 silicon chip

2.4

1 advanced / high / modern / state-of -the-art / cutting-

edge / leading-edge

2 gadgets / appliances / devices

3 to

4 connection

5 programs

6 use

7 technological / digital / computer

8 latest

9 computerisation

10 by

M Unit H
1.1

2

Nike = US Sony = Japan Coco-Colo = US tevis = US

l/ersoce = Italy Gi/cc/ = Italy Adidos = UK

1.2

1 B (At this rate our culture will disappear altogether and

well all end up eating the same bland food!)

2 A (a lot ofpeople are worried about globalisation and the

impact it could have on the local people. But actually I’m

beginning to think it works the other way around)

3 A (and globally pizzas are actually more popular than

burgers)

4 A (globalisation could mean that we end up living a more

interesting and multicultural life)

5 B (the soft drinks market is totally dominated by just one or

two big companies. )

6 A (Without globalisation international companies just

wouldn ’t merge like that)

7 B ( They want to see something exotic, not the same icons

they see all around them at home!)

8 A (I doubt local people feel they are losing their national

identity just because a fast food outlet has opened up.)

9

A (And anyway, the nice thing about it is that in many

places, these chains have to change the food they sell to

suit the local culture. So there is a lot ofgive and take

going on and you still get cultural diversity to some

extent.)

10

B (I guess no one big multinational has a monopoly over

the fashion market either, does it?)

1.3

2 local

3 globally

4 multicultural

5 multinationals, is dominated by

6 merge

7 exotic ... icons

8 national identity

9 cultural diversity

10 have a monopoly over

1.4

Noun Adjective

culture cultural

ethnicity ethnic

globalisation global

modernisation modern

multiculturalism multicultural

nation national

urbanisation urban

2.1

2 Yes (There have been many projections about the

future which, with the benefit of hindsight, seem rather

ridiculous.)

3 No (... many people today are more sceptical about recent

predictions ...)

4 Yes (One of the few areas in which long-term trends can be

clearly seen is in demographic statistics. )

5 Yes (Some societies have birth rates that are already

locking their populations into absolute decline. )

6 No (an increasing proportion will be moving into old age)

1 Yes (into old age, when they are less productive. )

8 Yes (pick the trends that are likely to be prolonged, but to

also factor in human influence .)

2.2

2 look back and understand = with the benefit of hindsight

3 firmly believe in (opp) are sceptical about
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4 population = demographics
; figures = statistics

5 countries = societies ; toto/ = absolute

6 percentage = proportion ; dwindle (opp) increase

7 wor/r /ess = ore /ess productive

8 take into account = factor in ; the effect = influence

2.3

The graph displays shows the actual population of Australia

in 2002 and the projected figures ef for 2101. The pen

eent percentage of people aged 15-24 is predicted to

fall significantly during this period, while there will be

an increase e/ in the percentage of people aged 55-64.

In 2002, just under 15 percentage % / per cent of the

population was aged between 15 and 24, while in 2101 this

is predicted to drop m to approximately 10 per cent.

2.4

1

trends 2 population 3 compounded 4 ageing

5 challenges 6 present 7 elderly 8 factors

9 rates 10 migrating 11 declining 12 implications

3.1

A = icon, global, local, culture

B = national, sceptical

C = international, multicultural, multinational

D = domestic, projection

E = globalisation, modernisation

F = isolation, implication, population

Test practice

Academic Writing Task 1

Model answer

The chart shows the average GDP growth per decade for

three different types of countries over a period of 40

years. In the 1960s the figures for the wealthy countries

were by far the highest at close to five per cent per annum.

This figure is double that of the non-global countries and

three times that of the countries operating on a global

level. However, by the 1970s this trend had changed

considerably; the globalises doubled their annual GDP

over this period and there was also an increase in the GDP

of the non-global countries, while the wealthy countries

fell to three per cent per year. In the 1980s and 90s, as

technology made globalisation even easier, the downward

trend for the wealthy countries continued falling to a low

of two per cent at the end of this period. For the countries

who resisted using a global approach to business, the GDP

fell sharply to just under one per cent in the 1980s and

rose only slightly in the 1990s to 1.5 per cent. On the other

hand, for the countries that embraced globalisation, the

GDP figures rose significantly throughout this time, and by

the 1990s had more than matched the GDP figures for the

wealthy countries of the 1960s. [211 words]

U Unit 14

1.1

Too much / too little can be use with uncountable nouns:

traffic, time, money, space, work, rubbish.

Too many I too few can be used with countable nouns: people.

1.2

They talk about work and traffic and to a limted extent,

time.

1.3

face deal with cause tackle address raise

resolve present identify

1.4

1 facing

2 address them / resolve / deal with / tackle {face up to is

also possible)

3 caused

4 raised / addressed / tackled

5 resolve

6 presented {posed is also possible)

1.5

find a solution, overcome a difficulty, solve or resolve a

problem, remedy a situation, resolve an issue or problem,

reach or find a compromise

1.6

2 fesetve find a solution

3 seWe overcome this difficulty

4 solu-tofl solved / resolved the problems, found a solution

to the problems

5 setve reach / find a compromise

1.7

1 benefit (= advantage) 2 setback (= problem)

3 enhance (= improve) 4 aggravate (= make worse)

5 linger (= stay a long time)

1.8

double-edged long-sighted long-term short- sighted

short-term one-sided

1 long-term, 2 short-term 3 one-sided

4 short-sighted 5 double-edged
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2.1

1

booming / enormous / staggering 2 staggering

3 enormous 4 basic 5 adequate / decent

6 decent / basic / adequate 7 pressing / enormous /

catastrophic 8 catastrophic

2.2

1

inhabitants 2 developing nations 3 urbanisation

4 overpopulation 5 infrastructure 6 slums

2.3

Noun Verb Adjective

competition compete competitive

exclusion exclude excluded

inclusion include included

isolation isolate isolated

poverty poor

responsibility take/accept responsibility responsible

tolerance tolerate tolerant

3.2

1 competing; poverty; isolated

2 tolerant; include; exclude

3 take responsibility; responsible; poor

4
d sound: accepted, crowded, excluded, included, isolated,

resolved, solved

t sound: developed, overpriced, overworked, stressed

Test practice

Academic Reading

1 clothing / clothes / apparel

2 building materials

3 metal

4 paper

5 (raw) materials

6 the poor

7 industrialisation

8 private contractors

9 dust-yard(s)

10

& 11 dust / cinders (in any order)

12 fuel

13 sea

14 C (A is wrong because we are told:
‘

under all

circumstances dust-sorting is dirty and disagreeable

work' . B is wrong because we are told: The workers also

received marginal reward for their efforts. D is wrong

because we are told: The 1875 Public Health Act had

given local authorities a legal responsibility to remove

and dispose ofdomestic waste. C is correct because: the

last years of the century saw a solution to the apparently

insoluble problem of what to do with the refuse of

Britains cities...: the incinerator.)

1.2

Statement 1: Speaker A, useful Speaker B, useless

Statement 2: Speaker A, impossible Speaker B, possible

Statement 3: Speaker A, unlikely Speaker B, likely

1.3

useful useless possible impossible likely unlikely

beneficial pointless conceivable unattainable liable improbable

worthwhile futile feasible impracticable probable questionable

advantageous fruitless viable unfeasible doubtful

achievable

2.1

1 ecosystems 2 environmental 3 emissions 4 acid

5 greenhouse 6 exhaust 7 drought 8 biodiversity

9 contaminated 10 deforestation 11 erosion

12 fertilizers 13 waste

2.2

2 vital 3 unprecedented 4 devastating 5 insoluble

6 immune 7 pervasive 8 inexorably, inevitably

9 chronic 10 taxing

4.1

1 (being threatened by also possible)

2 pollution

3 in danger of

4 erosion

5 containation

6 sustainable

7 at risk

8 recyclable

9 disposal

10 pollutants

4.2

2 irrelevant 3 unreasonable 4 irresponsible

5 irreparable 6 irreversible 7 irreplaceable

8 unrelated
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5

2

refuse 3 conflict 4 conflict 5 present,

6 presents 7 progress 8 progress 9 increase

10 increase

Test practice

Academic Writing Answer 1

Model answer

The flowchart shows how aluminium cans are recycled.

First, the cans need to be taken to special collection

centres instead of being thrown away with the normal

refuse. The cans are collected from here and taken to a

factory where they are first sorted and then cleaned. Next,

the cans are shredded and crushed in a special machine

until they form one solid block. The metal is then heated

to a high enough temperature to allow the aluminium to

melt. It is then rolled out flat to a thickness of between

2.5 mm and 6 mm, depending on what it is going to be used

for. The aluminium is now ready to be recycled into new

packaging, such as drink containers. Finally, the new cans

are delivered to a soft drinks factory where they are filled.

The cans can now be sold to the public and reused. In the

UK, 74 per cent of all aluminium cans that are sold are

recycled. [160 words]

Test Three

(Unit numbers in brockets show the unit where the vocabulary

tested can be found.)

1 D (Unit 11) 11 D (Unit 12) 21 C (Unit 14)

2 C (Unit 11) 12 A (Unit 12) 22 D (Unit 14)

3 B (Unit 11) 13 D (Unit 13) 23 C (Unit 14)

4 A (Unit 11) 14 A (Unit 13) 24 A (Unit 14)

5 D (Unit 11) 15 C (Unit 13) 25 C (Unit 15)

6 C (Unit 11) 16 B (Unit 13) 26 B (Unit 15)

7 A (Unit 12) 17 D (Unit 13) 27 B (Unit 15)

00 A (Unit 12) 18 B (Unit 13) 28 C (Unit 15)

9 C (Unit 12) 19 D (Unit 14) 29 A (Unit 15)

10 B (Unit 12) 20 A (Unit 14) 30 D (Unit 15)

lllnit 16

1.1

1C 2 C 3 B 4 B 5 A

1.3

1

save {conserve is also possible) 2 efficient

3 effect {impact \s also possible) 4 atmosphere

5 absorb 6 counter / offset 7 offset / counter

2.1

1

carbon dioxide 2 fossil fuels 3 exhaust fumes /

emissions 4 renewable 5 solar power, wind power

6 B

2.2

1 fumes 2 alternative / eco-friendly 3 eco-friendly/

alternative 4 solar 5 emit 6 greenhouse gases

7 converting 8 plant 9 fuel 10 engine

2.3

2 True ( These vehicles emit only water vapour)

3 False (critics say that ... converting existing petrol stations

to hydrogen will prove too costly)

4 False ( These fuels are based on plant oils and so can be

grown.)

5 Fa Ise (Diesel said
‘the use of vegetable oils for engine fuels

may seem insignificant today
1

)

2.4

2 electricity (the others are all alternative energy sources

and are renewable)

3 emission (the others are all adjectives that describe

reduced energy use)

4 carbon (the others are all different terms used for petrol)

5 retain (retain means to keep or store, the others all mean

the opposite)

6 disposable (this means that you throw it away, the

others can be made again)

7 drastic (this is an adjective meaning severe, the others

are all verbs meaning decrease)

8 extend (this means to cause something to last longer, the

others are mean to use or use up)

9 reserve (this means to book a table or a seat, or to keep

something for a particular time but cannot be used with

energy. The others all mean the same as save and can be

used with the word energy)

Test practice

Academic Reading

1 A {famous country and western singer Willie Nelson ... the

use of biodiesel through his own ‘BioWillie’ brand)

2 C (os European drivers are clearly doing - half of the new

cars sold there now run on standard diesel)

3 B {ethanol,
which contains only two-thirds of the energy of

gasoline)

4 A {Hence a switch to biofuels would demand no new

technology and would not significantly reduce the driving

range of a car or truck)
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5 A ( The main source of biodiesel is plant oil derived from

crops such as rapeseed ... Consequently
;
the burden on

freshwater supplies ...would be immense

)

6 Not given (although we are told it is available, we are

not given any information about how many Americans

currently use it)

7 Yes (considerably more than the 400 million acres

currently under cultivation .)

8 No [Oil palms ... reduces the land requirement fivefold)

9 No (Conservationists have been warning that palm

oil production poses a dire threat to the dwindling

population of orang-utans)

10 Yes ( They also grow much more rapidly)

11 Not given (we are told his program uses sunlight (solar

energy) but there is no comparison made)

12 Yes { 'It's no real difficult feat to turn nutrients into algae')

13 C (A X this is shown to be doubtful at present; B X only

alternative fuels are discussed; C / the suitability of

several different fuels is assessed; D X although other

countries are mentioned, there is no suggestion that

they should work together)

M Unit 17

1.2

Speaker Industry Adjectives

1 retail unskilled, monotonous

2 hospitality demanding, exhausting

3 building physical, manual

4 advertising rewarding

1.3

1 wages 2 redundant 3 workplace 4 shiftwork

5 staff 6 retire 7 overtime 8 earn /are paid

9 salary 10 job satisfaction

1.4

1 unemployed 2 employees 3 Unemployment

4 employed 5 employer

2.1

1 market 2 consumers / customers 3 packaging

4 trend 5 credibility 6 persuade 7 brand

8 products

3.1

1 economical 2 income 3 money 4 money

5 earnings

3.2

2 job 3 workplace 4 career

5 profession / occupation 6 skills 7 career

8 advertising 9 advertisement 10 economic 11 earn

12 work /jobs 13 money 14 work 15 retirement

4.1

31 a: d:

bird park ball

earn clerk floor

first market low

nurse target poor

perk walk

purse force

work

Test practice

General Training Writing Task 1

Model answer

Dear Mr Smith

It is now three years since I joined this company and while

I find my current position of administrative assistant very

rewarding, I feel I am ready to take on a more challenging

role. I would therefore like to apply for the position of

office supervisor.

I have qualifications in business management and I have

over ten years’ experience working in this industry. I have

also recently taken a course in team leadership. During my

time here I have been responsible for instigating several

new systems. As you are aware, many of the operating

systems we currently use are outdated and are inadequate

for dealing with the large number of customers we now

have. If I were given the opportunity to manage this area

then I would plan to gradually update these systems so

that the office can run more smoothly.

I am an enthusiastic and energetic employee and I feel that

I am well qualified for this role.

I would be grateful if you could consider me for this

position.

Yours sincerely

[175 words]
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Academic Writing Task 2

Model answer

Practical skills are very important and it could be argued

that they are as important as academic qualifications when

it comes to getting a job. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that

academic qualifications will ever become unnecessary.

There are certain manual jobs such as cleaning and

labouring where formal qualifications are less important.

Employers in these industries are more likely to employ

people with a good working knowledge of the job and what

it entails. However, even in these jobs it is important for

people to have a minimum level of education, especially

if they want to rise above the lowest working level. How

can a person without good writing and mathematical skills

balance a budget or manage staff? How can such a person

make informed decisions about which products to use or

safety issues in the workplace?

Having said this, a student graduating from university with

the highest level of qualifications, but limited practical

skills, still has a great deal to learn. None of us would

expect or want a doctor without many years of practical

experience and training to perform an essential operation.

Students from all disciplines need to understand that

entering the job market with a degree in management,

for example, does not automatically qualify them for a

managerial role.

Clearly, education is important in teaching the theoretical

side of any profession. This theoretical knowledge forms an

important basis for practical skills which are also essential.

In truth neither one nor the other is dispensable when it

comes to getting a good job. [255 words]

1 Unit 18

1.1

Crimes: arson, burglary, fraud, kidnapping, murder,

smuggling.

Petty crimes: pickpocketing, vandalism.

Swearing is offensive but is not a crime.

Dumping toxic waste is not considered a crime in all areas.

1.2

2 False (actions that are offensive to on individual or group

ofpeople, but do not violate lows ore not crimes)

3 False (they must enforce the law, violate the low means

the same as break the law)

4 True (being guilty ofo criminal act usually involves some

form of conscious evil intent - conscious = aware)

5 True {the reasons behind crime remain elusive - elusive =

difficult to find)

6 True (crime is influenced by the degree to which others

guard over neighborhoods and other people - protect =

guard)

7 True (research also shows that income inequality

correlates to property crime - is linked = correlates)

1.3

Noun Verb Adjective

crime commit a crime criminal

deterrent deter deterrent

enforcement enforce enforceable

offence offend offensive

prevention prevent preventable

prison, imprisonment,

prisoner

imprison imprisoned

punishment punish punishable

1.4

1 criminal 2 enforcement 3 commit

4 criminal / punishable, deter 5 prevented

2.1

commit a crime; convict a criminal; impose a fine; pass a

law

2.2

2F3D4A5E6B
2.3

Crime Law

Adjectives serious, non-violent,

drug-related, petty,

victimless, random

strict, harsh, tough,

existing

Verbs commit, combat, solve,

be involved in a, be

tough on

obey, break, enforce,

pass, abolish, abide,

introduce

NB break (the law) and commit ( a crime) are not in the

recording.

2.5

1 abiding 2 strict / severe 3 against 4 fine

5 combat 6 prevention 7 above 8 abolished



Answer key

3.1

2

actions 3 punishment 4 fine 5 petty

6 imprison 7 offences 8 criminals / prisoners

9 criminals 10 in 11 more serious 12 solve

13 prevent 14 protected 15 passing 16 deterrent

Test practice

General Training Writing Task 2

Model answer

It is true that the crime rate is increasing in many areas

of the world. Many governments react to this problem by

building prisons to contain the criminals. This has proved

so unsuccessful that each year bigger and tougher prisons

are needed. Perhaps we need to go back to the basics of

this problem and assess the possible causes.

One of the reasons that is often given is the increase in

violence both on television and in computer games. While

this may be responsible for making crimes more violent,

I think it is unrealistic to lay the blame for all criminal

activity on the media. I think the main cause of crime is

the increasing gap between the rich and the poor, as well

as the increasing use of drugs. The majority of crimes are

being committed by people in need who are forced to take

what they do not have, and by people addicted to drugs.

Solving these problems is not easy. We could try to

ensure that more jobs are created so that the divide

between rich and poor is reduced. However, criminals

need to be trained and rehabilitated so that they can enter

the workforce. Furthermore, providing employment only

addresses part of this problem; so far there has been little

success in the war against drugs.

I believe that crime will continue to rise, particularly in

crowded and overpopulated areas, unless we can find an

effective way to address these issues. Perhaps we can help

to break the cycle by trying to ensure fewer young people

enter a life of crime in the first place. We could do this

through education and by making sure that they are able to

work. [284 words]

1.2

1 False, they are ill-informed

2 False, they focused on (significant) current affairs

3 False, he believes they want to entertain people

4 True

5 False, it is because celebrity stories occupy the front

pages

1.3

1 free press 2 broadcast 3 reported 4 networks

5 the media 6 censorship 7 tabloid 8 headlines

1.4

1 press 2 publications 3 sources 4 safeguards

5 controversial 6 front page 7 biased 8 exposes

1.5

1 the press 2 alternative (media) 3 the Web

4 The stories are not always checked by an editor (editor

verification) and sources can be unreliable. 4 ideology

5 investigative reporting

2.2

2 verify 3 investigation 4 publicity 5 exploited

6 unbiased

3.1

Positive Negative

factual, informative,

realistic, unbiased

artificial, attention-grabbing,

biased, distorted, intrusive, invasive,

pervasive, sensationalist, superficial

3.3

1 tabloids 2 paparazzi 3 intrusive 4 privacy

5 superficial 6 artificial 7 influence 8 celebrity

9 affect 10 distorted 11 stories

4.1

artificial s exposed z invasion 3

attention s exposure 3 invasive S

biased s intrusive S publication ;

censor s intrusion 3 superficial j

Test practice

Academic Writing Task 2

Model answer

In some countries, the media is controlled exclusively

by large companies; in others it is the government that

has this control. Often, in a war situation, one of the first

casualties is the media, which is seized by one group or

another. This gives some support to the idea that the media

is a source of power and control.

Whoever controls the media also has ultimate control over

what is published or broadcasted and what is omitted.

They can also add a certain prejudice or bias to their

coverage of certain news stories depending on their own

feelings about the matter. This is not a new problem,
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Answer key

although the issue is perhaps more pressing now that the

Internet and pay-TV have enabled these messages to be

disseminated even further.

However, we should remember that readers have their own
ideas and opinions. You can control what is printed but

you cannot control the opinions of your readers. I think

the only positive here is that, nowadays, people seem to

be much more cynical about what they read in the press

or hear on the television. In particular, when it comes to

the tabloid press, people know that they have to take what

they read with a grain of salt. In other words, they read

knowing they may be being lied to. Perhaps it is of even

greater concern that we have become so accepting of this

form of censorship.

The only thing that can be done to alter this situation is for

the government to regulate the industry so that there is no

longer a monopoly on media ownership. This also means
that they have to allow and support a totally free press,

even if this means the government may be criticised or

ridiculed within its pages. [295 words]

H Unit 20

1.1

1 abstract art / painting, an artist 2 ballet (dancing),

ballet dancers or ballerinas 3 a portrait, an artist

A a play / the theatre, actors and actresses 5 opera, an

opera singer 6 classical music, an orchestra / (classical)

musicians 7 a sculpture, a sculptor

1.4

2 No (universal impulse)

3 Yes (reflection)

4 Yes (mundane)

5 Yes (choreographed)

6 Yes (conception)

7 No (burgeoning)

8 No (transcending)

2.1

1

Writers’ 2 Literary 3 fair 4 Activities 5 theme

6 Visual 7 exhibition 8 creative 9 galleries

10 crafts 11 Festival 12 interactive 13 Musical

14 concerts

2.2

1 aesthetics 2 festivals 3 accomplished 4 works

5 depict 6 carvings 7 interactive 8 audience

9 participate 10 concerts

2.3

Noun Verb Adjective

creation create creative

culture cultural/ cultured

influence influence influential

inspiration inspire inspirational

imagination imagine imaginative

participant /participation participate participatory

richness /enrichment enrich rich

3.2

I eclectic 2 style 3 popular 4 classical 5 plays

6 role 7 set 8 mood 9 stimulating 10 relaxing

II inspire 12 distracting 13 headphones 14 escape

15 atmosphere 16 concert 17 electric 18 venues

19 audiences 20 intimacy 21 enriches

22 magical experience 23 the arts

4
atmosphere classical edition festival

fundamental imagination literary monotonous
musical performance popular visual

Test practice

Academic Reading

1 G (According to Carruthers, memoria was the reason why
literature, in a fundamental sense, existed in medieval

Europe.)

2 E (As Gerald Edelman puts it: With that ability come the

abilities to model the world, ... through such comparisons

comes the possibility of reorganizing plans/)

3 B (In other words, creating narratives is our way of

connecting and interacting with our environment (Mink,

1978).)

4 F (Instead, our memory prefers creating the past from the

perspective ofhow relevant it is to our present situation .

5 A (Paul Hernadi points out that storytelling and narratives

are such widespread phenomena that they could justifiably

be included in the list ofhuman universals (Hernadi,

2001 ).)

6 D (The archaeologist Steven Mithen has suggested that

this creativity can be explained by the emergence ofa

‘cognitively fluid ’ mentality, in other words, an ability to

link together information from different areas of our life.)

7 H (something is not secure enough by hearing, but it is

made firm by seeing’ (Albertus 1.1. II. 6-7).)
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Answer key

8 C (Our bodies and minds not only adapt to the

surrounding world, but we actively shape and construct

our environment to better suit our needs (Plotkin, 1993j.)

9 E (The first and older of these strategies, attributed to

Aristotle, relied on the concept of ‘mental images’... using

visual aids such as emotion provoking representations,)

10 F (... rote learning ... breaking longer texts into numbered

segments and then memorizing them one by one.)

11 C (The followers of this strategy criticized the use of visual

imagery because of its inaccuracy. It was argued that the

use of visual aids was marginally helpful at best,)

12 D ( The latter countered the criticism by arguing that ...

this problem would disappear if the visual imagery was

strong enough to make a person emotionally engaged

with the text. )

Test Four

(Unit numbers in brackets show the unit where the vocabulary

tested can be found.)

1 B (Unit 16) 11 A (Unit 17) 21 D (Unit 19)

2 A (Unit 16) 12 A (Unit 17) 22 A (Unit 19)

3 B (Unit 16) 13 B (Unit 18) 23 C (Unit 19)

4 B (Unit 16) 14 A (Unit 18) 24 D (Unit 19)

5 C (Unit 16) 15 D (Unit 18) 25 A (Unit 20)

6 C (Unit 16) 16 C (Unit 18) 26 A (Unit 20)

7 D (Unit 17) 17 A (Unit 18) 27 D (Unit 20)

8 C (Unit 17) 18 D (Unit 18) 28 B (Unit 20)

9 B (Unit 17) 19 A (Unit 19) 29 D (Unit 20)

10 D (Unit 17) 20 B (Unit 19) 30 C (unit 20)

M Unit 21

1.2

2F3A4C5H6D7E8G
1-4

1 develop is transitive; develop, evolve, exist and swerve

are intransitive

2 develop

3 develop can have an object, the others cannot

4 A swerve B exist C develop, evolve

5 A curve

1.5

2 n = noun: choice / kids

3 vi = intransitive verb: differ

4 si = slang: kids

5 adv = adverb: well

6 prep = preposition: of

1.6

minute = sixty seconds / very small

outlook = view / future situation

material = information / cloth

NB Minute has two different pronunciations

1.7

Phonetic symbols

i: u: 31 a: 01 e

these choose word hard ball guest

D A ae 9 o i

what some attack about put in

2.1

-ment -tion -able mis- re- un-

assessment assumption approachable misinterpret recreation / unapproachable

establishment creation assessable misrepresent/ recreate unassessable

definition

distribution

identification

interpretation

representation

variation

definable

identifiable

variable

misrepresentation redefine

redistribute

reinterpret

reassess

unidentified/

unidentifiable
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Answer key

2.2

Prefixes: anti-, dis-

Suffixes: -ment, -arian, -ism

2 E 3 A 4B 5 C

2.3

Possible examples: antibiotic, disagree / disabled,

punishment / argument, vegetarian, Marxism / socialism

M Unit 22

1.2

A occur B create C consistent D analysis

E significant F period G benefit H theory I define

J environment

1.3

1 Nouns: analysis, benefit, environment, period, theory

Verbs: benefit, create, define, occur

Adjectives: consistent, significant

2 benefit

3 inconsistent, recreate, redefine, recur, insignificant

1.4

Noun Verb Adjective

1 analysis analyse analytical

2 benefit benefit beneficial

3 consistency consist consistent

4 creation /creator/

creativity

create creative

5 definition define definable

definitive

definite

6 environment/

environmentalist

environmental

7 occurrence occur

8 period/ periodical periodical

periodic

9 significance signify significant

10 theory theorise theoretical

1.5

2&3 B beneficial (adj) C significance (noun)

D creative (adj) E define (verb) F theory (noun)

G consists (verb) FI periodically (adverb) I analysed

(past simple verb)
J occurred (past simple verb)

1.6

2 beneficial 3 consistent 4 recreation 5 defined

6 environment 7 occurred 8 periodically

9 significant 10 theoretical

1.7

2 Environmentalists 3 benefits 4 significant

5 defined 6 consists 7 theory 8 analysis

9 recreate 10 recurrence

1.8

2 environmentalists / environment 3 consists / consist

4 periodically /period 5 beneficial / benefit 6 theory

7 analysed / analysis 8 significance / significant

9 define 10 creative / create

1.9

1

B truly C advancement D happiest E worried

F worrying G unplugged H stopped I sloped

J changeable

2

b inappropriate c dissimilar d unnoticed

e disinterested / uninterested f impatient

g disability / inability h disorganised / unorganised

i impolite
j
unemployment

(NB A disinterested person is someone who will gain no

advantage by being involved in an activity: We needo

disinterested party to referee the match. Uninterested means

not interested. A disability is an injury or condition that

prevents someone from doing something: My grandmother is

blind but she doesn’t let her disability stop her from enjoying

life. Inability is not being able to do something through lack

of skill or knowledge: Your inability to drive a car means

that we cant offeryou the job. If someone is disorganised

then this is seen as a criticism and a general pattern of

behaviour. Unorganised may be a temporary state.)

2.1

1 analysis of

2 of benefit to

3 consistent with

4 create a new design

5 definition of

6 environmentally friendly

2.2

1 on 2 on 3 for 4 to, in 5 with 6 about, of

7 of 8 for
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Answer key

2.3

2

have 3 take 4 give 5 tell 6 control

2A
2 likely 3 utterly 4 extremely 5 bitterly

6 absolutely 7 big 8 absolutely

Unit 23

1.1

1C2F3A4E5D6B
1.3

1

and 4

1.4

\ / s /

fall, drop,

plunge,

downward

trend, sharp,

steep,

significant,

reach a low,

steadily,

rapidly

rise, upward

trend, sharp,

steep,

significant,

reach a high,

steadily,

rapidly, peak

unchanged,

remain

steady,

constant,

plateau,

fixed, static

fluctuate,

unpredictable,

wildly

1.5

2

w between 3 from by 4 te from

1.6

1 The number of birds increased significantly in 1994.

2 There was a considerable fall in the number of people

attending in 2002.

3 There was a dramatic rise in the percentage of female

students in 1990.

4 The temperatures dropped noticeably between 1880
and 1885.

5 There was a constant change in the figures between

2001 and 2006.

6 The temperatures increased slightly in 1909.

1.7

2 static / steady {low is also possible)

3 rose /increased 4 peaked 5 dramatically

6 from 7 to 8 increase / rise 9 steadily / gradually

10 fell 11 in 12 gradually / steadily 13 by

14 compared

2.1

1 After the gum is strained (flavourings, softeners and

sweeteners are added).

2 The liquid is separated from the solid when it is

strained.

3 seven

2.2

2 First 3 pieces 4 container 5 heated 6 then

7 liquid 8 Next /Then 9 placed 10 container

11 added 12 mixture 13 ingredients

14 passes / travels 15 machine 16 Next /Then

17 shapes / pieces 18 pieces 19 Finally

20 travels / passes

l_Unit 24

1.2

It is true that many students struggle to produce high

quality essays. I don’t agree that there is little you can do

to improve your essays or to make the task less difficult.

2.1

Sequencing

ideas

Adding

supporting

ideas

Introducing

a contrasting

idea

Giving

examples

Giving an

alternative

Giving an

explanation

Drawing a

conclusion

firstly, now,

secondly, finally

in addition,

indeed, and,

not only ...

but... also,

furthermore,

also

nonetheless,

however,

although,

despite, while,

whereas, but, on

the other hand

such as, to

illustrate this,

for example

similarly,

alternatively, or

that is, in other

words, because

as a result,

to summarise,

consequently,

because of,

therefore,

in conclusion
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Answer key

2.2

2

For example 3 or 4 such as 5 although

6 as a result of

2.3

2 Firstly 3 In other words 4 Furthermore / In addition

5 also 6 such as 7 Alternatively 8 Furthermore /

In addition 9 Now 10 Nevertheless / However

11 because 12 similarly

3.1

2 E 3 A/B 4 A/B 5 C 6 F/G 7 F/G

3.2

2 Fortunately, / Thankfully, 3 justifiably

4 Unfortunately, 5 Clearly, / Obviously,

4.1

Recent research at an English university suggests that it

doesn’t matter what order the letters in a word are, the

only important thing is that the first and last letters are in

the right place. Even though the middle letters might be

mixed up, people don’t have a problem reading the words.

This is because we read the word as a whole rather than

every letter by itself.

4.2

2 guys people 3 e-b+t quite / rather / somewhat

4 is stuff there are things / there is something

5 Tmgefve improve 6 #*efe their

7 Pefsenaly
,
Personally 8 belive believe

9 wanna want to 10 aproach approach 11 lee-to

12 Ibrmrgbfy-thoroughly

The following words are too informal: guys, a bit, stuff, wanna.

1.2

2 complain 3 forgive 4 grateful 5 attend 6 ask

1.3

2-3 with 4 about 5 for 6 - 7 - 8 -

9 for 10 to

1.4

I would be grateful if you could; I look forward to; I have

enclosed my CV; Best wishes; Kind regards; Yours faithfully;

Yours sincerely

1.5

1 Dear (first name only) ... Best wishes

2 Dear Mr / Ms (family name) ...Kind regards

3 Dear Sir or Madam ...Yours faithfully

4 Dear Mr / Ms (family name) ...Yours sincerely

2.2

It is true that many people struggle to produce letters and

frequently avoid writing letters completely . I don’t agree

that this skill is gradually disappearing .

lilnit 25

1.1

Acceptance Application Apology Complaint Enquiry Recommendation Thanks

would be

delighted,

attend,

invitation,

confirm

be considered,

interview,

applicant

sorry, excuse,

forgive,

apologise

dissatisfied,

complain,

unhappy

wonder, ask,

help

suggest,

propose

grateful,

appreciate
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3.1

Sequencing

ideas

Adding

supporting

ideas

Introducing

a contrasting

idea

Giving

examples

Giving an

alternative

Giving an

explanation

Drawing a

conclusion

first, now,

secondly, finally

in addition,

and, not only

... but. ..also

furthermore,

also

nonetheless,

however,

although,

despite, while,

whereas, but, on

the other hand

such as, for

example

similarly,

alternatively, or

that is, in other

words, because

as a result, to

summarise,

consequently,

because of,

therefore, in

conclusion

3.2

2 For example 3 or 4 such as 5 although

6 as a result of

3.3

2 Firstly 3 Furthermore / In addition 4 As a result/

Consequently 5 such as 6 Nevertheless / However

7 because 8 particularly 9 Because of

10 Consequently

4.1

2 E 3 A/B 4 A/B 5 C 6 F/G 7 F/G

4.2

2 Fortunately / Thankfully 3 justifiably

4 Unfortunately 5 Clearly / Obviously

5

2 gtrys people 3 a-bh quite 4 staff are things / is

something 5 imporvc improve 6 there their

7 te too 8 Pefs&ft-aly Personally 9 bciivc believe

10 wafmawantto 11 imprcsion impression

12 vmttmg writing

The following words are too informal: guys, a bit, stuff,

wanna.

Test Five

(Unit numbers in brackets show the unit where the vocabulary

tested can be found.)

1 D (Unit 21)

C (Unit 21)

C (Unit 21)

B (Unit 21)

A (Unit 21)

D (Unit 21)

C (Unit 22)

11 A (Unit 22)

12 C (Unit 22)

13 C (Unit 22)

14 B (Unit 23)

15 B (Unit 23)

16 A (Unit 23)

17 B (Unit 23)

8 D (appendix 2) 18 A (Unit 22)

9 A (Unit 22)

10 B (Unit 22)

19 D (Unit 24&25)

20 B (Unit 24&25)

21 C (Unit 24&25)

22 D (Unit 24&25)

23 B (Unit 24&25)

24 B (Unit 23)

25 D (Unit 24&25)

26 B (Unit 25)

27 C (Unit 25)

28 B (Unit 25)

29 D (Unit 25)

30 A (Unit 25)
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Recording la

Speaker A: On Mondays at school a group of us always talk about

whatever movies we saw at the weekend. On Saturdays I often

get together with my classmates and we see all the latest releases

together. I can’t remember the last time I saw a film with my

parents - we just don’t have much in common any more.

Speaker B: My parents are both teachers so you’d imagine I’d have

no trouble at all academically. When I was little it was great

because we had a really great relationship. But nowadays all we

seem to do is argue and that causes a lot of conflict between us,

so I don’t really feel I can go to them for help. My friends aren’t

much help either as they’ve all got the same problem. Thank

goodness I get on really well with my tutor at university. She’s very

approachable and, if I’m struggling with an assignment, I find her

advice really helps me.

Speaker C: My parents are quite old so I feel as though they’re out of

touch with the modern world. They don’t seem to have any idea of

what things cost. I’m hoping to get a car in the next few months but

I’ll be taking my older brother along to help. We used to fight a lot

when we were growing up but there’s a really close bond between

us now. He’s already had a few cars so I’m sure he’ll be a great help.

Speaker D: I play the violin and the piano and my grandad is a great

cello player. A lot of my friends at school listen to all the popular

bands and singers, but my tastes are totally different. I prefer

classical music and they just don’t understand it at all. Luckily

Grandad shares my taste, so we often buy CDs and talk about them

together.

Recording lb

Teacher: Tell me about your family.

Student: Well, my immediate family is relatively small, just my

parents, my two brothers and me. But both of my parents come from

very large families so my extended family is very large - 1 have 25

cousins! Our family gatherings are pretty chaotic, but fun. We’re a

very close-knit family. Even though we don’t live together any more,

the family ties are still very strong. When we were little there wasn’t

very much sibling rivalry between us. I think it’s because we had a

very stable upbringing. Both of my parents played a very active role

in our school life, and our home life, and they taught us to resolve

our conflicts in a very fair way. I consider myself very lucky.

Teacher: Who are you most similar to in your family?

Student: Well, you can see a very clear family resemblance between

my brothers and me, but everyone tells me that the physical

resemblance between me and my maternal grandmother is very

striking. Sadly, I never got to meet her because she died before I

was born. But I’ve seen photographs of her at my age and we’re

quite alike. Other than that, I think I have my father’s temperament

- we’re both very stubborn! But, thankfully, I also inherited his

mathematical brain!

Teacher: And what do you think it takes to be a good parent?

Student: Well, I don’t think just anyone can be a good parent. Not

everyone has the right instincts. I think I have a very strong

maternal instinct, because I love taking care of small children. So

I hope to become a mother one day. I think it takes a great deal of

patience and love.

Recording lc

Narrator: You will hear the director of a child-care centre talking to

the parent of a new child.

Director: Good morning, my name is Bob Ferguson and I’m the

director of Ascot Child Care Centre.

Mother: Good morning, I’m Sallyanne Cullen. I made an appointment

to enrol my daughter.

Director: That’s right, I’ve got the application form right here. Now,

first I need some personal details. So the family name is Cullen, is

that right?

Mother: That’s right.

Director: Now, what about your daughter, what does she like to be

called?

Mother: Oh, her name is Alexandra, but we all just call her Alex,

A-L-E-X.

Director: Great. As you know, we organise the children into different

age groups. There’s the babies’ group, the toddlers, aged 2 to 3, and

the pre-schoolers - they’re aged 4 to 5. How old is your daughter?

Mother: Well, she’d go into the toddler group - she’s just turned

three.

Director: And we always like to make a note of our children’s

birthdays so we can celebrate it all together if they are at the centre

on that day. When was she born?

Mother: Oh, erm, the 8 of November.

Director: Fine. And we also find it’s a great help to know about

siblings - sometimes, a problem at the centre can be related to

problems with a sibling. Does she have any brothers or sisters?

Mother: Yes, a brother, Fraser. He’s two years older.

Director: So that would make him five, is that right?

Mother: Yes, that’s right.

Director: Fine. Now, we also need a contact address. Where do you

live?

Mother: It’s 108 Park Road, that’s P-A-R-K, Maidstone.

Director: Good. Now, last of all, we need a telephone number we can

call if there are any problems.

Mother: Oh, well, I’ll be at work and so will my husband, so the best

number to call is 34678890.

Director: Right, and is that a close relative?

Mother: Yes, it’s my mother-in-law’s number.

Director: We prefer to make a note of how the person is related to the

child, so I’ll write down ‘grandmother’.

Mother: Yes, that does make more sense!
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Recording scripts

Director: Now, that’s all of the personal details. We also like to try

and get a picture of your child's personal development. Can you tell

me if there are any specific problems she’s having? For example,

does she get on well with other children? Is sleeping a problem?

Mother: Oh, she gets on well with others, I think, but she does have

trouble sleeping. We gave up her daytime nap a long time ago!

Director: That's good to know, I’ll make a note of that. She can just

have some quiet time while the others are resting if she likes.

Mother: That should be fine. She enjoys drawing quietly.

Director: Right. Now what about other skills? We occasionally take

the children swimming, fully supervised of course, and we only go

in a paddling pool as we don’t expect them to swim by themselves

yet. Does your daughter need a lot of help getting changed?

Mother: No, not at all. In fact she’s been able to get dressed in the

mornings for over a year now, so no problems there!

Director: That must be a big help for you! Now, what about the child-

care arrangements? Are there any specific days you require?

Mother: Well, I work Monday to Wednesday, but my mother-in-law

has agreed to look after her on Wednesdays.

Director: So does that mean that you’ll just need Monday and

Tuesday for now?

Mother: That’s right.

Director: And what about the pick-up time? We offer extended hours

for parents who work a great distance away.

Mother: Hmm ... I work until 3 o’clock, but it takes me about half an

hour to drive home, so ideally I’d like to pick her up at four if that’s

OK.

Director: That will be fine. Now is there any other information you’d

like to...

Recording 2a

In the first years of a child's life many important milestones are reached.

By the end of the first year a baby will have already acquired some

social skills. He will enjoy imitating people and will also test parental

responses to his behaviour. For example, what do my parents do if I

refuse food? In terms of movement, an infant will be able to reach a

sitting position unassisted and pull himself up to stand. He may be

able to walk momentarily without support. As far as communication is

concerned, he will be able to use simple gestures such as shaking his

head for ‘no’, say ‘mama’ and ‘dada’ and he will try to imitate words.

When it comes to cognitive development, he will be able to find hidden

objects easily and use objects correctly such as drinking from a cup.

By the age of two or three, the infant has reached the toddler stage. In

terms of social skills, this means, he is becoming more independent,

which may result in the occasional tantrum. However, he has learned

to take turns in games and spontaneously expresses affection. His

physical development will also have increased significantly as he

can now move around a lot faster and even run. He can also climb up

stairs or onto relatively low obstacles, and even ride a small tricycle.

However, he will still be rather unsteady on his feet at times. When
it comes to language and communication he can now understand

most sentences and uses four- and five-word sentences. In terms of

cognitive development, he’s learned to play make-believe games and

uses his imagination more. He has also mastered the skill of sorting

objects according to their shape and colour.

Between the ages of six and twelve, a child reaches what is termed

'middle childhood’ and they will stay in this phase until they reach

adolescence. In middle childhood, children’s development is more

affected by the outside world and the child’s world expands to include

friends, teachers, sports trainers and so on. Children develop at

various rates and while some children in middle childhood seem very

mature in terms of their emotional and social skills, others seem very

immature. As far as physical milestones are concerned, during this

stage growth is steady but less rapid than during the pre-school years.

There are some major changes occurring at this stage as baby teeth

will come out and permanent adult teeth will grow. As the mouth is

not yet fully developed this may cause overcrowding. Eyes will reach

maturity in both size and function. In terms of their cognitive ability,

children at this stage master the skills of sequencing and ordering,

which are essential for maths. By the end of this period children

should have acquired effective reading and writing skills.

Recording 2b

Teacher: What do you remember about your early childhood?

Student: Oh, I remember being very happy! I have a lot of great

memories of my childhood. In fact, my sisters and I often reminisce

about it. Perhaps when you look back everything seems better, but

our summer holidays seemed to go on forever and the sun always

seemed to be shining. Nowadays, if we ever have a hot summer day,

it always reminds me of my childhood holidays.

Teacher: Do you think you have a good memory or a poor memory?

Student: Well, when I was younger I think I used to have a very

good memory. I used to be able to memorise long lists of dates

without any trouble. But I find it harder and harder to remember

things these days, so now I’d say my memory is quite poor. When
I’m studying I find I have to think up strategies to help me, like

visualising something associated with a particular word. I even

forget important things sometimes, so I have to write myself little

notes as a reminder.

Recording 3a

Narrator: Part 1

The heart is considered to be a muscle and, just like any other muscle

in your body, your diet has a direct impact on the way that it works.

The food you eat every day can affect the way that blood flows through

your heart and arteries. A diet that is high in fat can gradually cause

a build-up in your arteries that slows down the blood flow and can

even block small arteries. If an artery that carries blood to the heart

becomes blocked, the heart muscle can die. This is known as a heart

attack and sufferers must receive treatment quickly. If the blockage

occurs in an artery that carries blood to the brain, part of the brain

can die. This is known as a stroke. The effects of a stroke can be

debilitating and there is no known cure. The correct diet can help you

control your weight and keep your arteries clear, thereby reducing the

risk of heart problems and stroke.

Recording 3b

Narrator: Part 2

So, what can you do to lose weight? Well, exercise is by far the best

way. Burning calories and working off the fat will help you look and

feel better. Regular exercise helps you burn calories faster, even

when you are sitting still. But what is the best type of exercise for

your heart? Well, studies have shown that aerobic exercise causes
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you to breathe more deeply and makes your heart work harder to

pump blood. Aerobic exercise also raises your heart rate and thus

burns calories. Common examples of aerobic exercise include walking

briskly, jogging, running, swimming and cycling.

People are often unsure just how much exercise they need. Again, recent

studies can help. These have shown that it’s best to begin slowly and

gradually work up to 30 minutes of exercise, four to six times a week.

However, your doctor may make a different recommendation based on

your health. For example, it may be best to start with only a couple of

minutes of exercise or begin at a fairly slow pace. If you are not used

to exercise, be sure to pay careful attention to your body. One sure sign

that you may be overdoing it is if you can’t carry on a conversation

while you exercise. To give your body the chance to recover, it’s also

best to alternate exercise days with rest days.

Recording 3c

bath, bathe, birth, breath, breathe, death, growth, health, mouth (v),

mouth (n), teeth, teethe, writhe

Recording 3d

1 I took a deep breath before diving into the water.

2 The baby’s crying because he’s teething. He got two new teeth

only yesterday.

3 Old people should take care of their health.

4 He’s been so happy since the birth of his son.

5 The pain was so bad she was writhing in agony.

6 He can’t breathe. You need to get him to hospital.

Recording 4a

Interviewer: Do you think people work too much nowadays?

Speaker 1: Not really, 1 think people have always worked hard for a

living. I mean it’s never been easy for anyone, has it? You have to

work hard if you want to achieve anything in your life - that’s just

the way it is and there isn’t a lot you can do about it. Life has its

ups and downs and 1 think the best thing to do is accept that and

get on with it.

Interviewer: What do you like to do to relax?

Speaker 2: For me there is only one way to relax and that’s through

sport. I like to live life on the edge, so I do a lot of extreme sports

like paragliding and deep sea diving. When you’re in a dangerous

situation, that’s when you really feel alive. I think your attitude has

a big impact on your quality of life.

Interviewer: What’s your idea of a perfect day?

Speaker 3: I don’t think there’s any such thing as the perfect day

- something always seems to happen to spoil it. Some people

say I have a negative attitude, but if I plan a picnic with friends

then either it rains or my friends decide not to come along. I

think it’s a waste of time making plans like that. Life can be full of

disappointments.

Interviewer: How would you describe your attitude to life?

Speaker 4: I have a very positive outlook on life. I think it’s

important to treat every day as special and live life to the full. Some

people approach everything as if their glass is half empty. If you

do that then it will colour every experience you have. I think if you

want to lead a happy life then you need to have a positive approach

to everything.

Recording 4b
Narrator: You will hear a woman talking on the radio about things for

children to do during the school holidays.

The school holidays are fast approaching and I'm sure alt of you

parents out there are worried about how to occupy your children.

Well, I have a few tips that may help keep your children entertained

without spending large amounts of money. One of our biggest

problems is that today’s children often do not have the type of hobby

that was familiar in the past, such as making their own toys. Instead

they rely on sophisticated video games to keep them amused. But

children also like to feel needed, so why not give them jobs to do

around the house? You may be surprised how much they will enjoy

simple tasks such as washing your car. Another idea is to use this time

to develop their cooking skills. Food is something we all enjoy, so why

not get them to prepare some simple dishes in the kitchen? Learning

to cook is a useful life skill for children to learn and it can also keep

them happy for several hours.

Children also love doing arts and crafts, so why not give them the task

of making presents for upcoming birthdays or celebrations? Not only

will they enjoy making them but you’ll also save some money and the

family or friends who receive the gifts are sure to be delighted. A great

idea to get children out of the house is to find out about how they can

help in your local community. Perhaps there is a home for the elderly

nearby. They are sure to welcome a visit from young people - even a

few minutes a week can brighten their day. Of course younger children

cannot do these things for very long, but older ones may find that

there are ongoing projects around your neighbourhood that they can

help with.

These are just a few ideas, but I’m sure you can think of many more. If

not, there are plenty of places to look for other suggestions. Nowadays

the first place people seem to look is the Internet, which can be a

good source of information. However, it does have its limits because

ideas suitable for children living in the city may not translate well

for children in rural areas. So don’t overlook your library. These are

often filled with great ideas targeted at children in your specific area.

There are a few key points to remember, however. One of the most

important things is to keep your children active, otherwise they will

be sure to get bored. Also remember that, although children can be

very independent even from nine or ten years old, you should still be

there to take care of them up to the age of twelve. So don’t be tempted

to let older children babysit their younger siblings. This should only be

done by an adult.

Recording 5a

Teacher: Can you tell me about your early education?

Student: Well, I went to kindergarten from the age of four and I

remember that I didn’t enjoy it very much at all. Primary school

was a little better, especially because my mum was a teacher in

the school. She taught in the junior part of the school and she was

actually my teacher in first grade but when I went up to the senior

school I didn’t see very much of her. After that I was lucky enough

to receive a scholarship to go to a very good high school. My

parents couldn’t have afforded to send me to a private school so it

was a really great opportunity for me. It was a single-sex school so

there were no boys. I'm glad I didn’t go to a mixed school because I

think there are fewer distractions so everyone can just concentrate

on their studies.
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Recording 5b

So you have graduated from university and decided to continue

studying towards a Master’s or PhD. At some stage during the next few

years will need to consider your thesis. One of the greatest difficulties

faced by postgraduate students is choosing a topic to base their

dissertation on. Writing a thesis can be very daunting, but the task is

much more straightforward if the topic you select is appropriate for

you. So, what can you do to solve this problem?

Well there are several things to keep in mind. Firstly you need to

do your research so that you are very familiar with all the current

literature. On top of this, you also need to be sure that you have a

broad knowledge of your area of specialisation. If you do this, it will

help you with the next important point in choosing a good subject for

your research, which is to ascertain what is relevant in your research

area. This will be crucial in helping you to narrow your choices down.

From the very beginning, it really is vital to set clear limits and to have

a very fixed plan in terms of the scope of your research.

It can be even more helpful to analyse existing research and ask

yourself if there are any controversies. Perhaps there is a theory

that you may want to challenge and this could be the focus of your

study. A further and very important factor to take into account is

your own financial resources. If these are limited then you need to

avoid choosing a study that will involve costly equipment or surveys.

Flowever, if this is the case, you needn’t despair or abandon your ideas

altogether, instead make enquiries into funding from external agencies

such as your local government. You may even find that local industries

are willing to support your research by providing a grant. It’s always

worth looking around to see just what is possible. And finally, be sure

to make good use of your tutor, especially when it comes to making

sure that your findings are accurate.

Recording 5c

academic, assignment, consideration, concentrate, controversy,

controversy (both are possible), conduct, distraction, dissertation,

economist, educational, educated, research (n), thesis, theory,

theoretical

Recording 6a

I'm a French teacher, but I remember when I first started to learn

the language I really struggled with it. I didn’t really have a problem

with the pronunciation like the other kids in my class, I was just

overwhelmed by all of the vocabulary. But I persevered and soon I was

scoring ten out of ten in all of the tests. By the time I got to university

I could produce essays and translate eighteenth century texts without

much difficulty and I actually enjoyed learning the grammar rules.

Then, as part of my university course I had to go and live in France for

a year. That’s when I learned that communication was more important

than accuracy. As soon as I arrived I realised I didn’t know how to

order the type of coffee I liked, and trying to find accommodation was

a nightmare. I called people about ads in the paper, but I had to keep

putting the phone down because I couldn’t understand a word they

were saying - they all spoke so quickly! There was a very real language

barrier. I could see then that there’s no point in just knowing words if

you can’t hold a conversation with a native speaker. Fluency is what

helps you to function properly - it’s what helps you get a job, hold a

conversation or just buy the things you need.

Recording 6b
Teacher: What do you think you need to do to be a good language

learner?

Student: Well, you need to be able to put down your textbooks from

time to time and forget about accuracy. That’s the only way to

become more fluent in a language. You also need to speak to native

speakers of the language as much as you can.

Teacher: What do you think makes a good language teacher?

Student: I think the best language teachers are those who can speak

another language themselves. Teachers also need to be able to

explain things clearly and in a way that is easy to follow.

Teacher: What problems do people experience when learning your

language?

Student: My first language is very difficult to learn because of the

pronunciation. The individual sounds are very strange to other

nationalities and often difficult for them to pronounce.

Recording 7a

Speaker 1: I live in a quaint little village about 300 kilometres from

the nearest big city. Although it’s a long way, the drive from the city

is well worth the effort because the surrounding countryside is very

scenic. I like living here because it’s so peaceful and the air is really

fresh, so it’s much nicer than in the city. It’s a pretty sleepy village,

but on Sundays there’s a huge market and people come from all the

neighbouring villages to buy and sell their local produce.

Speaker 2: The most popular part of my hometown is the beach. We
have long stretches of white sand and the water is crystal clear. The

sea can be very calm at times but the surf can also be spectacular.

Visitors who enjoy water sports are really well catered for as you

can go snorkelling, scuba diving and deep-sea fishing. Soon we’re

going to get our own airport but for now people can only get here

by ferry.

Speaker 3: My city is famous for its skyscrapers, statues and

fountains - but most of all for its shopping! You can buy anything

you want here and we have over fifty large shopping malls. We
get a lot of overseas visitors, so our airport is one of the busiest

in the world. It’s a very exciting and cosmopolitan place to live.

Most people don’t drive because there are always traffic jams, but

the public transport is really well organised. We have some great

attractions nearby for visitors, as well as a huge sports stadium and

fantastic theme parks. I suppose the only downside is that the air

can get a little polluted at times.

Speaker 4: My village is 200 metres above sea level and we

overlook the villages and lakes down in the valley below. It’s very

picturesque up here so we get a lot of visitors, especially artists

who want to paint the landscape. They also like our traditional

houses. The air is very crisp up here as well, so a lot of people

come up here to escape the heat in the city. The roads are pretty

treacherous because they’re very steep and winding, so most

people arrive by train. The scenery on the way up here really is

breathtaking.

Recording 7b

boundary, bought, cough, country, course, double, doubt, drought,

enough, journal, journey, nought, rough, south, southern, tourism,

tourist, trouble, trough
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Recording 8a

Speaker 1: I must say I’m never on time. In fact, I was late for

meetings three days in a row last week. Everyone’s always angry

with me because I do tend to keep people waiting a lot. Work is my
problem - I get so engrossed that I lose all track of time. I try to get

everything else ready before I start, which saves a bit of time, but

before I know it a few hours have passed and I’m already late.

Speaker 2: I can’t say I’m very punctual. I do my best not to be late

because I hate being kept waiting myself, but I do sometimes

spend too much time getting ready. If I’m going out somewhere I

like to plait my hair, which is very thick so this can be very time-

consuming and I often have to rush through everything else I need

to do. I once went to a wedding and I took so long doing my hair

that I only just arrived in time to hear the bride say 'I do’.

Speaker 3: I could tell the time at a very early age and I’ve been

obsessed with punctuality ever since! I own about 12 watches and

clocks, but none of them show the right time. I can’t stand to be

late for work or in a hurry, so I make sure they’re all ten minutes

fast - and I always carry a spare watch in case one of them stops!

That way I always arrive at meetings in plenty of time and I can

take my time getting my paperwork ready.

Recording 8b
Welcome once again to ‘Introduction to dentistry’ and in today’s

lecture we’ll be looking at the history of dentistry through the ages.

Now, skulls of the Cro-Magnon people who inhabited the Earth 25,000

years ago show evidence of tooth decay and the earliest recorded

mention of oral disease was in 5000 BC. This proves that oral disease

is by no means a modern-day problem and has in fact plagued humans

since time began. That particular reference appeared in a text written

by the ancient people of Sumeria, which referred to ‘tooth worms’.

There is also evidence that dental problems caused difficulties in other

early civilizations and people from those times actually developed

treatments for them. For example, we have found historical evidence

that the Chinese used acupuncture to treat the pain associated with

tooth decay. There is even further evidence of the troubles caused

by toothache in the Ebers Papyrus, which is a text written between

1700 and 1500 BC by the people of ancient Egypt. This papyrus

contains references to diseases of the teeth, as well as prescriptions

for medications they used at that time. While today we automatically

prescribe antibiotics, the ancient Egyptians relied on more traditional

remedies to help with tooth decay. Firstly, olive oil, which even today

is known to have therapeutic qualities and secondly, onions, which

again are an age-old traditional medicine and are still recognized as a

reliable source of natural antibiotics.

A large proportion of early dentistry was practised as a part of general

medicine. However, by the fifth century BC, Herodotus, a Greek historian,

made the following observation: ‘In Egypt, medicine is practiced on a

plan of separation - each physician treats a single disorder and no more.

Some undertake to cure diseases of the eye, others the head and others

again, of the teeth.’ The Greeks were at the forefront of dentistry of that

time and it was a Greek physician who lived between 1300 and 1200 BC

who chose to extract problem teeth long before anyone else. Arabs were

also pioneers in the area of oral hygiene and used a small polishing stick

as a toothbrush as early as 100BC.

So, what of Europe? Well, throughout the Middle Ages, dentistry was

made available to the wealthier classes thanks to physicians who

would visit individuals in their home, while dentistry for the poorer

people took place in the market place. Italian sources from the 1400s

mention the use of gold leaf as dental filling material, but it was a

Frenchman, Pierre Fauchard, who is credited with being the father of

modern dentistry, thanks to his book The Surgeon Dentist: a treatise on

teeth, which describes basic oral anatomy and the signs and symptoms

of tooth decay.

Recording 9a

The meerkat is found exclusively on the semi-arid plains of southern

Africa. In terms of its natural environment, the meerkat avoids

woodland and dense vegetation. At night, the meerkat retires to a

network of burrows, which it digs with its powerful forelegs. If rocky

ground makes this impossible, the meerkat will make its den in the

crevices between the rocks.

Meerkats feed mainly on insects, spiders and snails, but their diet

occasionally includes small rodents, lizards and the roots of certain

plants. They will even tackle dangerous prey such as scorpions and

snakes. Relying on its keen sense of smell, the meerkat is a successful

forager.

Recording 9b
adapt, agriculture, catastrophe, chemical, climate, disastrous,

endangered, genetically, human, natural, vulnerable

Recording 10a

Many people believe that one day we will form a colony on another

planet. Today we’re going to look at some other planets and consider

why it will never be feasible for humans to live on them.

Let’s start with Venus. Now, Venus is unusual because it rotates in a

different direction to the other planets orbiting the sun. In terms of its

physical features it’s similar in size to Earth. However, unlike Earth, it

doesn’t have any oceans. It’s also extremely hot, thanks to the thick

covering of cloud, which keeps the heat at 484 degrees centigrade.

This cloud also reflects sunlight, which is why Venus appears so bright

from Earth. A further problem is the continual thunderstorms, which

could make life there rather unpleasant. The surface of Venus also has

many craters as a result of asteroid collisions.

Next is Mercury, which is a third of the size of our planet. In fact, it’s

smaller than all the other planets, except Pluto. Life would be difficult

there because it’s close to the sun and has almost no atmosphere. On

Mercury the temperature varies more than on any other planet in the

solar system and, as it has no water, it is unable to sustain life.

Let’s consider Saturn next. We know a lot more about Saturn

nowadays, thanks to the Voyager space shuttle, which taught us a

lot about the rings around Saturn. We also know that Saturn has a

large number of moons. Saturn has barely any solid surface, as its

composition is mostly gas. It is also extremely hot, making life for

humans impossible.

Recording 10b
astronaut, atmosphere, commercial, explorer, exploration, galaxy,

horizon, horizontal, outer, satellite, solar system, sustain, universal
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Recording 10c

Narrator: You will hear two science lecturers discussing space

exploration.

Susan: Hello, John. How was your conference on space travel?

John: Hi, Susan. It was great. We heard some fascinating speakers,

especially one fellow who was an expert on Mars. He thinks it’s

quite feasible for humans to live there in the near future.

Susan: Well, if we spent the billions of dollars that go into space

research on looking after our own planet, then perhaps we wouldn’t

need to worry about the Earth being uninhabitable in a hundred

years’ time. Nor would we need to look for another planet to colonise!

John: Yes, but there are some important things that space exploration

can teach us, you know, especially about the history of our own

planet and its atmosphere. That sort of knowledge could help us

solve some of the problems that threaten our planet.

Susan: Still, I don’t really see why they have to send astronauts into

space. Robotics is so much more advanced now, why can’t they

simply send robots?

John: Well, robotics has come a long way and it is more expensive

to send a manned spaceship into orbit, but the biggest problem

with robots is that they have to be programmed for every possible

eventuality.

Susan: Yes, I suppose you’re right. Robots just can’t react to

situations independently the way that humans do - they still need

us to tell them what to do.

John: That’s right. Robots may have come a long way, but if you’re

going to go to all the expense of building one, you really need to

make sure it’s going to work when it gets there and they don’t tend

to take risks with new and untested technology. What if it lets

you down? So, instead, a lot of the space technology nowadays is

actually based on the technology they used in the 1970s, because

we know that it works and it’s reliable.

Susan: So do you think it will ever be possible to send robots to Mars?

John: I’m not sure. One of the speakers spoke about that, and he says

that communication would be a problem.

Susan: Is that because of the conditions? I mean those extremes of

temperature and even the atmosphere itself, would probably create

an awful lot of interference.

John: Yes, but they’re both issues that can be dealt with. No, the real

problem is simply how far away it is. That would cause long delays

before the robots received any messages about what to do next, so

for the moment they don’t think it’s feasible.

Susan: Hmm, that makes sense. But, tell me, do you really think we

should be contemplating sending humans to Mars at all? Don’t you

think we should wait until we do have the technology?

John: Well, many years ago the civilisations that built the pyramids

or that began building enormous cathedrals must have started the

project never expecting to see it finished. I think we should take the

same approach and start our preparations now.

Susan: That’s an interesting point, though I’m still not convinced.

Surely you don’t foresee a time when humans will be living on Mars,

that’s just science fiction, isn’t it?

John: Not at all. I think there is a distinct possibility that humans will

live there.

Susan: But what about the conditions there? Even the dirt on the

ground could kill us.

John: Yes, I agree with you there, but we can easily build a self-

contained structure there so people don’t need to go outside.

Susan: Mm, I suppose the ground does also contain a lot of

resources, so getting metals wouldn’t be a problem.

John: That’s right. A lot of building materials could be found there.

But there are still many risks involved.

Susan: Yes, what about radiation? I don’t think there will ever be

a way to shield us totally from cosmic radiation. Even inside a

spaceship.

John: I can’t agree with you there. Astronauts have been travelling

in space for a long time now, so that shouldn’t be too much of a

problem for us.

Susan: I just don’t think we have enough experience of living in space

long-term.

John: But you have to accept that it is within the realms of possibility

that one day there will be a Martian space station.

Susan: Well, I have every faith in science and Mars does seem to be

the next frontier. So, yes, I imagine we will eventually send a space

mission there, but I can’t see people living there.

Recording 11a

Speaker A: I live in a cottage. It’s a single-storey building so the

rooms are all on the same level. It’s about a hundred years old

and it’s a very traditional design, so there’s no concrete or steel to

be found. Just about all the buildings in this area were built from

timber and stone from the local quarry. It’s got a lot of character.

What I like best about it are the ceilings. They’re quite ornate as

they have lots of pretty details on them. Although some people

think it’s small, I prefer to think of it as cosy.

Speaker B: My flat is in a new high-rise building in the city centre.

The design is ultra-modern, so there’s a lot of glass and concrete

and steel - and not a lot of wood to be seen. Everything is controlled

through a state-of-the-art computer system. It’s a very functional

apartment and there’s a space to suit every purpose, but I do find

the bedrooms a bit cramped. My favourite spot is the balcony - my

building towers over everything else, so I can see for miles.

Speaker C: I live in a two-storey house. It's a very conventional

brick building and it’s typical of the area where I live. I love the

downstairs rooms as they’re very spacious. I spend a lot of time

in the living room because it’s so light and airy. But my favourite

feature is definitely the staircase. It curves around at the bottom

and just seems to invite you to climb it.

Recording lib

design, please, device, devise, residence, housing, fasten, destruction.

use (n), use (v)

Recording 12a

Woman: I can’t decide between the Smart Phone and the Optima.

Which one do you think is better?

Assistant: Well, I prefer the Smart Phone because it’s so compact.

I find the Optima a bit bulky. Although I have to say that the size

of the Smart Phone does make it tricky to operate, whereas the

Optima is very user-friendly.

Woman: Why do you think that is?

Assistant: Well, the Smart Phone has a standard telephone keypad

and I find them really awkward to use when I’m sending messages.

The Optima opens up to reveal a full keyboard inside. You can

also scroll up and down by touching the screen. I like the way the
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Smart Phone automatically displays a calendar when you open it up

though, that’s a really useful function.

Woman: Can they both connect to the Internet?

Assistant: Yes, they’re both equipped with the latest technology. But

I find the Optima downloads information a lot faster and it also has

a bigger memory, so it can store more data.

Recording 12b

Speaker A: 1 wash my hair every morning so the gadget I use most is

my ... you know, the thing you use to dry your hair.

Speaker B: I mainly use my computer as a ... you know, to do

processing of the things I need to write.

Speaker C: One gadget 1 really want to buy is a machine to blend up

food so 1 can make my own healthy drinks.

Speaker D: I’m not very good at adding up big numbers so I can’t

imagine what it was like before they had ... you know, those

machines that can do it for you.

Speaker E: My mother still washes the dishes by hand and it takes

her a long time. I’d like to get a machine that can do the job for her.

Recording 13a

Bill: Just look at this, they’re putting one of those cheap restaurant

chains in where that nice tea-shop used to be. They’re owned by

some multinational company. At this rate our culture will disappear

altogether and we’ll all end up eating the same bland food.

Amy: Well, a lot of people are worried about globalisation and the

impact it could have on the local people. But actually I’m beginning

to think it works the other way around.

Bill: You can’t be serious.

Amy: Yes, I’m reading a book about it actually and the author makes

some very valid points.

Bill: He probably works for one of the big multinationals himself!

Amy: Actually, no. I’m pretty sure he’s a journalist.

Bill: So, what does he say then?

Amy: Well, he points out that there are far more ethnic restaurants

in England than people realise, for example, there are seven Indian

restaurants for every one McDonald’s in the UK.

Bill: Really? I didn’t realise that.

Amy: Yes, and globally, pizzas are actually more popular than

burgers. I think globalisation could mean that we end up living a

more interesting and multicultural life.

Bill: Yes, but you’ve got to admit that, worldwide, the soft drinks

market is totally dominated by just one or two big companies.

Amy: Well, according to this author, there’s a new energy drink

taking over the market and it’s a joint venture between Thailand

and Austria. Without globalisation, international companies just

wouldn’t merge like that.

Bill: Well I think that globalisation just pushes popular culture to the

masses and spreads it even further. When people go travelling to far

flung places, they want to see something exotic, not the same icons

they see all around them at home!

Amy: Yes, but I doubt the local people there feel they’re losing their

national identity just because a fast food outlet has opened up. And

anyway, the nice thing about it is that, in many places, these chains

have to change the food they sell to suit the local culture. So there

is a lot of give and take going on and you still get cultural diversity

to some extent.

Bill: I suppose so. I suppose so. I guess no one big multinational has

a monopoly over the fashion market either, does it?

Amy: That’s right, the big fashion labels are spread over a lot of

different countries.

Recording 13b

global, globalisation, implication, isolation, culture, domestic,

international, local, sceptical, modernisation, national, multicultural.

projection

Recording 14a

Mary: Hi, Jean. You look worried. Is everything OK?

Jean: Hi, Mary. Actually I’m facing a few problems at work and I’m not

really sure how to deal with them.

Mary: What sort of problems?

Jean: Well, we’ve just got a new boss and he’s expecting us to start

work at 8 o’clock in the morning. Of course that’s causing problems

for me at home because it means my husband has to take the

children to school every morning, which is making him late for work.

Mary: Oh dear. I know how you feel. I had to deal with a similar

problem last year.

Jean: How did you tackle it?

Mary: Well, I didn’t at first and that created an even worse situation.

The traffic is so bad nowadays that I was leaving the house at 6:30

every morning to get there in time. Eventually I realised I would

have to address the problem sooner or later, so 1 raised the issue

with my boss.

Jean: Did you manage to resolve it?

Mary: Yes, he was terrific. He said he hadn’t realised that the early

start would present a problem and he agreed to let me start half an

hour later.

Jean: That’s great, I’m sure my boss has no idea how much trouble

he’s caused. Perhaps I should deal with it the same way.

Mary: Well, they say that identifying the problem is the hardest part.

Tackling it should be the easy part.

Jean: You haven’t met my new boss!

Recording 14b

accepted, crowded, developed, excluded, included, isolated,

overpriced, overworked, resolved, stressed, solved

Recording 15a

Narrator: Statement 1

Speaker A: I think it could be beneficial to educate the public this

way. Anything we do to raise awareness of these issues is very

worthwhile. The more educated people are, the more advantageous

it is for the environment.

Speaker B: I honestly think it would be pointless. People just don’t

read leaflets, so handing them out would be futile. Not only would it

be a fruitless exercise, but it would also create more litter!

Narrator: Statement 2

Speaker A: I think this is an unattainable goal. I think it would

prove impracticable even to think about trying to achieve this. Our

environmental problems are so great now that it’s unfeasible to

imagine that we could solve all our pollution problems so quickly.
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Speaker B: Look, I think everyone in my country is so aware of

the impact we’re having on the environment that I think it is

conceivable that we'll have solved the problem soon. It’s quite

feasible that we’ll all be driving electric cars. They’re a viable

alternative to petrol-driven cars, so getting rid of pollution is

definitely achievable.

Narrator: Statements

Speaker A: I think it’s improbable that everyone will abandon the

chemicals we’re using now. So many people have been using

them for years and it’s questionable whether they will be able to

convince everyone to stop. Yeah, I’d say this one is very doubtful.

Speaker B: There are a lot of great cleaning products now that are

eco-friendly and I think governments are liable to start putting

pressure on manufacturers to produce more products like these. I

think it’s quite probable that within ten years everyone will have

made the switch.

Recording 15b

1 I refuse to go.

2 Disposing of refuse is a growing problem.

3 There is a conflict here.

4 The two reports conflict each other.

5 We all need to be present at the meeting.

6 This issue presents an enormous problem.

7 We are making a lot of progress.

8 We need to progress at a faster rate.

9 There has been an increase in carbon emissions.

10

Temperatures are expected to increase.

Recording 16

Let’s find out just how environmentally aware you are.

Question one. How many trees do you think it would take to offset the

C02 emissions from a long distance flight? Well, it’s estimated that

for each mile or 1.6 km that a jet flies, half a kilo of C02 is added to

the atmosphere. So a round trip of 10,000 miles would emit about

one and a half tonnes of C02 per passenger. The amount of C02 a tree

can absorb depends on factors such as its type, location and age. The

company, Future Forests, says that, on average, it would take two trees

99 years to counter the effect of this trip, so the answer here is C.

Question two. What is the most environmentally friendly way to

wash your clothes? Well, the solvents used by most dry cleaners are

damaging to the environment. In a washing machine, the vast majority

of the energy - about 90 per cent of it - goes into heating up the

water, not running through the cycle. Washing clothes in hot water,

even by hand, uses a lot of energy to heat the water. Keeping washing

temperatures low and always washing a full load is the best policy. So

the correct answer is C.

Question three. Do you need to always turn off your electric lights to

save energy? It is a common myth that flicking the lights on and off

uses more energy than leaving them on. In fact an ordinary bulb only

has to be turned off for three seconds to outweigh the cost of turning

it back on. For energy efficient and other fluorescent bulbs, this rises

to five minutes. Energy efficient light bulbs use 75 per cent less energy

than ordinary ones - so if you have those, but leave them on as you

tidy - you’ll probably still use less energy than if you switch your

standard bulbs on and off. So the correct answer is B.

Question four. What is the most energy efficient way of cooking a

baked potato? A microwave uses just a third of the electricity required

to operate an electric oven, and of course the potato will take much
less time to cook, so the correct answer is B.

Question five. What is the best way to help reduce your C0 2 emissions

throughout the year? Well, it’s estimated that one person taking the

train for a year, rather than driving a car, would reduce their C0 2

emission total by 2.9 tonnes. Hanging out your washing rather than

using a tumble dryer would cut C02 by 0.9 tonnes and working from

home one day a week would cut 0.88 tonnes. So the correct answer

is A.

Recording 17a

Speaker 1: I’m a student so I only work part-time. I managed to get

a job as a shelf stacker in the local supermarket. It’s unskilled work

and very monotonous, but the pay is quite good. Every week when
I get my wages I put them straight into the bank. I’m saving up

for a new computer. I’ve nearly got enough, which is just as well

because my prospects aren’t good - 1 think they’re going to make
me redundant next month!

Speaker 2: My occupation is receptionist at a five-star hotel. I got

the job while I was studying. We had to complete part of our

course in the workplace, and this is where I was placed. It’s a very

demanding job and I have to do shift work, which I find exhausting.

The perks are great though. I get to stay in luxurious hotels around

the world for next to nothing and I get on really well with all the

other staff. My father worked in this industry all his life. He retired

the same year that I started.

Speaker 3: I work as a labourer on a construction site. It’s manual

work, so it’s very physical, which keeps me nice and fit. My wages

aren't great, but I often get to do a lot of overtime, so I can earn

more money that way.

Speaker 4: I’ve always wanted a career in marketing, so I studied

as a graphic designer and when I graduated I got a job with a

marketing company. I had to compete against some very good

candidates to get the job, so I was really pleased. I’ve recently been

promoted and now I'm in charge of several advertising campaigns.

I find the job really rewarding, and that’s not just because of the

great salary. I get to use the skills I learned at college. I also get on

very well with my colleagues. Job satisfaction is really important

to me.

Recording 17b

bird, earn, first, nurse, perk, purse, work

park, clerk, market, target

ball, floor, law, poor, walk, force

Recording 18

In spite of the large number of prisons we have, crime figures have

risen again this year with the number of drug-related crimes in

particular increasing. Many law-abiding citizens believe that our

existing laws are just not tough enough and do not act as enough

of a deterrent against crime. In recent years there has been a move
to abolish laws which were deemed to be too harsh or strict and to

reduce the punishment for non-violent crimes, such as those against

property. On the other hand, in some countries the police can enforce
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laws against crossing the street at the wrong place by imposing a fine.

Laws like this are passed simply to keep us safe and some see them

as an intrusion on our privacy. Focusing on petty crimes in this way

can also cause people who generally obey the law to resent the police

rather than respect them for what they do. They would rather their

time was spent solving more serious crimes. It’s difficult to believe

that reducing punishments will help to combat crime. It goes without

saying that laws against serious crimes should be strictly enforced.

However, we also need to focus more attention on crime prevention

and educating young people to abide by the law. They need to know

that no one is above the law and there are serious consequences

if they’re involved in criminal activities in any way. Some people

believe that non-violent crimes or so-called victimless crimes such

as fraud should be punished less. However, there is always a victim

somewhere, even if that victim is a company and its owners. And

victims often feel the effects of a crime for many years, whether the

attack is planned or random. Perhaps it‘s time to start introducing new

laws rather than abolishing them.

Recording 19a

Good morning, my name is Dan Taylor and I’m Professor of Sociology

here at Manly University.

Our modern society often prides itself on its free press and, with

access to the Internet and cable television the news is broadcast

24 hours a day. However, we have just completed a study which

reveals that the general public is increasingly ill-informed today.

For this project we compiled a list of what we considered to be the

most significant current affairs stories and then we assessed how

these stories were reported by newspapers and radio and television

networks. Alarmingly, we found that as many as 25 significant

news stories were either under-reported or omitted from the news

altogether.

It would seem that the media today seeks to entertain rather than

inform the public. I define censorship as anything which interferes

with the free flow of information in our society. And this would seem

to be what tabloid journalism is doing. They are effectively censoring

important news stories on the basis that they may not be interesting

or entertaining enough. One example is the widening gap between

the rich and the poor. This is a major problem in big cities today and

yet you are unlikely to find a reference to it in any news headlines.

Instead, you’re more likely to find stories about the latest celebrity,

with important news content relegated to the back pages.

Recording 19b

Teacher: Would you like to be famous?

Student: 1 think a lot of people want to be famous nowdays and that’s

why reality TV is so popular. But I wouldn’t like to be famous at all.

Being famous nowadays simply means that you’re in the tabloids

a lot and you’re followed by the paparazzi everywhere you go. I’d

find that very intrusive. Famous people have no privacy at all in any

part of their life. Their life also seems to be very superficial because

they spend all of their time going to parties and trying to look

glamorous. It all seems very artificial to me - they just don’t seem

to be part of the real world at all.

Teacher: Hmm. Do you think famous people have a positive or a

negative influence on young people?

Student: I think they should have a positive influence on young

people, but many of them don’t. Some personalities are good role

models and use their celebrity status to encourage people to think

about important issues, but we often see photos of famous people

behaving badly.

Teacher: Nowadays we have access to the news 24 hours a day. What

effect does this have?

Student: I think it can affect us in both positive and negative ways.

On the one hand, it’s very convenient to be able to catch up with

what’s happening in the world at any time of the day or night, no

matter where you are. But on the other hand, this kind of news can

give you a distorted view of what’s happening, because even minor

news stories are given more importance than they perhaps should

have.

Recording 19c

artificial, attention, biased, censor, exposed, exposure, intrusive,

intrusion, invasion, invasive, publication, superficial

Recording 20a
For those of you who are interested in aesthetics, why not consider

a visit to Bethania Island this year? The island will host three arts

festivals, each one showcasing different areas of the art world. First,

there is Living Writers’ Week. Throughout the week there will be talks

by local and international writers and a chance to dine with them

at the various literary lunches. You’ll also be able to pick up old and

new editions at the very large book fair. The little ones haven’t been

forgotten and so there are plenty of children’s activities planned as

well. As is the case each year, there will be a theme for the festival and

this year it is Island life.

Later in the year, there will be a celebration of the visual arts. There

are some very famous and accomplished painters in residence on

the island and their work will be featured in a wonderful exhibition.

Works by Alex Green, whose paintings depict the beautiful scenery

this island is famous for, will be a prominent feature. Visitors to the

festival will get the chance to discuss the creative process with the

artists and there will also be opportunities to try out your own artistic

skills at the workshops being held at various galleries on the island.

To top it all off, there will be a display of crafts created by emerging

artists. You’ll be amazed at the intricate wooden carvings produced by

local craftsmen.

And finally, if you love music then you shouldn’t miss the Festival of

Voices. You will be able to hear performers from around the world.

What makes this even more interesting is that some of this year’s

performances are going to be interactive so members of the audience

will be invited to participate as well. One of the stages will be devoted

to showcasing musical theatre and the good news is that there will be

plenty of free concerts for everyone to enjoy.

Recording 20b
My taste in music is quite eclectic and there isn’t really one style

of music that I like. I listen to everything from popular music to

classical. Music plays a very important role in my life, and I listen to

it almost constantly. I find that it helps to set or to change a mood.

So I tend to choose my music according to who I’m with or what I’m

doing. For example, if I’m driving long distances in my car I prefer to
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play something stimulating to help keep me awake. But if I’m having

a dinner party with friends, then I play something more relaxing. I

think that music helps to inspire me when I’m working, although my
colleagues find it distracting so I tend to listen with headphones on. In

that way I can escape into my own little world. When I was younger I

would definitely have said that 1 preferred live music. The atmosphere

in a live concert can be electric. Nowadays, though, a lot of popular

groups only perform at very large venues in front of audiences of

20,000 or more and I don’t really like that. I prefer the intimacy of

listening to recorded music and the sound quality is better as well.

Music really enriches our lives - it can turn a boring, monotonous

period of time into a magical experience, so I think it’s essential to

have music and, in fact, all of the arts in your life.

Recording 20c
atmosphere, classical, edition, festival, fundamental, imagination,

literary, monotonous, musical, performance, popular, visual

Recording 21

put, these, in, some, ball, choose, word, about, guest, what, attack,

hard

Recording 22a

1 analysis, analyse, analytical

2 benefit, benefit, beneficial

3 consistency, consist, consistent

4 creation, creator, creativity, create, creative

5 definition, define, definable, definitive, definite

6 environment, environmentalist, environmental

7 occurrence, occur

8 period, periodical, periodic

9 significance, signify, significant

10 theory, theorise, theoretical

Recording 22b

A Leading environmentalists are concerned about the effects our

modern lifestyle is having on global warming.

B Scientists have shown that including fish in our diet may be

beneficial in reducing heart disease.

C Satellites have recently sent back important new data from Mars,

although it is not yet clear what significance the findings have for

future space exploration.

D Young children are often very creative, although many give up art

when they begin high school.

E Your essay is good, but you need to define the causes of pollution

more clearly.

F I prefer teachers who don’t put too much emphasis on learning

and studying the theory of chemistry. I’m much more interested in

the practical side of things.

G The student council consists of ten undergraduates and four

postgraduate students.

H After you’ve planted your seeds you can’t simply leave them to

grow, they do need to be checked periodically for weeds and

pests.

I We analysed the test results to see whether there really is a link

between video games and increased violence.

J The torrential storm last night seems to be part of a pattern - a

similar storm occurred two years ago following a severe drought.
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I UNIT 1

Growing up

Nouns
adolescence /.aedal'esants/

adulthood /'aedAlthud/

bond /bond/

brotherhood /'brAdahud/

character /'kaerakta/

childhood /'tjaildhud/

conflict /'konflikt/

connection /ka'nekjan/

fatherhood /'fardahud/

friendship /'frendjip/

instinct /‘instirjkt/

interaction /.inta'raekjan/

motherhood /'mAdahud/

nature /'neitJa/

parent /'pearant/

relation In 'leiJon/

relationship (between/with)

/ri'leijanfip/

relative /'relativ/

resemblance /ri'zemblans/

rivalry /'raivalri/

sibling /'siblirj/

teenager /'ti:n,eid3a/

temperament /'temparamant/

ties /taiz/

upbringing /'ApbnrjiT)/

Compound nouns
active role

extended family

family gathering

immediate family

maternal instinct

sibling rivalry

stable upbringing

striking resemblance

Adjectives

close /klaos/

close-knit /.klaos'nit/

maternal /ma't3inal/

parental /pa'rental/

rewarding /ri'woidig/

stable /'steibl/

Verbs

accommodate /a'komadeit/

adopt /a'dnpt/

break down /breik daon/

develop /di'velap/

endure /in'djua/

establish /i'staeblij/

have sth in common
inherit /in'herit/

interact /.inta'raekt/

nurture /'n3itja/

play a rote

relate (to) /n'leit/

unit 2
MENTAL AND PHYSICAL
DEVELOPMENT

Nouns
ability /a'bilati/

adolescent /.aedal'esant/

behaviour /bi'heivja/

childhood /'tjaildhud/

concept /'kDnsept/

consequence /'konsikwans/

gesture /'d3estJa/

growth /grauO/

height /halt/

imagination /i,maed3i'neijan/

infancy /'infansi/

infant /'infant/

knowledge /'nnlid3/

maturity /ma'tjuarati/

memory /'memari/

milestone /'mailstaun/

mind /maind/

peers /piaz/

period /'piariad/

phase /feiz/

rate /reit/

reminder /ri'mainda/

social skills

skill /skil/

stage /steid3/

toddler /'tndla/

transition /traen'zijan/

Adjectives

abstract /'aebstraekt/

cognitive /'kognativ/

clumsy /'klAmzi/

fond /fond/

fully-grown /'foli graun/

immature /.ima'tjua/

independent /.indi'pendant/

irresponsible /.iri'sponsabl/

mature /ma'tjua/

patient /'peijant/

rebellious /ri'belias/

significant /sig'nifikant/

tolerant /'tdarant/

Verbs

acquire /a'kwaia/

develop /di'velap/

gesture /'d3estja/

grow /grau/

imitate /'imiteit/

look back

master /'maista/

mature /ma'tjoa/

remember /ri'memba/

remind /rr'maind/

reminisce /.remi'nis/

throw a tantrum

visualise /'vi3ualaiz/

Adverbs
typically /'tipikli/

Phrases with mind
bear in mind

broaden the mind

have something in mind /

have something on your mind

it slipped my mind

keep an open mind

my mind went blank

put your mind at ease

unit 3
KEEPING FIT

Nouns
allergy /' aelad3i/

anxiety /aerj'zaiati/

appetite /'aepitait/

artery /'aitari/

asset /'aeset/

benefit /'benifit/

cravings /'kreivigz/

depression /di'prejan/

diagnosis /.daiag'nausis/

diet /daiat/

dietician /.daia'tijan/

disease /di'ziiz/

(eating) disorder /di'soida/

exercise /'eksasaiz/

factor /'faekt a/

fast food /faist fu:d/

fat /faet/

harm /ha:m/

health /helG/

heart attack /halt a'taek/

infection /in'fek/an/

ingredients /in'griidiants/

insomnia /in'scmnia/

intake /'inteik/

junk food /d3Ai]k fu:d/

muscle /'mAsal/

nutrient /'njuitriant/

nutrition /njui'trijan/

obesity /ao'biisati/

onset /'onset/

portion /'poijan/

risk /risk/

serving /'sivig/

stress /stres/

stroke /strauk/

treatment /trntmant/

therapy /'Qerapi/

variety /va'raiati/

weight /weit/

Adjectives

acute /a'kjuit/

allergic /a'l3id3 ik/

alternate /ol't3:nat/

brisk /'brisk/

chronic /'kronik/

harmful /'haimfal/

healthy /'helOi/

infectious /m'fekjas/

moderate /'modarat/

obese /ao'biis/

overweight /'auvaweit/

persistent /pa'sistant/

regular /regjula/

vital /' vaital/

Verbs

avoid /a'vaid/

counteract /.kauntar'aekt/

curb /k3ib/

cure /kjua/

diminish /di'mmij/

disrupt /dis'rApt/

eliminate /I'limineit/

maintain /mein'tein/

overdo /auva'du:/

overeat /.auvar'iit/

prevent /pri'vent/

recommend /.reka'mend/

recover /rikAva/

reduce /ri'djuis/

skip /skip/

stimulate /'stimjaleit/

trigger /'triga/
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unit a
LIFESTYLES

Nouns
activity /aek'tivati/

aspect /'aespekt/

attitude /'aetitjuid/

(achieve a) balance /'baelans/

competition /.kDmpa'tiJan/

creativity /.kriiei'tivati/

daily routine

desire /di'zaia/

disappointment

/.disa'pointmant/

experience /ik'spiarians/

fulfillment /ful'filmant/

goal/gaul/

hobby /'hobi/

insight /'insait/

leisure /'le3a/

lifestyle /'laifstail/

optimist /'optimist/

outlook /'autlok/

opportunity /.opa'tjuinati/

personality /,p3:san'aelati/

pessimist /'pesimist/

priority /prai'Drati/

pressure /'preja/

realist /'rialist/

risk-taker /risk 'teika/

self-expression /self ik'sprejan/

sense /sens/

Adjectives

active /'aektiv/

bored /bold/

confused /kan'fjuizd/

dissatisfied /dis'saet isfaid/

intense /in'tens/

materialistic /ma.tiaria'listik/

negative /'negotiv/

outdoor /.aot'do:/

positive /'pDzotiv/

recreational /
(

rekri'eijanal/

successful /sak'sesfal/

Verbs

achieve (a goal) /a'tjiiv/

appeal /a'piil/

attract /a'traekt/

choose /tjuiz/

express /ik'spres/

enjoy /in'd30i/

fulfil /ful'fil/

improve /im'prinv/

motivate /'mautiveit/

participate /pcn'tisipeit/

regret /n'gret/

relax /ri'laeks/

satisfy /'saetisfai/

Verb phrases

lead a happy life

live life on the edge

live life to the full

make a choice

make a decision

make a living

meet a need

miss (an opportunity)

play a role

put pressure on

set (a goal)

take part (in)

work hard for a living

Phrases with life or living

all walks of life

cost of living

lifelong ambition

living expenses

once in a lifetime opportunity

standard of living

way of life

UNIT S _
STUDENT LIFE

Nouns
assignment /a'sainmant/

college /'kDlid3/

controversy /'kDntrav3isi/

curriculum /ka'rikjabm/

dissertation /.disa'teijan/

education /,ed3u'keijan/

exam /ig'zaem/

field (of study) /'fiild/

findings /'faindirjz/

funding /'fAndirj/

grade /greid/

graduation /.gnedsu'eijan/

grant /graint/

high school /hai skuil/

homework /'haumw3ik/

junior school /'d3u:nb skuil/

kindergarten /'kinda,ga:tan/

learning disorder

lecturer /'lektjara/

library /'laibrari/

limits /'limits/

Masters /'mcustaz/

nursery /'n3:sri/

PhD /.piieitj'dii/

primary school /'praimari skuil/

program /'praugraem/

project /'prDd3ekt/

research /ri'S3itJ7

resources /ri'zaisiz/

results /ri'zAlts/

scholarship /'sknbjip/

scope /skaop/

secondary school /'sekandri

skuil/

sources /'saisiz/

syllabus /'silabas/

task /taisk/

theory /'0iari/

thesis /'Oiisis/

tutor /'tjuita/

topic /'tDpik/

university /,ju:ni'v3isati/

Adjectives

academic /.aeka'demik/

eligible /'elid3abl/

mixed /'mikst/

postgraduate /
l
paos'graed3uat/

relevant /'rebvont/

senior /'siinia/

single-sex /siggl'seks/

studious /'stjuidias/

work-related /w3ik ri'leitid/

Verbs

adopt (an approach) /a'dopt/

analyse /'aenalaiz/

conduct /'kAndAkt/

concentrate /'konsontreit/

consider /kan'sida/

find out/faind aut/

graduate /'graed3uat/

learn (about) /bin/

organise /'oiganaiz/

overcome /.aova'kAm/

review /ri'vju:/

revise /ri'vaiz/

struggle /'strAgal/

take (a course) /teik/

Adverbs
relatively /'rebtivli/

unit 6
EFFECTIVE

COMMUNICATION

Nouns
accuracy /'aekjarasi/

communication

/ka.mjumi'keijan/

concept /'knnsept/

conjecture /kan'd3ektja/

dialect /'daiolekt/

fluency /‘fluiansi/

gesture /'d3estja/

hesitation /.hezi'teijan/

language /'laer)gwid3/

language barrier

linguist /'liggwist/

linguistics /lig'gwistiks/

means of communication

mother tongue

native speaker

pronunciation /pra.nAnsi'eiJbn/

sign language /sain 'l<eggwid3/

vocabulary /va'kaebjalari/

Adjectives

incoherent /.inka'hiarant/

inherent /m'herant/

sophisticated /sa'fistikeitid/

spontaneous /spDn'teinbs/

Verbs

clarify /'klaerifai/

communicate /ka'mjuimkeit/

comprehend /.knmpri'hend/

conclude /kan'kluid/

confirm /kan'f3im/

converse /'kDnv3is/

define /di'fain/

demonstrate /'demanstreit/

distinguish /di'stiggwiJV

emerge /i'm3id3/

evolve /i'vdIv/

explain /ik'splein/

express /ik'spres/

gesture /'d3estja/

illustrate /'ibstreit/

imply /im'plai/

indicate /'indikeit/

pronounce /pra'naons/

recall /ri'kail/

refer (to) /ri'f3i/

signify /'signifai/

state /steit/

stutter /'stAta/

suggest /s3'd3est/

translate /traenz'leit/

Idioms

there is something to be said for

needless to say

have a say

when all is said and done

having said that

to say the least

you can say that again!

that is to say

ON THE MOVE

Nouns
accommodation /a.knma'deijan/

attraction /a'traekjan/

community /ka'mjuinati/

countryside /'kAntrisaid/

destination /.desti'neijan/

eco-tourism /'iikau.tuarizam/

effect /i'fekt/

facilities /fa'sibtiz/

identification

/ai.dentifi'keijan/

inhabitant /in' habitant/

itinerary /ai'tinarari/

journey /'d33ini/

landscape /'laenskeip/

luggage /'lAgid3/

peak /pi : k/

tourism /'tuarizam/

tourist /'toarist/

transport /'traenspoit/

travel /'traeval/

travelling /'traevalirj/

trend /trend/
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trip /trip/

village /V1I1CI3/

Adjectives

adventurous /ad'ventjaras/

budget /'bAd3it/

breathtaking /'breG.teikirj/

coastal /'kaustal/

cosmopolitan /.kDzma'pDlitan/

diverse /dai'v3is/

flexible /'fleksibl/

foreign /'form/

local /'laukal/

luxurious /lAg'303ri3s/

mountainous /'mauntinas/

peaceful /'piisfal/

picturesque /.piktj’ar'esk/

polluted /pa'luitid/

quaint /kweint/

remote /n'maut/

rough /rAf/

rural /'ruaral/

scenic /'sixmk/

stunning /'stAnii)/

tough /t Af/

traditional /tra'dijanal/

unspoilt /An'spoilt/

urban /' 3iban/

Verbs

affect /a'fekt/

fluctuate /'flAktJueit/

UNIT 8
THROUGH THE AGES

Nouns
age /eid3/

archaeologist /
(
u:ki'ol3d3ist/

century /’senjari/

decade /'dekeid/

era /'iara/

evidence /'evidans/

excavation /.ekska'veijan/

generation /.dseno'reijon/

the Middle Ages

millennia /mi'lenia/

period /'piariad/

phase /feiz/

pioneer /.pais'nio/

timeline /'taimlain/

Adjectives

ancient /'einjant/

chronological /,krDiia'lDd3ikal/

consecutive /kan'sekjotiv/

historical /hi'stDrikal/

imminent /'iminant/

middle-aged /,midal'eid3d/

nostalgic /nos'taeld3ik/

prehistoric /.priii'storik/

prior (to) /praia/

punctual /'pAqktjual/

time-consuming

/'taimkan.sjuimiij/

Verb
erode /i'raod/

infer /in'f:/

predate /.prii'deit/

span /spaen/

Phrases with time

in time

lose track of time

on time

save time

spend time

take so long

the right time

Adverbs

chronologically

/
(
krDn3'lod3ik3li/

formerly /'faimali/

previously /'pri: vissli/

subsequently /'sAbsikwantli/

UNIT 9
THE NATURAL WORLD

Nouns
agriculture /'aegrikAltJa/

animal kingdom

burrow /'bArau/

climate /'klaimat/

crop(s) /krDp/

decline /di'klain/

den /den/

disaster /di'zaista/

ecological balance

ecology /i:'kDl3d3i/

evolution /,iiva'lu:Jan/

extinction /ik'stiqkjon/

fauna /‘foma/

flora /'flairs/

genetics /d33 'netiks/

habitat /'haebiteet/

human nature

insect /'insekt/

Mother Nature

pesticides /'pestisaidz/

predator /'predota/

prey /prei/

repercussions /.riips'kAjanz/

scent /sent/

species /'spiijiiz/

soil /sail/

vegetation /,ved3 i'teij3n/

vermin /'v3imin/

weed /wild/

Adjectives

arid /'aerid/

catastrophic /.kaeta'strofik/

disastrous /di'zaistrss/

domesticated /ds'mestikeitid/

endangered /in'deind33d/

extinct /ik'stigkt/

genetically-modified

introduced /,intr3 'djuist/

native /'neitiv/

natural /'naetjaral/

resistant /ri'zistant/

semi-arid /'semi 'aerid/

tropical /'trnpikal/

vulnerable /'vAlnsrobsl/

wild /waild/

Verbs

adapt /a'daept/

combat /’kDmbaet/

cultivate /'kAltiveit/

eradicate /i'raedikeit/

evolve /i'vdIv/

hibernate /'haibaneit/

tolerate /'tDlareit/

unit 10
REACHING FOR THE
SKIES

Nouns
asteroid /'aestarsid/

astronaut /'aestranoit/

atmosphere /'aetmasfia/

cosmos /'kDzmDs/

crater /'kreita/

debris /'deibrii/

Earth /3i0/

exploration /.ekspla'reijan/

explorer /ik'spbia/

galaxy /'gaelaksi/

gas /gaes/

gravity /'graevati/

horizon /ha'raizan/

launch /lainj/

meteor /'miitia/

moon /muin/

ocean /'aujan/

orbit /'oibit/

outer space /'auta speis/

planet /'plaenit/

radiation /.reidi'eijan/

rocket /'mkit/

satellite /'saetalait/

simulator /'simjaleita/

solar system /'saola 'sistam/

space /speis/

spacecraft /'speiskraift/

space shuttle /speis 'jAtal/

space station /speis 'steijan/

surface /'s3ifis/

universe /'juimv3is/

weightlessness /'weitlasnas/

Adjectives

commercial /ka'm3ijal/

cosmic /'kDzmik/

extreme /ik'striim/

gravitational /.graevi'teijanal/

horizontal /.hDri'zDntal/

inevitable /i'nevitabl/

lunar /'luina/

meteoric /.miiti'Dnk/

outer /'auta/

solar /'saula/

terrestrial /ta'restrial/

toxic /'tDksik/

uninhabitable /.Anin'haebitabI/

universal /,ju:m'v3isal/

unmanned /An'maend/

Verbs

acclimatise /a'klaimataiz/

colonise /'kolanaiz/

explore /ik'spbi/

float /flaut/

orbit /'Dibit/

propel /pra' pel/

rotate /ra'teit/

sustain /sa'stein/

simulate /'simjaleit/

undergo /.Anda'gau/

unit 11
DESIGN AND
INNOVATION

Nouns
balcony /'baelkani/

brick /brik/

building /'bildiq/

ceiling /'siilirj/

concrete /'korjkriit/

construction /kan'strAkJan/

cottage /'kDtid3/

design /di'zain

/

device /di'vais/

elevator /'eliveita/

engineering /,end3i'nianq/

frame /freim/

gadget /'gaed3it/

housing /' haozig/

innovation /.ina'veijan/

invention /in'venjan/

landmark /'laendmaik/

lift shaft /lift Jfaift/

occupant /'okjapant/

platform /'plaetfaim/

quarry /'kwDri/

residence /'rezidans/

skyscraper /'skai,skreipa/

staircase /'steakeis/

steel /still/

storage /'sta:rid3/

structure /'strAktJa/

tension /'tenjan/

timber /'timba/

Adjectives

airy /'earii

conventional /kan'venjanal/

cosy /' kauzi/

cramped /kraempt/

curved /k3ivd/

disposable /di'spauzabl/

domestic /da'mestik/
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exterior /ik'stiaria/

functional /'fAgkJanal/

futuristic /.fjuitja'ristik/

high-rise /.hai'raiz/

innovative /'inavativ/

internal /in't3:nal/

mass-produced /.maespra'djuist/

modern /'mDdan/

multi-storey /.mAlti'stoiri/

old-fashioned /.aul'fasjand/

ornate /oi'neit/

prefabricated /.prii'faebrikeitid/

single-storey /'siggal 'stairi/

spacious /'speijas/

state-of-the-art

traditional /tra'dijanal/

two-storey /tu: 'stairi/

typical /'tipikal/

ultra-modern /'Altra 'mndon/

Verbs

activate /'a^ktiveit/

automate /'aitameit/

build /bild/

condemn /kan'dem/

construct /'kanstrAkt/

decorate /'dekareit/

demolish /di'mDliJV

design /di'zain/

develop /di'velap/

devise /di'vaiz/

haul /hail/

hoist /hoist/

invent /in'vent/

maintain /mein'tein/

occupy /'Dkjapai/

reconstruct /.riikan'strAkt/

renovate /'renaveit/

support /sa'pait/

trigger /'trigs/

UNIT 12
INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

Nouns
automatic pilot

computerisation

/kam.pjuitarai'zeijan/

connection /ka'nekfan/

data /'delta/

device /di'vais/

function /'fAgk/an/

gadget /'gaed3it/

the Internet

keyboard /'kiibaid/

keypad /'kiipaed/

laptop (computer) /'laeptDp/

the latest

memory /'memari/

monitor /'monit a/

patent /'peitant/

program /'praograem/

prototype /'prautataip/

remote control /ri'maot

kan'traul/

silicon chip /'silikan t Jip/

technology /tek'nnbd3i/

telecommunications

/,telika,mju:ni'keijanz/

vision /'V13911/

wireless connection

Adjectives

compact /'kDmpcekt/

computerised

/k9m'pju:t9raizd/

cutting-edge /'kAtiged3/

cyber /saiba/

dated /'deitid/

digital /'did3it9l/

labour-saving /'leibo.sei virj/

portable /'poitgbl/

state-of-the-art

up-to-date /.Apta'deit/

user-friendly /Juiza'frendli/

virtual /'v3it/u9 l/

wireless connection

Verbs

access /'aekses/

connect /ka'nekt/

download /.daun'laud/

display /di'splei/

envisage /in'vizid3/

operate /'npareit/

revolutionise /.reval'uijanaiz/

scroll /skroul/

speculate /'spekjuleit/

store /star/

surpass /so'pais/

Adverbs
automatically /aita'maetikli/

UNIT 13
THE MODERN WORLD

Nouns
attitude /'aetitjuid/

brand /braend/

culture /'kAltJo/

cycle /'saikol/

demographics

/.demao'graefiks/

development /di'velapmant/

diversity /dai'v3isati/

globalisation /.glaobalai'zeijan/

hindsight /'haindsait/

icon /'aikDn/

identity /ai'dentati/

implication /.impli'keijan/

impact /'impaekt/

increase /'inkriis/

influence /'influons/

industry /'indastri/

isolation /.aisal'eijan/

joint venture

(have a) monopoly /ma'nDpali/

market /'maikit/

modernisation

/.mDdanai'zeiJan/

multiculturalism

/.mAln'kAltJaralizom/

percentage /pa'sentid3/

population /.pDpjuTeiJan/

prediction /pri'dikjan/

projection /pra'd3ekjan/

proportion /pra'paijan/

rate /reit/

statistics /sta'tistiks/

trend /trend/

Adjectives

ageing /'eid3ig/

current /'kArant/

demographic /.dema'graefik/

elderly /'eldali/

ethnic /'eGnik/

exotic /ig'zDtik/

global /'glaubal/

local /'bukal/

long-term Aogt 3:m/

mid-term /.mid'taim/

multicultural /,mAlt i
1

kAltJaral/

productive /pra'dAktiv/

sceptical /'skeptikal/

short-term /Jait'taim/

subsequent /'sAbsikwant/

wealthy /'welGi/

worldwide /,w3:ld'waid/

Verbs

compound /'kAmpaond/

contribute /kan't ribju:t/

decline /di'klain/

diminish /di'mmij/

dominate /'domineit/

dwindle /'dwindal/

factor /'faekta/

indicate /'indikeit/

merge /m3id3/

migrate /mai'greit/

unit 14
URBANISATION

Nouns
benefit /'benifit/

challenge /'tjaelind3/

compromise /'kompramaiz/

difficulty /'difikalti/

dilemma /di'lema/

inhabitant /in'haebitant/

infrastructure /'infra.strAktJa/

isolation /.aisal'eijan/

issue /'iju:/

megacity /megasiti/

migrant /'maigrant/

obstacle /'obstakal/

overpopulation

/.auva.popju'leijan/

population /.pDpju'leiJan/

poverty /'pnvati/

resolution /.rezal'uijan/

setback /'setback/

slum /slAm/

solution /sa'luijan/

tolerance /'tDlarans/

traffic /traefik/

urbanisation /3ibanai'zeijan/

Adjectives

adequate /'aedikwat/

basic /'beisik/

booming /'buimig/

catastrophic /.kaeta'stmfik/

crowded /'kraudid/

decent /'diisant/

developing /di'velapig/

double-edged /dAbl'ed3d/

isolated /'aisaleitid/

one-sided /won 'saidid/

long-sighted /lorjsait id/

long-term /lngt3im/

overpriced /.auva'praist/

overworked /,aova'w3:kt/

pressing /'presig/

rural /'roaral/

short-sighted /Jait 'saitid/

short-term /J9:t't3im/

staggering /'staegarig/

tolerant /'tDlarant/

Verbs

address /a'dres/

adjust /a'd3ASt/

aggravate /'aegraveit/

cause /koiz/

compete /kam'piit/

compound /'kAmpaund/

deal with

deteriorate /di'tiariareit/

enhance /in'hains/

exacerbate /ig'zaesabeit/

exclude /iks'kluid/

face /feis/

flourish /'fUnf/

identify /ai'dentifai/

improve /im'pruiv/

include /in'kluid/

linger /Tigga/

modify /'modifai/

overcome /.auva'kAm/

present /prez'ant/

raise /reiz/

reform /ri'faim/

regulate /'regjaleit/

remedy /'remadi/

resolve /ri'zolv/

tackle /'taekal/

tolerate /'tnlareit/

transform /traens'faim/

worsen /'W3isan/

Verb phrases

find a solution

overcome a difficulty
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reach/find a compromise

remedy a situation

resolve an issue

UNIT 15
THE GREEN REVOLUTION

Nouns
acid rain /'aesid rein/

biodiversity /,baiaudai'v3iS9ti/

climate change

contamination

/kan.tiemi'neijan/

deforestation /di:
(
fori'steijon/

disposal /di’spauzal/

drought /draot/

ecosystem /'iikau.sistam/

emission /i'mijan/

the environment

erosion /i'rao3an/

exhaust (fumes) /ig'zoist/

fertilizer /'faitilaiza/

flood /fL\d/

food chain /find tjein/

fumes /fjuimz/

greenhouse gases

impact /'impaekt/

pollutant /pa'luitant/

pollution /pa'luijan/

process /'prauses/

refuse /'refju:s/

strain /strein/

threat /0ret/

waste /weist/

Adjectives

achievable /a'tjiivabl/

advantageous /,aedvan'teid3as/

at risk /aet risk/

beneficial /.bem'fijal/

chronic /'kronik/

conceivable /k9n'si:v9bl/

contaminated /kan'taemineitid/

devastating /'devasteitir)/

doubtful /'dautfal/

environmental

/in.vairan'mental/

environmentally friendly

feasible /'fiizabl/

fruitless /'fruitlas/

futile /'fjuitail/

immune /I'mjuin/

impracticable /im'praektikabl/

improbable /im'prnbabl/

in danger (of)

insoluble /in'sDljabl/

irreparable A'reprobl/

irreplaceable /.iri'pleisabl/

irreversible /,iri'v3:s9bl/

liable /'laiabl/

life-threatening /'laif.Gretanirj/

pervasive /pa'veisiv/

pointless /'pointbs/

pristine /'pristiin/

questionable /'kwestjanabl/

recyclable /.rii'saiklabl/

sustainable /s9*stein9bl/

taxing /'taeksirj/

unattainable /.Ana'teinabl/

unlikely /An'laikli/

unprecedented /An'presidantid/

useless /juislas/

viable /'vaiabl/

vital /' vaital/

worthwhile /,w3iG'wail/

Verbs

confront /kan'frAnt/

contaminate /kan'tiemineit/

dispose of

dump /dAmp/

threaten /'Gretan/

Adverbs
inexorably /l'neksarabli/

inevitably A'nevitabli/

UNIT 16
THE ENERGY CRISIS

Nouns
atmosphere /'aetmasfia/

balance /'baelans/

biofuel /baiaufjual/

carbon /'kaiban/

carbon dioxide /'kaibon

dai'Dksaid/

crisis /'kraisis/

electricity /.ilek'trisiti/

emissions /I'mijanz/

exhaust /ig'zoist/

fossil fuel /'fDsal 'fju:9l/

fuel /'fju:9l/

fumes /fjuimz/

gas /gaes/

greenhouse gas /'griinhaos gaes/

hybrid /'haibnd/

hydrogen /'haidr9d39n/

petrol /'petral/

resources /ri'zoisiz/

turbine /'t3ibain/

vehicle /'viakal/

Adjectives

alternative /Dl't3in9tiv/

critical /'kntikol/

disposable /di'spaozabl/

drastic /'draestik/

eco-friendly /'iikau.frendli/

efficient /I'fijant/

effective /i'fektiv/

environmentally friendly

nuclear /'njuiklia/

rechargeable /ri:tjaid39bl/

renewable /ri'njuiobl/

solar /'S9ul9/

unleaded (petrol) /An'ledid/

Verbs

absorb /gb'zoib/

conserve /k9n's3iv/

consume /kan'sjuim/

convert /'kAnvait/

counter /'kaunta/

deplete /di'pliit/

diminish /di'mimJV

discharge /'distjaid3/

dwindle /'dwindal/

emit/i'mit/

expend /ik'spend/

limit /'limit/

maintain /mein'tein/

outweigh /,aut'wei/

preserve /pri'z3iv/

retain /ri'tein/

waste /weist/

unit 17
TALKING BUSINESS

Nouns
advertisement /ad'v3itismant/

advertising /'aedvataizirj/

boss /bos/

campaign /kaem'pein/

candidate /'kaendidat/

career /ka'ria/

clerk /kluik/

client /klaiant/

colleague /'kDliig/

company /'kAmpani/

consumer /kan'sjuima/

credibility /.kreda'bilati/

customer /'kAstama/

earnings /binigz/

employee /im'pbiii/

employer /im'pbia/

employment /im'pbimant/

experience /ik'spiarians/

goods /gudz/

income /'inkAm/

industry /'indastri/

interview /'intavjui/

job /d3Db/

job satisfaction

labourer /'leibara/

management /'maenid3mant/

manual work /'maenjual W3ik/

market /‘muikit/

marketing /'maikitir)/

meeting /'miitirj/

money /'mAni/

niche /niij/

occupation /.Dkja'peijan/

office /'Dfis/

overtime /'aovataim/

packaging /'paekid3 ig/

pay /pei/

perk /p3ik/

product /'prDdAkt/

profession /pra'fejan/

prospects /'pmspekts/

qualifications /.kwDlifi'keifanz/

retirement /ri'taiamant/

salary /'saelari/

shares /Jeaz/

shift work /Jift W3ik/

skills /skilz/

staff /staif/

supervisor /'suipavaiza/

takeover /'teik.auva/

target /'taigit/

trade /treid/

trend /trend/

unemployment /.Anim'pbimant/

wages /'weid3 iz/

workforce /'W3ikfais/

workplace /'w3ikpleis/

Adjectives

casual /'k<E3jual/

demanding /di'maindig/

economic /.iika'nomik/

economical /.iika'nDmikal/

exhausting /ig'zoistig/

hospitality /,hDspi'taelati/

monotonous /ma'nntanas/

part-time /.pcnt'taim/

retail /'riiteil/

redundant /ri'dAndant/

rewarding /ri'waidiij/

unemployed /.Anim'pbid/

unskilled /An'skild/

Verbs

apply /a'plai/

compete /kam'piit/

earn /3in/

endorse /in'dais/

invest (in) /in'vest/

persuade /pa'sweid/

to be promoted

request /ri'kwest/

retire /n'taia/

UNIT 18
THE LAW

Nouns
actions /'aekjanz/

arson /'aisan/

authority /ai'Gorati/

burglary /'b3igbri/

consequences /'kontsikwantsiz/

convict /'knnvikt/

crime /kraim/

crime rate /kraim reit

/

criminal /'kriminal/

deterrent /di'terant/

evidence /'evidans/

fine /fain/

fraud /fraid/

imprisonment /im'prizanmant/

inequality /.im'kwDlati/

intent /in'tent/
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intrusion /in'tru:3an/

judge /d3Ad3/

jury /'d3uari/

kidnapping /'kidnaepig/

lawyer /'bia/

motive /'mautiv/

murder /'m3ida/

offence /a'fens/

pickpocketing /pikpDkitig/

prevention /pri'venjan/

prison /'prizan/

prisoner /'prizana/

property crime /'propati kraim/

prosecutor /'prosikjuita/

protection /pra'tekfan/

punishment /'pAniJmant/

recklessness /'reklasnas/

smuggling /'smAglig/

social system /'saojal 'sistam/

swearing /'sweang/

the accused

toxic waste /'tDksik weist/

vandalism /'vaendalizam/

victim /'viktim/

violation /.vaia'leijan/

Adjectives

criminal /'kriminal/

drug-related /drAg ri'leitid/

evil/'iival/

guilty /' gilti/

harsh /ha:J7

innocent /'inasant/

intentional /in'tenjanal/

law-abiding /'bia.baidig/

non-violent /.nDn'vaialant/

offensive /a'fensiv/

on trial /Dn traial/

petty (crime) /'peti/

punishable /'pAmJabl/

random /'raendam/

strict /strikt/

unintentional /.Anin'tenjanal/

victimless /'viktimbs/

Verbs

abide (by) /a'baid/

abolish /a'bDhJV

combat /'knmbaet/

deter /di't3:/

enforce /in'fois/

imprison /im'prizan/

monitor /'mDnita/

obey /a'bei/

offend /a'fend/

perpetrate /'p3ipitreit/

prevent /pri'vent/

protect /pra'tekt/

prove /pruiv/

punish /'pAniJV

resent /ri'zent//

respect /ri'spekt/

violate /'vaialeit/

Verb phrases

accept the consequences

commit a crime

convict a criminal

impose a fine

pass a law

solve a crime

UNIT 19
THE MEDIA

Nouns
access /'aekses/

attitude /'aetitjuid/

author /'a:0a/

bias /'baias/

censorship /'sensajip/

challenge /'tfaelind3/

credibility /.kreda'bilati/

current affairs /'kArant a'feaz/

editor /'edita/

expose /ek'spauzei/

exposure /ik'spao3a/

fame/feim/

free press /fri: pres/

ideology /
(
aidin'bd3i/

influence /'influans/

the Internet

investigation /in.vesti'geijan/

issue /'iju:/

journal /'d33inal/

journalism /'d33:nalizam/

mass media /maes 'miidia/

media /'miidia/

network /'netw3ik/

the news

newspaper /'njuis.peipa/

newsstand /'njuizstaend/

opinion /a'pinjan/

paparazzi /.paepar'aetsi/

press /pres/

privacy /'privasi/

publication /.pAbli'keiJan/

publicity /pAb'lisati/

publisher /'pAbliJa/

relevance /'relavans/

safeguard /seifgaid/

source /sdis/

speculation /.spekja'leifan/

tabloid /'taebbid/

the Web

Adjectives

alternative /Dl't3:nativ/

artificial /.aiti'fijal/

attention-grabbing /a'tenjan

'graebig/

biased /'baiast/

celebrity /sa'lebrati/

controversial /,kDntra'v3iJal/

distorted /di'staitid/

entertaining /.enta'teinig/

factual /'faektjual/

informative /in'foimativ/

intrusive /in'truisiv/

investigative /in'vestigativ/

mainstream /'meinstriim/

pervasive /pa'veisiv/

realistic /.ria'listik/

sensationalist /sen'seijanalist/

superficial /.suipa'fijal/

unbiased /An'baiast/

well-informed /.welin'faimd/

Verbs

affect /a'fekt/

broadcast /'braidkaist/

censor /'sensa/

control /kan'traul/

exploit /'ekspbit/

expose /ik'spauz/

inform /in'faim/

intrude /in'truid/

invade /in'veid/

investigate /in' vest igeit/

publicize /'pAblisaiz/

publish /'pAbliJ/

report /n'pait/

review /ri'vju:/

verify /'verifai/

unit 20
THE ARTS

Nouns
actor /'aekta/

actress /'aektras/

aesthetics /iis'Getiks/

appreciation /a.priiji'eijan/

artefact /'aitifaekt/

artist /'aitist/

atmosphere /'aetmasfia/

audience /'oidians/

ballerina /.baelar'iina/

ballet /'baelei/

carving /'kaivig/

conception /kan'sepjan/

concert /'knnsat/

crafts /kraifts/

creation /kri'eijan/

culture /'kAltfa/

emotion /i 'maoJan/
exhibition /.eksi'bijan/

expression /ik'sprejan/

festival /'festival/

gallery /'gaelari/

image /'imid3/

imagination /i,maed3i'neij9n/

influence /'influans/

inspiration /.inspir'eijan/

intimacy /'intimasi/

literature /'litratja/

mood /muid/

musician /mjui'zijan/

opera /'Dpara/

orchestra /'aikistra/

painting /'peintig/

performance /pa'faimans/

the performing arts

play /plei/

portrait /'paitrait/

proportion /pra'paijan/

reflection /ri'flekjan/

response /ri'spDns/

sculptor /'skAlpta/

sculpture /'skAlptJa/

stimulus /'stimjalas/

style /stall/

taste /teist/

theatre /'Oiata/

theme

/

0i:m/

venue /'venju:/

works /w3iks/

writer /'raita/

Adjectives

abstract /'aebstraekt/

accomplished /a'kAmpliJt/

aesthetic /iis'Betik/

burgeoning /'b:d3amg/

classical /‘klaesikal/

creative /kri'eitiv/

cultural /'kAltJaral/

distracting /di'straektig/

eclectic /ek'lektik/

electric /I'lektrik/

emotional /I'maufanal/

fundamental /.fAnda'mental/

imaginative /i'maed3inativ/

influential /.influ'enjal/

inspirational /,inspar'eifanal/

interactive /.inta'aektiv/

literary /'litarari/

live /laiv/

magical /'maed3ikal/

monotonous /ma'nDtanas/

mundane /mAn'dein/

passionate /'paejanat/

popular /‘popjala/

prominent /'prDminant/

relaxing /ri'laeksig/

stimulating /'stimjaleitig/

visual /'vi3ual/

vivid /'vivid/

Verbs

choreograph /'koriagraif/

create /kri'eit/

depict /di'pikt/

enrich /in'ritj/

escape /i'skeip/

imagine /i'maed3in/

influence /'influans/

inspire /in'spaia/

participate /pai'tisipeit/

perform /pa'faim/

provoke /pra'vauk/

transcend /traen'send/
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